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HARDING TELLS
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CONFERENCE Off UNEMPLOYMENT
and Adjourns Until
National Parley Organizes
1 a
- i
D
t
l
f
Uctooer d; rseea n j&mpioymeni. rrwgroiu
Which Will Not Contemplate a Drain on the
National Treasury.

i

(By The Annorlnted

Washington,

Sept. 26.

Pre)

Tha

EUGENIC LAW WOULD
BREED REVOLUTION,
PROFESSOR CLAIMS

na- -

mont, called by President Harding,
organized today and adjourned until October 5, when the
will present suggcstlono for
emergency relief.
Opening the session, President
Harding declared the Industrial
depression was a "war Inheri-

New York, Sept. 20. A eugenic law forbidding the unfit to
marry would breed revolution.
Professor R. M. Binder, of New
York University told the second
International Congress of Eugenics today. A better course to
pursue, he said, would be to
make the unfit fit. He also disputed the assertion that men ot
genius usually are weaklings.
"The eugenist cannot seriously
propose that only the fittest
shall marry without laying him-Bo- lf
open to the charge of
he said, "or, if he Insists, producing a revolution."

tance," and adding that the results
hoped for from the conference
might extond beyond the United
States. Asserting that there ought
to bo work for every one, the president described the United States
as "fundamentally nound, financially strong, Industrially unimconsistent
commercially
paired,
and politically unafraid." Both the
Hoover,
prosident and Secretary
chairman, emphasized the need for
an employment
program which
would not contemplate a drain on

the national treasury.

Ten Committees Named.
was
Organization
completed
with the formation of ten committo
tees
originate, study and recommend practical measures for
These
moeting tho emergency.
committees, of which the first five
deal
will
named
have
chairmen,
with unemployment statistics, Harry 8. Robinson, of Los Angeles,
chairman: employment agencies
and registration, Julius Barnes, of
Iluluth, chairman; public hearings,
S. M. Lindsay,
of New York,
chairman; organization, Mr.
chairman; emergency measures by manufacturers, "W. H.
of Springfield,
O.,
Staekhouse,
chairman; emergency state and
measures
and
public
municipal
measures in
works, emergency
transportation, in construction, In
mining, and in shipping.
After tho emergency measures
and tha collection of statistics are
completed, the conference Is to be
regrouped into committees whose
functions will ho to recommend
permanent measures by which the
unemployment may be held to a
minimum.

mm strike

Initial Efforts.

I
I

r'

Will Ruth's Arm, Not His Bat,
Bring Pennant to the Yankees ?

VOTE TO STRIKE

"The Initial efforts of the conference," it was announced, "arebeing directed to meeting cmergenoieS and needs of thn unem
ployment situation. Simultaneously, an exhaustive study will be
made to bring out facts concerning
Estimates of the
unemployment.
number of unemployed vary from
S. 000,000 to 5,500,000 and It Is felt
reliable data as to tho extent, geo
graphical distribution and indus
trial distribution Is Imperative be
fore relief measures are put into

effect."

While the work of the specialized committees Is being carried
on, public hearings are to bo held
every day for the next week, bet
Binning tomorrow, on statistics of
unemployment.

PILSUDSKI NARROWLY
ESCAPES DEATH AT THE
HANDS OF AN ASSASSIN
(By The Aworlnted Trem.)

Lemburg, Sept. 26 (by the Associated Press.) General Jos.
president of the Polish republic, narrowly escaped death by
assassination here last night. He
was entering an automobile In CI"
Hall square on his way to n theater after attending a. banquet In his
honor, when three shots were fired
at him. General Pllsudskl was not
Injured, but Count GrabowskI, .ho
was
was
him,
accompanying
wounded In the leg.
The president directed his chauffeur to drive to a hospital, and after
being assured that Count Grabow-skl'- s
wound was not serious. Insisted on going to the theater as
he had Intended. He was enthusiastically cheered by the audience
when he entered.
The would-b- e
assassin attempted
kulclde. but was arrested before
he could end his own life.

COiEITIO

AT

Demands for

a Vote Are

Dis-

regarded By Presiding Officer; Mother Jones Delivers An Address.
(By The

AMOcluli--

d

Firm.)

De26.
Sept.
Indianapolis,
mands for a vote in the two Kansas strike cases that have been the
storm center of three days debate
In the convention of the United
Mine Workers wore disregarded today by Vice 'President Philip Murray, presiding officer, who declared
he would not permit the delegates
to bo stampeded Into a final de
cision.
Frequent disorderly outbreaks In
which supporters of Alexander Ho
wat, president of tho Kansas mln
era, demanded a final showdown
marked the forenoon session, but
quiet prevailed this afternoon. In
terest apparently waned as debate
was protracted, and delegates ex
pected to vote tomorrow.
Except
tor a spcecn by Mother Jones, 92
year-ol- d
of
the union, all
organizer
debate today was devoted to the
Kansas cases.
The worst outbreak of disorderi
came shortly before the noon ad
journment when William Green
international secretary was unable
to spenk for ilfteen minutes.
Mother Jones urged the miners
to continue their fight. She ns
serted all the trouble in West Vir
ginia was due to the activities of
"gun men employed by the opera
tors," and she asked the miners to
try to have congress enact legisla
tion that would
"drive out the prl
vaio army. -

A

RUSSIAN SOAP BOX
ORATOR IS FINED $100
(By The AnBiwInlert Prem.)

Chicago, Sept. 26. Walter Dom
browskt; a Russian soap box orator
was fined $100 today for urging his
audleneo to start a pogrom against
west side Jews. The police said
Dombrowskl declared a Ku Klux
Klan leader had instructed him to
speak as he did.'

General Chairman of the B,
of R, T. Begin Counting
the 168,000 Ballots Cast
By the Members,

j

2S

1921

68

w

I
,

Next Monday Officials of
Other Organizations will
Meet to Count tne Vote of
259,000 Men,
(by the AssoChicago, Scr
'.ers of the big
ciated Press.)
and affiliated
four brother,
railroad un' $,onight declared
jubt that the railthey had
id voted for a genway empX
eral strl '"jC ner tnan acceP1 11
wage r . d? In, but announced
nservative counsel ol
that t 15
the )
might prevail against
a w'
I "hairmen of the Broth- F
r Ktinwav 'iiainnien uv&au
or
couti. g the 186,000 strike ballots
of their men, but admitted at the
start that, judging from the known
temper of the men, the result will
be overwhelmingly for a strike.
Pressed for an estimate as to what
that majority might be, Vice President James Murdock said:
'Our part experience has
been that 98 per cent of tho
men will always vote to
strike."
Next Monday officials of the

i'o

e

ARTICLE 27 NO T

T
BT NORMA V E. BROWN.
Will Babe Ruth, greatest hitter
baseball ever has known, win the
pennant for tho Yankees aa a
pitchor and not as a slugger supreme?,
That chance looms up. It may
be that ere the type is cold on this
thought that he will have stepped
into the pojc for, ; the-.. weakening
Yankees,
r
Ruth
out two
drove
Monday
home runs that enabled New York
to win, g to 7.
,
In the three years that Ruth has
been making hpme run history he
has seldom been called upon to
ply. his old trade of pitching. But
even the youngest fans recall that
he won his Initial fame in the big
leagues as a southpaw flingor and
that. when he gave up pitching to
play the outfield that he might
wallop the ball every day, he was
ono of tho best pitchers in the
league.
'The second year he was with
the Boston Red Sox where he be

gan his big league career he
hurled tho team to eighteen victories and lost but seven gr.mcs.
Tho next year he hung up twenty-tvictories and thirteen defeats. Harry Coveleskie of the Detroit Tigers was tho only one of
tho hurlers who hung up a better
o
record.
Walter Johnson
that year won twenty-fiv- e
games
but lost twenty-onRuth led the
In
earned
league
runs, allowing but
1.75 per game while hurling 33
8
innings.
The following year Ruth hung
'vKto"lei aria lct
up twenty-tou- r
but thirteen. Eddie Clcotte and
Jim Bagby wore tho only hurlers
to earn better records. No soufh-paw- s
approached his work. He tied
with Walter Johnson in games won
and the Big Swede lost three more
games.
In 1918, whilo tuning up his
home run bat with eleven, Kuth
won thirteen and lost seven games.
WON 78 GAMES,
LOST 40 GAMES

GRAND AVERAGE OF .601.
in event that ho does attempt to aid Manager Huggins in
the box can he show his old
skill? That remains to be seen.
Kuth is in good physical condition,
of course. His arm, no doubt, is
In good shape as far as
throwing
is concerned. But whether or not
it is in shape to stand the rigors
of nine innings of pitching, with
the accompanying strain, is unknown. Then, too, thero is the
matter of getting them over.'
Kuth, however, has voluntarily
worked out in the bull pen during
the lnst couplo ot. weekev and 1t
may bo that ho feels and is In
shape to enter tho box at least for
relief duty.
Should he essay to hurl for an
entire game in a crisis and go
through with it he wlll writo another thrilling chapter to a great
caroor.
To break his own world's home
rim record and then hurl his team
to tho championship would be a
wonderful tiling.

IS

RAILROADS FACING
DISASTER IF WAGES
ARE NOT CUT, SAYS

SUGGEST

''

,

SOUTHARD

GEING TRIED ON

I

hree

win-los-

e.

'By The AMorlntrd Vrm.)

Philadelphia, Sept, 26.
Vico I'reslilent W. W. Alter-burof the Pennsylvania Railroad company, told memiM'rs
of tho Mutual Benefit Society
of tho road In annual nieet-in- s
today, that waes must
come down or roads would be
forced Into government control
or receiverships,
"It is true there Isn't much
left for a further reduction In
wages and it isn't pleasant to
hear or contemplntc.'i ho Is
quoted ns saying. "But there
faces us either the reduction
or. government ownership or
receivership."
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MOTION FOR A HEW TRIAL FOR

.
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cer-tai-

Appellate Court Affirms the Judgment of the
Lower Tribunal; District Attorney's Con
duct Criticised, But This Does Not Const!
tute Grounds for a Retrial of the Case.
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RETROACTIVE IS

a,

MRS. PEETE, CONVICTED OF THE
MURDER OF DENTON, IS DENIED

HISJ-AWYE-

?

Trent.)
(By The AforMtS
"

government

BT

ls's

PrrcuNB

AS
WAGE SLASH PROTEST

ln'"ln

CLOWN GHAflGED

ff
Four
school children were killed today
when a trolley pole came off a car Dominguez Claims That Ths
which was carrying them to their
Motive Figured In
homes, broke the feed wire and
Arrest Charged
caused their electrocution
when
they jumped out of tho car. The
With Slaying Actress,
car wus set on fire but other children escaped serious Injury.
Nino other children were hold In GRAND JUrToRDERED
the car, which was a one man trolTO SIFT ASSERTION
ley of the Plymouth and Boston
railway company, by tha motor-maHo caught a fifth youngster
Doctor, Who Treated Miss
B3 he tried to leap out.
All tho children lived in KingRappe After the Hotel
ston and were on their way homo
from school.
Party, Found Evidence ot
Tho accident occurred late In the
Ruptured Bladder,
afternoon as tha car approached
a bridge. The trolley pole slipped
off the wire and broke the feed
line carrying thousands of volt.
San Francisco. Tjilif.. Sent
Ono end of the wire fell on the
roof of the car. setting it afire. Tho 9 -- "
lllreil SeiuniK'lier. wit- ness
to
other fell
tho bridge, charging
for the
in the
ens
tho rails.
of ltoHcoe (Fatty) Ar- biK kle,
The children
screamed
and
fliiirged
wltu
tho
lnur- rushed fnr the door. The motor- tier of Virginia Itappo, denied
man tried to hold them back, but
tonight before the San Fran- four jumped out. They came in
elseo county grand jury that
contact with the rails and were s he had conspired
ln buy wnv to
electrocuted.
Tho clothes
were
extort money from the defend- burned from their bodies.
" Hill.
A fifth, child had got to the door
The charge vm made in
when the motorman
seized him
court
today by Frank Doniln.
and barred thn way, keeping the
gue-z- ,
one of Arhiioklc'9 uttor- rest of the passengers within tho
ncyn, and was brought
ear until tho current was turned
tho grand Jury bv District At- - S
off.
.
torney Mallow Ilrady.
The grand Jury miionrned,
it was said, without tajtlng any 4
action,

MAY USE WALKOUT

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Order of Railway Conducot Locomotive
tors, Brotherhood
and
and Engineers'
Firemen
Switchmen's Union of North Amer-leof
vote
count
the
to
meet
wilt
their 259, 0C0 workers.
Expect Striko Majorities.
Railroad union leaders here exth
pect all the brotherhoods and subto cast
switchmen's union
stantial majorities for a strike. The
affiliated shoD crafts have already
voted by approximately 325,000 r
48,000 to walk out end are on.,
waiting to see what action the
other unions take and fur the railroad labor board to dispose of the
pending working rules agreements
Reports of the general chair i
men of the trainmen when they assembled today were disappointing
to the union leaders. The trainmen
had voted on a separate ballot because their leaders did not approve
of tho joint ballot prepared by the
other unions. On September 12
President W. G. Lee, who .has been
ill at Cleveland, addressed a letter
to the men who were In the miat
Of the balloting, in which he pointed out reasons why he thought a
strike would be unwise at this time
and why the men might expect to
accept some wage reduction.
Loo Favors a Reduction.
He asked the men to consider the
fact that wages and working con- -'
ditions of all classes establishes'
since 1918 were the result of the
world war; that 8,000,000 men are
that
unemployed;
all
classes of labor have "nearly
been forced
to accept
reduced
rates of pay
during the past year:" thnt h i
cawa wages granted railroad men
e Dasea on increased
cost of living, and that

AGIST SCBEEfl

(By The AMoclnted Ptcm.)
Kingston, Mass., Sept. 2 9.

'

Already

L

I

TO 4 CHILDREN

BLACKMAIL PLOT

Charged Rails.

iiiirSiS

'

F

costs since July 1 mo
vote, union officials
nJh st''ike
out, does
mean the immediatenot necessaHlv Idaho Woman Is Accused of
strike. The queatlon caning ot
to the men carried a
Slaying Her Fourth Husvote
agains
a strike unless the for or
band; Selection of Jury
reduction question can be seTtlfd
in a manner
satisfaetn
May Occupy Six Days.
NEW CABLE OFFICE
eral grievance commltteey"'' 8en'
Morgan City, La., Sept. 26. The
(By The AMoclnted Fran.)
Krlenc
will
all American Cable Company with meet here when thncommittee
Twin Falls. Idaho. Sent 26. Be
.ihi,.nin the next week or two will estab
fore
a crowded court room with the
8ald'
- 'ther
lish Its cable office here. The vb- taakneVteos
largest array. of legal talent ever
tabllshment of this office will be
drawn
together In Twin Falls cou.i-t- NOMINATIONS SENT TO
tor 1,16
the first between- Galveston and walkout
tha case of the state of Idaho
SENATE BY PRESIDENT
Key West, Fla. The line will con
against Mrs. Lyda Southard charged
nect direct with Tamplco, Mexico. MRS.
with the murder of her fourth
BERGD0LL WANTS husband,
(Ity The Aocliilrd Praia )
Edward F.
CERTAIN PROPERTY OF nere mis morning. Meyer, opened
Washington. Sent. 26. Nomina
tions
sent to the senate
Interest at this time centers In
SON, GR0VER, RETURNED the selection of a Jury, the impres- President Harding follow: today by
sion among many court attendants
Raymond C. Brown, of Hawaii,
being that this phase of the case to be secretary of the Territory of
T .
Phi adelnhl
Vi
......
, ocUL.
Hawaii; John Plover, of San Fran
'1 . iMrs,
may occupy six days or more.
iimma C. jBercdoll. ninth,..
Faul Vincent Southard, husband cisco, to be surveyor general of
ar,my draft dodger, to- - of the accused woman, stated that California; and Col. Kanford II.
SV!n!J "Ult
ln "aerai oourt to his wife was ln excellent health. Wadhams, to be brigadier general
i.y
have Thomas W. Miller,
alien
sleeping and eating well and spend- - medical reserve corps.
erty custodian, return to herprop,n lng much or her time in the perusal
property seized by him some of magazines.
bBO aB oeionging to Grover,
Th. Twin Falls county court
E
fue conienas hen
house, surrounded by well-keor
It.
any
jn
grounds, faces upon the city park
Just across the street. It was in
NEW MAYOR ORDERS
this park that two of the defend
I
ant's deceased husbands did most
NUGALES CLEANED UP of their courting, according to
earlier stories.
Court was opened promptly at
(By Th Anmlntti Frau.)
10 o'clock and within a minute or
Ariz.., Rent... . ev, x'.au
. NOgales.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
In the midst of silence broken
two
v. Kamos, recently
elected
Los Angeles, Sept. 26. Motion affirmed in a thirty-eigpage de wowj
mayor of Noaales. Rnnnr.
only by the measured reading ot
for a new trial for Mrs. Louise L, cision.
site here, has orders tho jury list by the clerk, Lyda
The decision declared the
Peete, convicted of the murder of
the defendant, entered
5. In tnat cIty- - The mayor's Southard,
of District Attorney Thomas w. UC
(By The Anorlntrd Fran.)
a
Jacob Charles Denton, wealthy Lee Woolwlno toward Mrs. Peete
uuecis mat an nriia. nHiot t .o room, escorted by Sheriff E. R.
New Tork, Sept. 26. The cry of
Sherman
was
and
a
habitual
and
to
drunkards shall be
assigned
mining man here June 2, 1920, was during the trial was' reprehensible
"crime wave" was raised again to..denied In a 'decision handed down and Inexcusable, although It did oeponeo, and further declares seat neur her counsel.
Mrs.
au
.,..
owner
Southard,
night after a day of carnival for
notwithstanding
property
""t
not
a
constitute
for
re
grounds
here today by the appellate court.
Paint the front of theif
her husband's assertion that she robbers In New Tork.
case.
trial
of
the
was in the best of health, looked
Judgment of the lower court was
The most daring bit of thievery
Attorneys for Mrs. Peete an "'"" iuriy aays and construct worn and
tired and apparently was
nounced a motion for rehearing and repair the sidewalks.
attempted In tho crowded
weighs less than photographs tak
would be made before the state su
en at the time of her arrest, indi- Grand Central station, where three
court.
preme
I
cate. 'She was plainly and neatly bandits armed with lead pipes and
Mrs. 1'eote was sentenced to life
dressed in a suit of brown mate revolvers fell on a cashier of the
Imprisonment following a verdict
rial, with collar of fur, black hose New Tork, New Haven and HartBurciy you missed thn fur.
by a Jury that Mrs. Peete murnew shoes. She sat with her
toons
of
M.
and
J.
dered Donton by shooting
Darling
him
whilo they were out tor(Ding)
THE FORECAST.
a few A back partly toward the audience. ford railroad and tried to snatch
through the back of the neck with O weeks.
a Her husband. Faul Vincent South a handbag containing thousands of
his own revolver and then wrapDenver, Sept. 26. New
ard, entered a few minutes later dollars.
They are back In thn nnrvr
Fair Tuesday; cooler north ping tho body In blankets, dragged
now
and took up a seat at his wife's
A man alleged to have been a
and you will find them
and east portions, Wednesday fair. It down a flight of stairs to the
Ida.
on
the
editorial
member of the trio was cactured
somebasement of tho Denton house,
page.
Arizona Fair Tuesday;
Tha first two Jurors examined after a pistol fight, in which 18
Gene Byrnes' romln Mrln.
what cooler In central portion. covered it with earth and nailed It
were excusjd ln rapid fire order, shots were fired, corridor walls
In a wooden crypt where it' was
"Reg'Iar Fellers," may . be
.Wednesday fair.
both
found
too.
claiming to have definite and scarred with bullets and thousands
Gene picfound three months later.
there,
fixed ideas on the subject of the of commuters
tures the "days of real sport."
attracted to the
LOCAL REPORT
guilt, or innocence of the defendscene.
Conditions for the ; twenty-fou- r
ARGENTINE ORANGES
no
which
evidence
Tho special leased wlra fna..
could
ant,
The money was saved.
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
shake.
ture service to tie Introduced
A pistol
attack upon M. J.
ARE SOLD AT AUCTION
recorded by the unlvehsity:
The work of selecting a jury Mlchack,
In
the
on
Journal
Oc.
Sunday
a theater manager, while
85
went steadily forward, with a wide he was
Highest temperature
tober 2. Andre Tardleu. Wal.
$1,200 to the bank.
Xowest ...
Si
(Ily Tb Amoclnled Pram.)
ter Camp, Jessie Henderson,
variety of questions addressed by Result: carrying
Mlchack dropped his money
' Range . .
34
New York. Sent. 26. A shlnment
talesto
the
prosecutor
Robert
Small
othStephan
and many
box at the first shot, which grazed
68 of 1,000 boxes of Argentine oranges,
Mean
men.- The proposition of circum
crs will contribute.
scoop' on
(18 wmcn arrived
was dwelt upon at his cheek ana his assailant
evidence
stantial
'Humidity at 8 a. m
the
are
a
If
recently
not
you
regular
ing up $400 escaped ln an automo20 steamship
Huron " from Buenos
'Mumidlty at 6. p. m
to make
length as was the theory ot reason bile.
subscriber,
want
you
None Aires, was sold at auction todav to
Precipitation
able doubt. Another question asked
sure cj a copy.
J. Pcrdissat and his bride were
8 the fruit trade for $2 a bnv.
Maximum wind velocity
was wnetner tne Tact that the de held
This
PHONE 13.
by four men at the bride's
Direction of wind
Variable is tho first shlnment of tho fruit
fendant Is a woman would prpju- - home.upThree
of tho robbers were
Clear to this country from Argentina.
Character, ot day vt
.(Continued on. Pag Two.).
arrested,

...

ELECTRIC SHOCK
PROVES FATAL
Are Electrocuted When They
Jump Out of the Car and
Come in Contact With the
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BLOCKADE PLAN

IIS

(By Tha auortatcJ Fma )
Mexico City, Sept. 24 (by the

As-

sociated

The
supreme
Press.)
court's decision in the Texas company ampnro case was officially
handed down tf.night . It establishes definitely the
of articlo 27 of the constitution so
far as concerns property acquired
for oil exploration or exploitation
prior to going Into effect of the
present constitution.
The court, defines article 27 is
,

asserting

"para-

graph four of article "7 cannot he
regarded as retroactive either according to Xhe letter or the spicit.
The text says:
"It Is shown that In conformity
with rules universally accepted for
the interpretation of laws and with
those of sound logic It must be admitted that paragraph four of article 27 (referring to oil) of our con
stitution is not retroactive and
does not affect
rights
legally acquired. This precept establishes the nationalization of peas
troleum, and its
well as that of other substances to
which It refers,
amplifying the
enumeration that existed in our
former laws."
Chief Justice Enrique Moreno,
In giving out the decision said:
"Today's decision Is as specific
in matters relatand
ing to oil as a judicial tribunal can
establish the
should
and
render,
principle of law upon which the
other amparo cases pending should
be ndjudlcated."
The other cases will be taken up
next month, the judge added.

Committee Says Details Can- PICKF0RD DIVORCE
not Be Decided Before
CASE IS APPEALED
hand in Case Members
(Ity The Auorltitttl Pr.)
Reno, Nev., Sept. 26. The state
Violate the Covenant.
(Bj The ABicclnted TreM.)
Geneva, sept. 26. Details of
applying the econormo blockade
against any members violating the
covenant of the league of nations
cannot be decided before hand, the
DiocKauo committee of the assem.
uiy reported this morning. It nro- pusea tnat tne council of the league
suggest a plan.
Tho committee held that interof diplomatic relations
ruption
snouid bo begun with tho with
drawal of heads of diplomatic mis-'ii. in proposed resolutions it
was provided that ce'rtaln states.
m case or special danger to
them,
released 'rom blockade
"ii. ,
VUllgUlHJIlH.
Before the blockade committee
resolutions are voted on, it is ex- peciea mat an effort will be made
to obtain a vote
abrogating the
7uIo requiring
unanimity as it is
believed a unanimous decision on
committee recommendations is im- iJwffHiuie.

aaamon to resolutions
the covenant of the league,
...
pruposea an
ment to article XVI of the amend
coven-an- t,
which provides for united action against a state violating that
The amendment folagreement.
lows:
"The council of the league will
give an opinion whether a breach
?,;uthls ,covenant ha taken place.
When the council gives such opin- ,1l l?e votes of tate charged
with
having committed
of tho covenant and of states wa.i,
bring- iiK mo cnarge wnetner
they are
members of the council under
article IV or have been specially
summoned, shall not be reckoned
In determining whether or
not
there haa been a unanimous decision." '
Another proposed amendment
rends:
"The council may In the case of
a particular member postpone the
coming Into force of any of these
measures for a specified period
where It is satisfied such postponement will facilitate the attainment
of the object of the measure to
be applied, or that it is
in order to minimize the necessary
loss and
inconvenience
which would be
caused by such members."
This amendment is proposed to
satisfy the Scandinavian members,
who demand exemption from the
blockade
should the
obligation
measure be applied to neighboring
states.

attorney general filed the Mary
Pickford divorce judgment In the
supreme court this afternoon as
the first step In tho appeal from
tho decision of the district court.
The district court held that the attorney general had no right to Intervene for the state but that the
district court itself represented the
state ln divorce cases.
EARTHOCAKE SHOCK FELT.
San Bernardino, Calif., Sept. 26.
A slight earthquake shock was
felt here at 2:45 this afternoon.
At Ontario, twenty miles west, It
was of sufficient Intensity to rattle dishes in houses.

(fty The Ansoclnted

Trru.)

Sin Francisco, Calif., Sept.
An

26.

assertion in court today by Ros-cC. (Fatty)
Arbuckle's
chief
counsel, Frank Domlnguez, that he
believed blackmail had been contemplated against the film com-edland that this motive
in the defendant's arrost on figured
a murder charge, wa ordered put before
thn grand Jury tonight by
District
Attorney Muthew A. Brady. .
Brady issued subpoenas for
and his associate counsel,
Charles H. Rrennan, of San Francisco, and Milton M. Cohen, of la
Angeles, to appear at tonight's
grand jury session and repeat their
charges.
Why Action Was Taken.
The action was taken, Brady said,
on the request of Alfred Semnach-e- r,
who was accused by Domingues
today of having
conspired with.
Mrs. Bamblna Delmont, the complaining witness against Arbuckle,
to take torn parts of the clothing
of Miss Virginia Happe to Los
Angeles for tho purposo of extorting
money from tho defendant, who Is
charged with the murder of Mis
,
Kappe.
Domlnguez made his assertion
after long questioning of Semnach- er regarding his previous testimony in the case. Dominguez declared that previous conduct o
Mrs. Delmont
in
Los Angeles,
where, he said, she made claims
against a man named Earl Lynn,
lent color to his accusation.
Police
Lazarus before
Judge
whom the hearing is being held,
refused, however, to allow Domln-gue- z
to question Semnacher along
this line, saying It had no part Jn
the present proceedings.
Physician Testifies.
Pemnaeher's testimony took up
most of the afternoon session. In
the morning Dr. Arthur Beardsles,
house physician at the Hotel St.
Francis, who treated Miss Rappe
after the revel In Arbuckle's suite
out of which the murder charge
grew, testified he discovered evi,
dence of a ruptured bladder early
the morning after the party, and
that he advised her removal to a
hospital.
The defense was unable to make
him admit that she could hava
been! suffering from anything else.
Dr. Beardslee stuck to his diagnosis, end said he found her writhing
in pain when he was called ln after
the party, the pain being so great
he had to administer sedatives
three times In the night.
Cause f n Torn nindder.
Replying to a hypothetical question regarding the cause of a torn
bladder, he said an Injury such as
that described by tho prosecution,
probnbly would have been caused
by nn external force such as a fall
or blow, although contortions lnel- (Contlnued on Page Two.)
oe

MAN IS ARRESTED CHARGED WITH
PLOTTING TO FURNISH ARMS TO

BRITISH SUBJECTS IN IRELAND
George G. Rorke, a Graduate of Georgetown
University, Is Also Alleged to Have Been
Engaged in a Conspiracy to Instruct the Men
in the Use of the Weapons.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.T
New York, Sept. 26. Charged and three other men not arrested.
have been enaged on the conspiracy
with being engaged In a "conspirsince November 19, 1920.
British
the
of
to
furnish
acy
subjects
Amis Seized June 14.
empire tn Ireland with arms and
The arms were seized June 1
munitions to be used against the by federal agents on the ground
British empire and to instruct them that their shipment was being atin the use of the weapons," George tempted without compliance with
Rorke, a graduate ot Georgetown maritime regulations requiring that
university, was arrested here
a manifest be obtained. The next
anil released on S3. 000 bail day the Hoboken police attempted
for his appearance in the federal to take the arms from federal
court tomorrow.
agents on a search and seizure warRorke, a commission dealer ln rant obtained by a man giving the
arms and ammunition residing ln name of "Frank Williams," who
Washington, D. C was alleged to claimed they had been stolen from
be Implicated in the purchase and him on June 11.
Presence of J v arms on the ship
shipment of the 495 automatic machine guns seized by government was not known , v its owner, th
agents on board the steamship Kat shipping board or to its managing
Side at Hoboken, N. J., last June. operators
until they were inRorke was taken Into custody on formed of the discovery. The ship
a telegraphic order from Attorney wus loading for sn Irish port wheu
When arrestGeneral Daugherty.
the seizure occurred.
ed Rorke showed the agents of the
By agreement ot the Hoboken
department of Justice a subpoena police and the customs authorities
to
directing him
appear before the tho arms were later taken to si
fedora! grand Jury at Trenton as a Manhattan warehouse where thejr
government witness In connection were to renuiin until there was tt
with tho seizure of the guns.
of their
judicial determination
The complaint
charges Rorke ownership.
t
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TIMBER IN

MRS. SOUTHARD
BEING TRIED ON
MURDER CHARGE

HE

PHILIPPINES

IS

IT
LATE

(Continued from Page One.)
in the defend-

CROPS,

IS

(Continued from Page One.)

dice the talesman

PLENT1FUL;W00D
Islands Have Enough to Take
Care of Most of the Lum-- ,
ber Industry in the Far
! ' East, Survey Shows.
(By The Amoclnted Praia.)

is
26. There
Manila, Sept.
enough timber in the Philippine
of
mont
the
care
of
to
take
Islands
lumber Industry of the far east,
according to MaJ. Gen. I,ennnrd
Wood, who has Just traversed the
archipelago from northern Luzon
to the Visayan Islands.
the
appreciate
"Few
people
enormous resources in tho Islands
In the way of lumber, much of it
he
of the most valuable kind,"
of
Said.
"Nearly 230,000,000 feet tho
in
of
which
In
cut
was
1920,
it
was
neighborhood of 15,000,000
exported.
"In ordinary years there ought
to be an enormous amount availa-to
ble for export. Now is the time
Initiate those wise forestry measures which would insure the reThese
placement of tho trees cut.
forests are full of the most vala
possiuable woods, and there is
bility of great development in the
of
rubber,
camphorj
production
etc., also an enormous amount of
other forert and Jungle products.
in the islands
"Lumbermen
ought to unite so as to have better
marketing of tholr products
abroad. In other words, her de-is
a jreat industry which can be
veloped on sound lines and reproduction of the forest assured."
Forbes, former
W. Cameron
governor general of the Fhllippine
future
islands, predicted a great
for the lumber industry of tho islands. He said:
"On the way to tho Philippine
Islands for the. first time in 1904,
I stopped at the forestry exhibitat
of the Thilipplne government
the St. Louis lair. I was literally
carried off my feet by the beauty
and splendor of the Philippine
woods there displayed. F.lght then
that
and there I made up my mind
to have
It was one of my ambitions house
certain rooms, in whatever finishedI
future,
might build in the
with especially fine panels of seDuring
lected Philippine woods.
stay in the islands, I
my ten years
collocted a considerable quantity of
risk of
these woods. I took theAmerican
tholr not standing the
The
home.
sent
them
climate, and
"wood has stood wonderfully well
and seems to be as good today as
when first put in and is the admiration of everybody who visits
my house Just outside of Boston.
IndusI am sure that the lumber
try of the Philippines has a marvelous future."
,: A. F. Fischer, director of forestry of the Philippine islands, esti-

mates there are 72,224 square
miles of standing timber in the
on this area
Philippines and that 200,000.000,-nnn
the stand of timber is
which
This
timber
hnnrrt fppt.
Is
oil bw the
government
estimated to' be worth $400,000,000.

QUAY CO. DEDICATES
2 SCHOOL BUILDINGS
JSportnl CorrMPonilrtica to The Journal.)
ii Tucumoarl, N. M., Sept. 26. Tu- of
cumcari has 1,135 children
School age with a splendid enrol
ment to dats, 170 enrolling In

.Jilgh school. Quay county ranked
second in the state for eighth grade
graduates last June.,
Nari Visa and San Jon school
'buildings, representing an expendi
ture of $80,000, were dedicated laRt
Saturday, Dr. David Hill, of the
university, Albuquerque, and
;tate
'John V. Conway, superintendent of
schools, Santa Fe, attending,
j The county now has thirty-eigrtruck routes ranging in distance
from ten to fourteen miles, each
truck carrying twelve to thlrly
'children.
r Athletics are being given attention in the city schools this year, a
departure from tho past several
years. An athletic association has
for high school
been organized
tWith TVyatt Nations, Jr., president,
nd Robert
Syndusky, secretary.
;Two basketball teams for girls have
Tucumcarl boys
been organized.
;and girls ere anticipating a num-.be- r
of games
with neighboring
;towns during the winter.
ht

well
William
H. McCarthy,
"known as the president of the
coast baseball league, has beel
ichosen president of the California
Football association, which is to
iconduct professional football this
winter In San Francisco and sSme
'of the near-b- y cities.
Pa-'clf- le

toasted to seal
in the delicious
Burley flavor

ant's favor.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Trueblood,
parents of the Accused woman,
wero not in court.

REPORT

Pntnnn nnM trt h.vA ttoan fmiml
by state chemists in the bodies of
tne rour nusnands ana one orotner-in-laof Mrs. Lyda Meyer South- w

the charge of murdering her fourth
nusoana, wawara
Meyer.
According to Prosecuting AttorL.
ney Frank
Stephan, of Twin
Falls countv. Mrs. Southard col
on the
insurance
lected $9,500
deaths of three of the five men. All
were insured, with Mrs. Southard
as beneficiary.
is twenty-eigMrs. Southard
vears old and is the daughter of
W. J. Trueblood,
Mr. and Mrs.
who reside on a farm at Kimber-lnear here. After Meyer's death.
his widow
7,
1920,
September
worked for a time as a waitress
here, and later loft for Los Ang-Irthn met Vincent South
whri
ard, naval petty officer, who later
ner
became
nitn nusoana, ssouin-ar- d
was with her at the time of
her arrest in Honolulu, T. H., May
She married Southard
12, 1921,
In Los Angeles November 28, 1920.
Authorities say Mrs. Southard's
first matrimonial venture was her
uooiey, a
marriage to Kobert u. Match
17,
in Twin Falls,
farmer, rtrtnlaw
ritnri in n hnsnltal
101)
here October 1, 1915, typhoid fever
being assigned as the cause. A
ohlld was born to the Dooleys, but
it died at the age of two years, typhoid also being given as the cause
of the death..
Mrs. Southard's second marriage,
the officials assert, was In June,
1917, to William Q. McHaffie, a
waiter. On October 22, 1918, McHaffie died at Hardin, Mont., supposedly from Influenza and diphht

v.

,

theria.

Next Mrs. Southard married Harlan C. Lewis, a Billings, Mont., au
at Den.er,
tomobile
mechanic,
March 10, 1919. On July 6, or tne
at Billings,
died
same year Lewis
the cause of death being given a

enteritis.
gastro
TTai fourth mnrrlACTe.

at

r

H

brother-nusDan-

p

lr..,.

his"

TOOK HIS
RECENT SILENCE CURE
IN A MEDIEVAL CASTLE

CLEMENCEAU

Paris. Sent. 26. Former Pre
mer Premier Clemenceau took his
recent "silence cure In a medieval castle perched 1,500 feet above
the blue waters of the Mediterranean at Olivese, on the island of
Corsica.
Nicholas Pietri, the owner of the
g
friend
castle, has been a
and newspaper associate of Clemenceau. Pletrl is as deaf as the
proverbial post.
"I have traveled a lot since the
armistice," the former premierIn-is
reportod to have said, "but in
dia, Egypt, the Soudan, everywhere
I have been, I have had to talk
too much. Now what I want is silence. Am I sure to get that with
Pietri. He is so deaf that I won't
be tempted to volunteer any small
talk to him and he is very tactful
In not asking questions, realizing
that the effort required for me to
answer him is too much for my
old lungs."
Despite Clemenceau's plea of
weakness and his age 81 years
he looks as sturdy as the oaks sur
rounding the castle.
There are those who insist that
the
the Tiger intends to
political arena and that in the
peace and quietness of the little
island which gave birth to Napoleon, he has been preparing for a
into public lite that may
be almost as startling as that of
the Little Corporal.
life-lon-

er

HIRED BY A MINISTER
TO SHOOT WOMAN, IS
CONFESSION OF MAN

OF HARE

Have Been Fa
vorable to Farmers in
the State During Week
Ending September 24.

Conditions

Las Cruces, N. M., Sept., 26.
Conditions hav beet ravorable to
farmine throughout the state dur
ing the week ending September 24,
according to report of R, F. Hare,
Warm
agricultural statistician.
weather has permitted late crops to
continue their growth. Local show
ers have fallen in the south ana
southeast, where ranges and crops
had suffered from lack of moisture
in the past thirty days, tlarvesting
of beans, nay ana some ioaaer
crocs in progress in much of tho
slate, though conditions not favorable for rapid maturing of late
crops. Moisture conditions favorable for preparation of fall wheat
land. Somo have already planted
and indications are that the acreage of this crop will be increased
over last year. Ranges in excellent
condition and livestock fat. Prices
of farm products continue very low
and the demand is small.
Chaves county: Cotton crop good.
Pecos valley .expects to ship 400
cars of apples in spite of heavy loss
from spring frost,
Colfax county: Farmers report
heavy Iobs in bean crop from wilt
or rust.
De Baca county: Last thirty days
of dry weather will.cut the yield of
late crops, but crops generally are
good.
Dona Ana county: Farmers organized farm association. Boll and
army worm damaging cotton. Some
damage to crops irom recent nan
storm. Farmer reports pasturing
hogs on roots of common cat-ta- tl
a decided success. Cattle in good
shape. Summer range good. Oram-m- a
grass fair, but insufficient to
winter stock properly.
Recent rains
Hidalgo county:
greatly improved ranges and late
crops, which will produce well this
season, if weather continues warm
for a few weeks. Some wild hay
being harvested.
Luna county: Pink beans, one of
this county's leading crop, in good
condition but not yet ready for har
vest.
Quay county: Crops, pastures anu
livestock in good condition. Weather favorable to date for maturlnr,
the late crops, and the preparation
of land for fall wheat. Acreage o.
this crop will be increased. For
age crops being harvested. Stoc
fat but no demand,
SeptemV
Roosevelt
county:
rains benefited late crops and pai
tures, that had suffered from raol
ture in. August. About Z.ouo acre,
of broom corn being harvested. As
sociatlon formed to properly har-vest and market the crop. Bif
sweet potato crop in prospect and
plant being prepared for properly
curing and storing it A few ship
ments have already gone out. Con
ditlons favorable to planting when:
This crop has been small in Roost
velt county, but 7.0U0 acres areer
timated for this winter's planting
Corn selling at 30 certts, gral
sorghum at 55 cents and wheat ai
$1.15 per bushel.
San Miguel county: Oatat whea'
beans, corn, barley and garden
produced well this season. RUf,
made quality of wheat poor.
Socorro county: continued rimn
Rit
of the water table in the
Grande valley, and the absence o
drainage, is generally reducing tht
acreage of cultivated land.
Torrance county: uood yields ot
croDS in nrospect. but bean beetl.
damaging late beans. Much of the
wheat, oata and beans yet to De
threshed.

tO Meyer,
Pocatello, Idaho, August 10,
1920.
Mcver, a rancn lurumau,
died In a Twin Falls hospital September 7, 1920, less than a month
An autopsy
after his marriage.
revealed traces ot poison.
TTn-nhmthfir Of MrS.
Tnnl. V
cnnikai'H'a ftrut hiinhnnd. died Aug
months be
two
ust 9, 1915, about
a
aiea.
fore the
Insur-.nMrs. Southard collectc
tfinn
nn her first husbau.i
r,t
and also $2,000 insurance Joinuy
assumed by his brotner, mww
Dooley, and her hUBband in favor
of her. She also collected $5,000
insurance on the life of her thlri
husband, Harlan C. Lewi.n
rn.A.,,tM Rtonhnn' h stated
that he has in his possession evi
dence wnicn win BBiauusn
poison caused the deaths of the
McHaffie,
two Dooley brothers,
i.aw!
and Mover. Stephan said
four men
first
the bodies of the
were exhumed and the contents viHcrtheir stomachs analyzed F. byHodeilUritttn
ba'utrh, state chemists, respectively
nnu ucaui,
of Utah and aaano,
In each case, ha
poison found.
declared, the poison was the rami'
In tWo cases, authorities sny,
Mrs. Southard failed to collect insurance on her husbands' lives.
mk nnll. nn MnHaffie'S life Was
allowed to lapse through non-pa- y
ment of a premium.
Meyer, n.v.
infourth husband, carried $10,000from
surance, which was increased
$2,000 shortly before his death, but
no attempt was made by
to collect it before she left Twin
Falls.
of the ranch
An examination
house occupied by Meyer and b
wife in Twin Falls county. Is said
to have revealed a quantity cf
poison. The authorities report
of the same kind of poir,- - i
concealed in the house occupied b
Harlan O. Lewis and his wife at GARDNER,
Billings, Montana.

was

MAIL CAR

descri:::

ESCAPE FROrl ISLAiir
(Be The Aeaorlnted

Preaa.)

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 26.
Roy Gardner, the California mail
car bandit, who escaped from t'-- i
McNeil island. Wash., federal prl
on on September 5, has written a
acoount of his escape to George I.
editei
North, assistant managing
of the flan Francisco Bulletin, l
which he admits having been
T'
twice by the prison guards.
wounds, he said, are in the flea
part of his leg, four inches be'
the hip and in the left leg below
the knee.
Enclosed in his communication to Mr. North was a letter adHardin
to President
dressed
which appealed for pardon and p
opportunity "to prove to the wor!
that a criminal can reform and t
an asset to society and a
and father." For two dav
Gardner said he hid in the toft
the prison yard and nursed h'l
wounds. He said he crept back to
the barn about midnight on the
day of his break from prison.
Gardner wrote he had escaped
to the main land and since has been
in bed recovering from his wounds
sl--

f

wlt-no-

B. T. Biddleman,
ness is being demoralized by n in- cure." writes
vasion of individuals who are es- Macedon, N. T. Try It when In
tablishing drug shops to engage in need of such a remedy. You are
the sale of intoxicating liquors, L. suro to get good results.
D. Sales said today at the convenWholesale
tion of the National
DrugglBts' association, of which he
Is president.
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
"We have noticed," he said, "the
BitltprntHkr. nnd tVel1r
entrance Into the drug business of
tlOO 8. Second St.
Tel. 1947-many individuals having no knowledge of the drug trade, the effect
of which has been demoralizing on
Many of these houses
druggists.
are offering drug merchandise at
Wind Shield Glass-Lumblittle or no profit."
i. O. BAl.llKIIMiB I.UMHKK CO

r

i

er

VtZ

Booth

Stmt,

Flmt

nacher.

Door Was Unlocked
Dominguez questioned him closebis stay at the Palace
about
ly
Hotel the night before tho party nt
the St. Francis. Mrs. Delmont and
Miss Rappe also stayed vt that hotel. Semnacher testified that the
door between hla room and that
occupied by the two women was
unlocked most of the time, but
that he entered their apartment only when the trio met in the morning to go to breakfast,
The hearing will be resumed In
police court tomorrow morning.
Among witnesses yet to be heard
are Mrs. Delmont and 55oh Pre-voand Alice Blako, two ihow
girls, who attended Arbuckle'it

ss

le

t

;

Lartait took et saw ana
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SeudlSt for Trial Sim
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MIMUUUICAI'B
I'VHUWKIilCK
CARJUON PAPERS

Albright

Pbone 402

&

Anderson

Youaretrmyt conflrlent
that your beauty hat been
developed to thahmhot
of ita postlhilitin after
nting Couraud'a
Cream.

second-hin- d

Bloyclea ta th city. Blcjole tlraa and
etippllea. kiipert repairing. Lowed prices.
BROAD
BlOCIJt a TBADINO CO.
taona
tot Boutb

Beauty Contented1

C. H. CARNES
SPECIrtl INi IN

Irk 'ih

esr'I!'fe15iy'f;
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RKFlMtTION.
Fourth. Phone
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ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
423 NORTH
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Does It make the air too dry and
the warmth in the healthful way?

? Does it lower
heatini

oi uneven

.l

13

J uj
Does it nitt
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Does it

Does
f lesslyr

itv
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fail

to circulate
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much'
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started?

your lire go out

try to keep it lov

fttfxi days?

in Spring and Fall?
9 Is it hard to control.
inp; rooms after itdc
9 'HaS 'aate'S'het an

'oes it overheat the liv
darted?

jeen too f

sntivef

f

, money by

usfa; yonr

Will you be wastin;
fireicnt method lonr
.

tt uoet it putousi

sa

1

smoke into your living

rooms

ff Does

it taaky extra v y

.

.

Phone

409--

$15.CQ

Does it take too long to get y
i? Must you forco your Era

A

.

i

wmm fuel py nesting yosk,.

a- -.

y

r family pecrt'stj

...
neat ccxicw iuuuisav;r.yt f

Does it sposl your cellar as a
your vegetables or fruits?

(? Does

w m m

....

Regulator

mil
with every
contract
during this

so keep the house clean?

V Docs' it

mar the eppeL unce of your living rooms?)
7 Is it entirely out of tKKwhen not in use and a
ihc same time alwaysreiyyfor use when needed?

!? Can you regulate it without making frequent trips,
tto the cellar?

add fresh fuel toooften throughout!
'
theday?
Do you and the'famiry fcelwtfe wfth it?
Remembering that you cannot own one at any
price unless your home is naturally adapted for
its guaranteed-satisfactor- y
operation, don't you
think you should at least investigate NOW ?
during our y
demonstration, Sept. 27 to
October 7.
I? Must .you

t

straticn

The "Little Draft-Man- "
is a simple mechanical
device which is mounted at elbow height on the
wall in any room in the house and automatically opens the furnace at any
time.
It enables you to enjoy a longer night's sleep
and get up in a warm house in the morning.
It saves coal by providing the right amount of
air for perfect fuel combustion at all furnace

d
heats; prevents fuel from being
and wasted in the ash-piassures complete
combustion of gases and carbon particles usually wasted up the chimney flue, and prevents damage to furnace parts, due to overheating,
expansion and burning out
t.
of the
The "Little Draft-Man- "
employs no electrical
connection or complicated mechanism in its
operation. It is set a3 simply as an alarm clock
and operates like a
on an automobile. It controls the furnace draft and damper
by means of positive chain connections direct
from the control lever to the furnace.
half-burne-

t;

fire-po-

self-start- er

ROUND OAK.

Cleveland Is preparing for thr
entertainment of the annual tournament of the Western Chess as-

DID

sociation, which Is to te held in
that city In early October.

ASPIRIN

d.

,

Prompt Cure for Diarrhoea.
DRUG BUSINESS BEING
"1 have used Chamberlain's Colic
DEMORALIZED, CLAIM and Diarrhoea Remedy a number
of times during the past ten years
(By Tho Annrlatod rre..
and am pleased to cay that It has
Atlantlo City, N. J., Sept. 26.
never failed to effect a prompt
The wholesale and retail drug busi-

10-da-

According to gossip In the Pa
clflc coast league three of the club'
making up the league circuit ar
likely to change ownership before
the opening of next season.

Hot Springs, Ark., Sept 26.
Raymond Cole, recently arrested in Name
"Bayer" on Genuine
Kansas in connection with the
murder of Mrs. Anna McKennon,
wealthy widow, last May, has confessed, according to the police, that
he was hired to shoot the woman
by the Rev. Harding Hughes, su
perannuated minister, was
arrested
The Rev. Hughes
soon after the crime and he is said
to have implicated Cole. Both men
were indicted for murder. Hughes
denied he hired Cole to commit the
crime.
Valuable mineral land, owned by
Mrs. McKennon, is alleged to have
Beware! Unless yon see the name
been involved in the motive for
the murder.
"Bayer" on package or on tablets
you are) not getting genuine AsMILITARY DEMONSTRATION.
pirin prescribed by physicians for
v London, Sept. 26. A great mili twenty-one
years and proved safe
tary demonstration was held at by millions. Take Aspirin only as
Munich Sunday, at which the Duke told In the Bayer package for
of Brunswick, former German em Colds. Headache Neuralgia. Rheuand several matism, Earache. Toothache, Lum
peror s
Bavarian
princes were present, bago and for Pain. Handy tin bozee
says a Berlin dispatch to the Lon- of twelve Bayer Tablets ot Aspirin
don Times today. When "Crown cost few cents. Druggists also tell
Prince Rupprecht appeared on the larger packages.
Aspirin is the
parade ground in field marshal's trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
uniform there was a scene of wild of Monoacetlcacldester of Ballcyli-cacienthusiasm.

dent to violent vomiting might have
produced that effect.
Evidences of alcoholism were
overshadowed by Miss Rappe's suffering from the rupture, Dr.
Beardsley said. Heytestifled that
Mrs. Dclmont, who attended the
injured girl, showed no signs of
being under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
The defense pursued its questioning of Semnacher with great
vigor, causing him to announce almost immediately that he must
havu been misquoted if he had
said he was Miss Rappe's manager. His acquaintance with both
her and Mrs. Delmont was more of
less casual until shortly before
their trip to San Francisco, where
they attended Arbuckle's party, he
said.
Explains Furso Incident.
Dominguea questioned the
closely about a purse he produced from hlE pocket, saying it
was Miss Rappe's, and asking what
connection he had had, with It.
Somnacher replied that 'after the
party Miss Rappe asked him to
look for It and that on asking
about It next day, Arbuekle
Semproduced It from a desk.
nacher said he took it to Miss
room
tho
where
Rappe in
nearby
she lay, ill.
Asked about Mrs. Delmont's

r

BffDiT,

condition at the party, Semnacher
testifiod that she was dressed in
yellow pajamas, and appeared 'lit
up" or "about half drunk" when
he first entered the Ai buckle suite.
He denied hearing any screams
from the room where Miss Rappe
afterwards was found in distress.
TIio Ico Incident.
The defense drew from Semnacher tho tdmlssion that he might
have misunderstood Arbuckle's exact language regarding the ice and
dent, he said Arbucklo had described to him and others but later
told the prosecution that he did
not mistake Arbuckle's meaning.
"I only met Mrs. Delmont three
times in four years before this trip
to San Francisco," tho witness replied to a question from the defense.
"But you called her Maudle?"
asked Dominguez.
"I might have," answered Sem-

BLACKMAIL PLOT
AGAINST SCREEN
CLOWN CHARGED

EG FAVORS

September '27, 1921.

HEATING SYSTEM
TT7
JLJL

IF
IF

Guaranteed by the $3,000,000.00 Round Oak Organization and the Star Furniture Company
the condition of your present heating method is such as to suggest the wisdom of replacing it "sometime," would you
not be exercising good judgment in at least investigating new systems now?
a Round Oak Pipeless Heating System will give you just the service you want and pay for itself over and over, in
the eavings it would make for you you owe it to yourself to at least know about the Round Oak.
you want to begin to make the savings for yourself now, you owe it to your self to have a Round Oak NOW

Why Not Come In Tomorrow? Or phone for an appointment with our trained representative at your home.
answer any of your questions examine your placewithout cost and it place you under no obligation!
price is guaranteed a bond with every contract!
.

113 West Gold

.

Star Furniture Company"

I

He will gladly
Remember the

Phone

409--

'

September 27, 1921.
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TELLING BRADY
WHAT HAPPENED SENATE RESUMES

HERMOSA CATTLE
CASE DISMISSED

New Books Plentiful at Public Library

WARFARE ON THE
GERMAN TREATi

w rTtIe R S

USED STEADILY
Attorneys for Anna W.

About a Dozen Senators,
Three of Them Republi
DURING SUMMER
cans, Are Said to Be
Against Ratifying Pact.
Vacation Time Shows No De(Br The Auoclated Pru.)
crease in Demand for
Sept. 26. Senate
Washington,
warfare over the German peace
Books; Many Popular New
treatv was resumed todav and in
Ones Received.
fnrmnl
nf rprtnhliefln
.nnvnflge

Hope-

well Ask for Dismissal of
$80,000 Mortgage Case
on Technical Grounds.

.

At the request of the plaintiff,
her case
Anna W. Hopewell,
against the Hermosa Land & Cattle company in which she sought to
recover $80,000 said to be due ou
mortgage notes, was dismissed by
the district court yesterday.
The Hermosa Land & Cattle
company was purchased some time
ago by Cleveland capitalists from
the late Col. W. S. Hopewell for a
consideration
running to several
hundred thousand dollars. The case
has occupied the attention of the
district court for the past New
days.
The notes were submitted by the
plaintiff and the greater part of
the time was consumed by the defendants who submitted testimony
tendng to show that fraud had
entered Into the deal. It was alleged that in place of buying a
ranch containing 250 miles of wire
fencing, as called for by the conmiles of wire
tract, but forty-tw- o
fence were on the land. It was also
was a much
there
alleged that
smaller number of cattle on the
ranch than represented and that
a bribe of $10,000 had been given
to the agent of the eastern capitalists to induce him to close the deal
for the sale of the ranch.
The ranch Is located in Slnrra
county and at the start of the case
a question of Jurisdiction of tho
local district court was raised, but
passed by the court and both sides
of the case. Attorneys for the plaintiff stated to the court yesterday
morning that as the case wasex-a
large one and Involved great
pense for witnesses and other fees,
they felt that it should be dismissed
lest It should be ruled by the supreme court that this court had no
Jurisdiction and as a result, the
plaintiff would be forced to pay the
heavy court expenses.

2 PERSONS INJURED
IN AUTO ACCIDENTS

and democratio leadeis were said
The public library has had an
to show about a dozen senators
In opposition
three of them re- - exceedingly busy summer, the circulation being 11,108 for the three
This is an InA notable accession today to the vacation months.
was
ranus
senator Wi- crease of 2,177 over the same
opposition
months last year. The smallest
lliams of Mississippi, veteran
Issued any day
member of the foreign re number of books
n A tha BTAfltPflt
lations committee.
Although he .na A nrl Mo
means that
247.
was
in
This
number
had declared himself previously
were returned
txvor of ratification he announced an equal number
he had decidod finally to vote during the day, making tne mini- against, because "desertion of the miim Aav'm hnnHlinrr nf hnnktt 172
and the maximum, 494. This does
allies was Involved."
dooks or reierence
Democratio senators will meet not lncluoe
tomorrow to discuss their positions used in the library, or any tele
Senator unaerwooa oi Ai.auama, phone service.
The norary nas naa several nice
democratic leaner, issuea rne con
ference call after consulting Sena gifts of books during tlie summer
tor Hitchcock of Nebraska, rank and has purchased most of the
ln0 momhal nf thA forptBTn relS' mnn. araA nt nnM 'fnln Street"
tiona committee. It was Bald there still leads with a long waiting list.
was no intention to caucus or bina Others on tne waiting list ere:
senators.
"Age of Innocence," Edith Whar
dem-orrat- ln

TWEMTYYEARSOF
TROUBLES ENDED
STATES D1GKSQN
"Tanlao la the only medicine that
every helped me, and that is say
ing a great real, lor I have spent
hundreds of dollars trying to get
relief from a bad case of indl.
gestlon," declared George Dickson
of .106 S Howard St.. San Francisco.

cal.

"Before I got Tanlae I suffered from Indigestion for twenty
years. My appetite almost played
out and I hardly ate enough to
keep me going. In fact I could
hardly reta.n even the lightest
roods on my stomacb.
If I ate
the least bit heavy. It lay
anything
like lea-on my stomach and
bloated up with gas, had heart
burn ana snarp nalns In my atom
ach. My heart palpitated like It
would burst, I had splitting headaches, and was so restless at night
I would often roll and toss for
hours, hardly ever able to sleep. I
think I took every kind of medicine
I ever heard of, but finally got so
naa on i naa to lay oft from work

for three and four months at a
time.
"It waa certainly a loyful sur
prise to me to see the way Tanlac

took hold of my case. I am now
in splendid condition, my appetite
Is fine, and I can eat anything and
everything and never suffer a particle from gas, shortness of breath
r palpitations. I am entirely free
from headaches and aleep like a
rock all night I have gained ten
pounds In weight, got back all of
my lost strength and simply feel
like a boy again."
Tanlae Is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
leading druggists everywhere,

BLISTERS OVER
BODY AND HEAD
Hair Carae
Heals.
Cuticura
(nit.

Baby Fretful.

' "My baby first began breaking out
pa bar stomach and then it came all
over bar body and head,

The eruption was in little
cleat blisters full of water.
) She was so cross and fret
ful the could hardly sleep.
Her hair came out.
' "She was broken out for
abouta month before I used
Caticura Soap and Ointment, and
fear using one cake of Cuticura Soap
and one fifty cent bos of Cuticura
cent
Ointment and one twenty-fiv- e
bos of Curicara Ointment she was
n,
healed." (Slamed) Mra. W. H.
Vila Or ore, Illinois.
CatlcuM
Wee
Spep, Ointment and
Taloum'far aU toilet purposes.- -

I9

Den-na-

lUfl. AMtmr. Oalinratak-mKi
kink it riw
M, fcSSa
turn." Bald tnry
m
Ba1farOIiMiiitnil).5Mlia.
iffTCttitrnf So than wMmoI awe.
--

,

"The Brimming Cup," Docolhy
Canfield's latest book, has finally
got the inevitable story told about
It.
It seems that twenty miles
south of tho Canadian border in a
town in the state of Washington

DUG

Tha tvaotv wna fflven ton nlac ton.
as some senators were not ready
"AJIce Adams," Booth Tarklng- to debate the tax revision om.
fon.
Cimainr T.ni1ire renubllcan leader
Kathleen
"Beloved
Women,"
urged prompt ratification, while aUI la.
A X
sonntnr Rnrnh of Idaho, republi
"Brimming Cup," corotny
can "Irreconcilable,"
spoke two
Another re tisner.
in nnnnaittnn.
Miss Alice Blake.
"Helen of the Old House," Har
Senator
mihllcan "irreconcilable,"
This photo, taken in the office of Brandegoe of Connecticut, and Sen
"Her Father'B Daugnter," uene
Wiscon
ator
republican,
Stratton-forte- r.
Lenroot,
District Attorney Matthew Brady
"Mareet Asqulth." Atitoblogra- of San Francisco, shows Misa sin, intervened in favor of ratlfl
ro inn
Phy- .
Blake, one of the guests at "Fatty"
new
treaty "Miss Luia Bett." zona uaie.
Asserting that the
Arbuckle's party, telling the disDell.
entangle this nation in e.u
"Moon
Calf,"
Floyd
trict attorney just what happened. would
...noan nffolrn Kenntnr Borah em
"Potterlsm," Rose Macauley. O.
She is said to nave told Brady she
prediction that America
"Outlines of History,'? H.
wag the first to enter the room in phaslzed
to
participate Wells.
would be required
..
which Arbuckle and Miss Rappe m tne ameu
"Mvatle Isles of the South seas,
reparations
.a WAma
had been locked at the party.
involved in Eu Frederick O'Brlan.
inn
ropean affairs. Senator Brandegee
"whitn shadows of the South
declared against such a proposition. Seas," Frederick O'Brlan.
was
commission
The reparations
The public library, through the
denounced as "a militaristic gov courtesy of Mrs. N. F. Dixon, libra--,fnrnich Mnrnlnir Journal
ernment," by Senator Borah.
readers with weekly reviews of the
new boolts, particularly or ricxion,

'
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THE y ALLEYS

Frnnra

Kinllnflf In

Althouch Rudvard KtnHnir fc
iur niiinv years receive! thn hnm.
ago of the
wnrM
he is only now reaching the height
or nis tame in France. Fourteen
volumes of his translated works
have been published by the Mer
cure do Franre. A rilnf
IniniUha
academician, M. Chevrillan,
hag
consiuuiea nimseir cnier interpreter.
Now students In Paris
preparing Tor the Baccalaureate at
the Sorbonne report that Kipling
ia one of the authors "required"
in the English reading course, a
high and exceptional honor for a
contemporary for few living authors are included on the list.
Emrllsh-sDeakin-

EXPERIMENTS WITH

MOONSHINERS' UNION

THYROID GLANDS ARE
NOT SATISFACTORY
(By Tha Associated

FOUND IN WISCONSIN
(By The Asaselated Press.)

Frees.)

New York, Sept. 26. Experiments with transplanting thyroid
glands in the treatment of mental
diseases have so far been highly
unsatisfactory, Dr. William Sadler
of Chicago said today In an address before the Eugenics congress.
Result In many cases have been
apparently contradictory, he said,
adding that the theory Itself had
been widely exploited, with no
results to Justify the claims
for it.

evl-de- nt

The main event of the Madison
Square Garden boxing show on
September 30 is to be a fifteen-roun- d
contest between Willie Jackson and Pete Hartley. In one of
the preliminaries Marty Cross and
Marty Summers will mix for eight
rounds.

Wausau, Wis., Sept. 26. The existence of an organization known
as a "moonshiners' union," whose
purpose Is to protect its members
and provide a defense fund for
combating prosecution, has been
found in Wisconsin, according to
federal agents.
A Stevens Point man Is said to
have been the organizer of the
movement and to be engaged In aa
active campaign to enlist moonshiners and home brewers in the
ranks of the union.
The aim of the union as set
forth to Reveral farmers include a
membership of 200 with an irrV
Itlatlon fee of $5 per moonshiner.
Activities of the union ha'e been
brought to federal agents and an
effort is being made to obtain a
membership list of the union. -

Golden 'Jtule

SY

ALBUQUERQUE. N.MEX.
STORE WITH A NEW

AN OLD

SPIRIT

ir

"Sscenario Wrlttlng Today," by
urace ijytton, is & practical guide
The equipment of a bowling al- for the one hundred eighty-seve- n
million amateur scenario writers
ley for duck pins at the Y. M. C. A. who are
plying their nefarious
is an innovation in athletics tor Al- trade
today. If it has to be plied, it
buquerque, this being the first may as wen tie done according to
provision for the game In the city. the rules of the game.
One of the three bowling alleys at
the Y has been refinished and outcuna
fitted for duck pins. The game will
be played for the first time on
Saturday night when the alleys will
be opened for the winter.
of the
The great popularity
iven-fie-sl
bowling alleys since they were in
stalled has resulted In provisl.n &..
of
for men players who might prefer
the
sport of duck pins. Tim
UNITARIANS PLAN TO
n.Vit.U ar renelvflri COntinUallV it gamelighter
but .s
is similar to ten
lihmrv. These tabloid reviews played with three balls pins
instead of
BRING ABOUT CHANGES
will appear each week In the Jour two and with lighter weight pins
IN CHURCH GOVERNMENT nal s book section.
and balls. The duck pins
smaller and are banded with rub- bor and the balls are only five
(B, Tb A.cutlated Prem.)
YANKEES NEED ONLY
Im
26.
Mich, Sept.
inches In diameter.
Detroit,
MORE
GAMts
In
The game Is particularly popu
THRE
the government
portant changes
women in some pa, ts of
to
be
lar
of the Unitarian church are
TO CLINCH PENNANT the with
country. 11 Is pribable women
discussed here at the twenty-nint- h
players rnay become interested in
biennial conference of the church,
B The AMorlst! TrwO
!
ThO NeW the sport here and will desire to
Dnn
October
inclusive, according to v
Some arrange
hold
M..iMn. tinpri onlv three ment a tournament.
announcement of church leaders,
may be mido whereby women
to
The meeting, to be attended by of their remaining five games
may play in the mornlitg hours
tne
about 700 delegates from the unit clinch first placetwoanaof their
four when the alleys are not in use by
ed States and Canada, is describe! York Nationals
men, according to Lynn II. Fox,
hUVA- ft tffOuo VnmlsaAM
In the official call for the confer
games. ml..
j w..
of the
in game lead over Cleveland and the general secretary
ence as "one of the cross-road- s
e
Olants a
aavniB
American Unltarinnlsm."
The bowling matches between
wins all
Chief Justice William Howard Pittsburgh. If Cleveland
cumfts. the Yankees the five teams that have Ejned up
Taft, of tho United States supreme u. .oinin to second
for
the first bowling tournament
los
place by
court, president of the conference, could drop
will begin on Monrnuuun two of the seasonOctober
will deliver one or the cniei aa ing three games.
3. This tourday evening,
be out of the race If It loses
dresses.
nament will last six weeks, after
"The Defects and Remedies or games.
Y championship tournawhich
the
and
the Congregational
Polity,"
ment will begin. Teams representThe Obligations of the Churcn in
ing the railway mail clerks, the
Schools and Colleges" will be two FAST RACE MEET
shops, the government service, the
of the chief subjects discussed dur
bankers and an independent grou;i
ing the conference. Plans for conwill contest for honors.
tinuation of the Unitarian religious

'...

8,000

VETERANS

MM

T

itteachesywt,

OF 6RUID; ARMY
Friendships Formed on the
in '61 Are
Battlefields
Renewed at Indianapolis;
Tablet Unveiled.
(Bj Thi Aamrlnltd Preu.)
Ind., Sept. 26.
Indianapolis,
Friendships formed on the union
days of
army's battlo lines in the as
the
'61 were renewed today
Grand Army of the Republic asannual
sembled for its fifty-fift- h
Arm in arm the
encampment.
comrades strolled about the city
today recalling experiences of the
battlefield and camp.
The
program
encampment
seemed of secondary Importance.
Reunion wltn comrades of years
aeo took precedence.
Tonlgnt state anu city oinciaia
welcomed the visitors at tne state
house. During the day the O. A. R.
members and the delegates from
allied
registered.
organizations
This evening representatives from
forty-fodepartments of the
Grand Army had registered and it
was
announced
approximately
6,000 veterans were here.
Officers and committees of the
O. A. R. and Its allied organiza
tions held meetings in preparation.
for the first business sessions tomorrow.
Committee meetings of the ladles of the O. A. R. were also held
today.
Members of the Women's Relief
Corps this afternoon unveiled a
tablet commemorating the organization meeting of the Grand Army
here November 20, 1866.

0f walls oP

NEW PASTOR OF LEAD
AVENUE M. E. CHURCH
WAS IN PORTO RICO
Rev. P. E. McGulre, recently
named as pastor of the Lead Avenue Methodist church, has been
serving just prior to his transfer
here as superintendent of the Engchurch in Porto
lish Methodist
Rico.
Before taking up that work, he
had served as pastor of the Park
Hill Methodist church in Denver.
He has had many years of experience in church work.
The retiring pastor, Rev. George
E. Kitchen, will probably assume a
pastorate in Colorado.

pataffininout
new canisters
preserve

7,

itso

four-gam-

COFFEE

and educational campaign also wilt
receive attention.
Among the leading speakers on
the conference program in addition
to Justice Taft are William Wallace
Fenn, D. D., dean of Harvard divinity school; Dr. William L. Sullivan, of New Tfork city; Rev. John
H. Lathrop, of Brooklyn, and Rev.
Sydney B. Snow, of Montreal.
The delegates will spend one day
of the session at the Universly of
Michigan In Ann Arbor. Michigan
Is one of the universities chosen by
the church as a center for increased activity.

TRAD E JAUNT TO

DENIEDRICH

OGTOBER

B-7-

HOPES TO BECOME

-8

L URD

PLUMED

F OR OCTOBER

4-- 5

fair at Willard,

(By The Aamclnled PrfM.)

lf

ht

cured.

Among the events listed on the
program are: races of many anda
unusual varieties, Including
matched race between Wheel o'
Fortune and Teddy Roosevelt, of
Phoenix, for a purse of $1,000;
ll
two
races with purses
of $75 each; baseball games;
steer and goat roping; boxing
matches; and a matched race between Apache Kid, of Phoenix,
and Wheel o' Fortune, of Estancia. with a $1,000 purse. A dance
will be held each night of the
free-for-a-

meet,

Advertise

results.

v

rosy-whi-

te

ONE DOSE OFTEN HELP)
COMMENCE TO ENRICH YOU
HLOOD AND REVITALIZE YOU

wornout, exhausted nerve. Nuxated Jr
1. organic Iron like the iron In
your bin
and like the Iron In iplnach. It I. i
prepared that it will not Injur the teat
nor disturb tha stomach. It may evr
be eaten.
It Is ready for almoat lm
mediate abiorbtlon and assimilation I
blood
the
while aome physicians claln
metallic Iron which people usually tak
Is not absorbed at all.
If you are not strong; or well you ow
It to yourBflf to make tha following tee'
See how Ions; you can work or how t:
vou can walk without becoming tire
n
Next take two
tablets of Nu
ated Iron three tlmea per day, aft.
meals for two weeks. Then test you
strength again and see how much ym
have gained.
Your sionejr will be refunded by th
manufacturers If you do not obtain per
fectly satisfactory results. For sale b
all druggists.

Irot-Rr- d

BiooAStr-yititfian-

Our entire line of French and Domestic Gingham Dresses to close
out at this remarkably low price to
make room for New Fall Merchandise which is arriving daily.
STRIPES, PLAIDS AND PLAIN
COLORS, CONTRASTING

COLOR TRIMS,
others with rick rack braid, pockets,
sashes, sleeves and necklines have unusual
Some with imported white
trimming.

organdie collar and cuffs, plain and
scalloped hems.

For Instance
7e have advertised

that

any man wanting a home
could own one in Univer-

F

sity Heights.

1

EnWr

d
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"The Car That Climbs La
Bajada Hill on High Gear"
What a Former Dealer Thinks of ThU Model
Whtta Garage
Albuquerque,

Here It an exmaple of how our plan works t
A
brick bungalow with tw
bedroom, large screened sleeping porch,

Co.,
N. M.

front porch, solid concrete foundation,
oak floors throughout; nice bathroom fixtures, tinted walls, kitchen equipped with
Hoosier cabinet, etc., is sold under this
plan for $3,775, ($800 down, balance on
our budget plan.)

Gentlemen:
"

Referring- - to our conversation relative to my trip In the
Light Four from factory at Lansing, Mich., to Albuquerque, I wish to say that the entire trip was the most pleasant
I have ever taken in an automobile. When I say this, it means
something, because I havo heen in tha automobile business for
fifteen years, up until a yenr ugo,
m
I would like the buying publlo to know what I think of
.
the Oldsmoblle Light sour.

, Old
i

t

o.

half-mil-

$3.95

five-roo-

(Bf The Auoclated Prw.)
arn
f!hlrn
Cant
)ttv.
- ov,
n.l.JnN
4I
thftt hfl hftA Avldonta 4k WUIBIllllj
be possible to locate Charles 8.
dhui gin, 0i mm city, in Mexico,
Charles F. Clyne, district attorney,
announced today he would again
lay the question of the return of
the fugitive president of the Mfch- toran Avftnu nVimt ..Amnan.. knfnn.
the authorities at Washington.
npurgin, wno is wanted for flotation of the Illinois banking laws,
also la wanted for violation of the
federal ' prohibition laws.

SALARIES CUT 10 PER rEWT.
Schenectady, N. Y.. Bent it. A
reduction of 10 per cent in the sal- (By Tha Unwlnted PreM
BE
WILL
DEPOSITIONS
Dis26.
aHes Of all nfflcnra anrl nnlnm
San Diego, Calif. Sept.
for a TAKEN IN MINNESOTA
of the "General Electrio company.
missal of the application
was announced tonight.
writ of habeas corpus filed on beIN HIGHTOWER CASE
half of Xencphon Jones, wealthy
Indian-Netrrwho is fighting ef
(By The AMorlntWI PiwO '
forts to have him returned to Mus
GIRLS! BLEACH SKIN
serve twenty-fiv- e
to
Minneapolis, Sept. 26. Floyd B.
Ok
la.,
kogee.
WHITE WITH LEMON
years in the penitentiary for mur Olson, Hennepin county attorney,
notified today that a comder, was ordered in tne unuea was
to
was
mission
of
coming
lawyers
States district court here today. ,
Saueeie the lulce of two lemon
to Into
Minneapolis from California
a bottle containing three
take depositions for use in. the ounce
MATCH RACE THURSDAY.
of Orchard White, which
Chestervillo. Ont Sept. 26. A forthcoming trial of Williammur-A. any drug ator will supply for a
accused
of
the
Hlghtower,
between
match race for $5,000
tew cents, snake wen. ana you
der of Rev. Patrick Heslin, a have
Single, G, the United States pacing Catholic
a quarter Dint ot . harmless
. priest at Colma, Cal.
champion, and Romalo, Canada's
and
delightful lemon bleaoh. Mas
commission, appointed by
fastest pacer, will be held here theThecourt
this
sage
sweetly fragrant lotion
the case,
that will
Thursday. The event will be over will take depositions'tryas to the Into the face, neck, arms and hands
e
course.
a
character and veracity of Edna each day, then shortly note the
(Mickey) Putman, known here as beauty arid whiteness of your akin
Famous stage beauties use tirta
Mrs.
Earl Cavanaugh.. It is dein
clared ' Hlghtower's - defense de- lemon lotion to bleach and brine
compends largely on his alleged as- -' that soft, clear,
ing1.
soclatlon with Mrs. Putman. The plexion, also as a freckle, sunburn,
woman, it ia declared, denies this and tan bleach becauae Jt doesn't
.
association,
j
latitat..

Every Table?

OlDSMOBILE

CAN LOCATE SPURGIN
IN MEXICO, DISTRICT
ATTORNEY CLYNE SAYS

INDIAN

the Morn
Journal .for best

A

New York, Sept. 26. Harvey
Rreltman of Brooklyn, known in
'ho world of pugilism as Harvey
Bright, has a dual ambition for th
achievement of which he sets him-eea limit of two more years to
become a practicing physician and
featherweight boxing champion of
the world.
In a little more than a year, during which he studied medicine.
Breltman has fought his way up
fistic enthrough twenty-eigcounters to a position which, it Is
said, places him In line for a match
with Johnny Kllbane. All this
Breltman did while supporting his
mother and contributing to the
education of a brother and eister.
In 1915 Breltman, then a high
school graduate, became physical
culture instructor in a New York
school. With the passage of the
Walker bill legalizing boxing in the
state, he turned "professional pugilist with such success that his income from his first year's efforts
as a boxer is said to have been
nearly $20, COO.

f.o,(.ii win hold It first race
meet and field day on October 6,
7 and 8.
The event will hereafter
nnmmi necurence. The best
i,.
horses that the country affords
n,ni ha entered in .tne meet, anil
the resultant races are expected to:
be very thrilling.
Near the field where the meet
Is to be held, there are suitable
large
spots for camping, with which
springs and many trees, uii-nrmake tne situation very
are
Hotel accomodations
of
adequate for the quartering
exAn
visitors.
large parties of
cursion from Albuquerque will be
run to Estancia on October i ana
An excellent orchestra ror
those who dance has been pro

Gingham Dresses

There is
Strength in

DOCTOR AND BOXING
CHAMP IN TWO YEARS

v.

Headed for tho Torrance county
cars
thirty-seve- n
will leave Albuquerque early on
the morning of October 4. While
the quota Is almost full, there Is still
some room and those wishing to
go should phone 803, 400 or 16S0
W. The Indian school band will
be taken along to furnish music
at the stops.
Chester Scott, secretary of the
Torrance County Fair association,
arrangements have been made
ASSEMBLY OF 3 OR MORE says
to take care of the excursion. The
party will leave early
PERSONS PROHIBITED Albuquerque
on October 4 and will spend the
In
Eatancla, going to Willard
day
(B7 The Aaaorlated Pre.)
In the evening. The night of the
Associ26
the
Belfast, Sept.
(by
fourth will be spent in Willard and
ated Press.) A proclamation pro- most of the following
day. Late In
hibiting the assembly of three or the afternoon they will start back,
one
In
in
more persons
the riot
spending an hour in Mountainalr
Newtonards road In East Belfast, and
reaching Belen in time for
the scene of fierce fighting Sun- supper.
They will reach Albuquerday, was issued this evening to bein
the evening.
come effective at 8:30 o'clock to- queIt Is expected
that this pilgrimnight. The order Is similar to the age to the Torrance
county1 fair
riot act. Military forces are hold- will be an annual event in tne fuing the riot zone with fixed bayon- ture. It has been done twice beets. Lorries equipped with power- fore, once in 1917 and once in
ful searchlights have taken up po- 1918, by the Retail Merchants
sitions.
r
On the trip this year, the 'different merchants will distribute souvHABEAS CORPUS WRIT
enirs, favors and the like.
'

AT ESTAHCIA Oil
,

Values to $13.50

n

e

a,

her.

.

I

AT

(Bj The Assaelnted Pre.)
Nogales, Ariz., Sept. 26. Twe
persons were seriously injured In
automobile accidents here within
the last 24 hours. The recovery
of one, Julio Sevala, 11 years old,
was said to be doubtful.
Sevala was struck by a car driven by Charles L. Rowsey. The boy
suffered serious Internal injuries
and was taken to a local hospital.
The second accident happened
when an automobile carrying soldiers from Nogales to Fort Huac-hucwhere they were stationed,
went Into a ditch. No one was Injured In this accident, however.
The soldiers had been attending a
ball game here.
Miss Eva Orbea, 21 years old,
was seriously Injured this afternoon
when an automobile truck struck

the book has had a sale out of all
proportion to its ordinary appeal In
that kind of town. A visiting book
salesman was curious and asked
how oome. The book shop keeper
said: "We're twenty miles from the
source of wet goods. Most of the
purchasers labored under the Impression that It was a "book of
Booth Tarklntrton No Financier
was recipes."
Young Booth Tarkington
never a conspicuous success ai a
financier, remembers this writer Mrs. Norris Loves the Outdoors.
Kathleen
whose works have won him rark
Norris, whose new
as one of America's most brilliant novel, ' The Beloved Woman," has
left
the
Just
novelists and incidentally
presses of Double-layhave
brought large financial returns. - l'age & Company, is a strong advo"Up to the time I was SO I earn- cate of the value of the outdoor
life and sports In developing
ed a total of exactly $67.67
says Mr. Tarkington. "And that In- healthy, happy children, and has
made
of her ranch in California an
cluded money I received for a
ideal home. On the grounds is a
prize essay at college and 7
cents for shovelling snow, when I large swimming pool for her two
was 11 years old. The reason for sons, their young cousins and
the half a cent Is this: Another friends. The whole family plays
boy and I shovelled the snow and cronuet and Mrs. Nnrrla nnrt hur
rind relaxation
received 15 cents for the Job. This autnor nusua-iwe divided;
7
cents each, then from their literary work on their
course.
bought a stick of candy with the goir
During the summer
tne lamny ana their guests dine on
extra cent and split tho candy.
First I Intended to be an artist, the lawn, cooking barbecue fashion
over a picturesque stone grill.
not a writer.

WRITTEN

PUBLIG LIBRARY
BY PLAINTIFFS
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Our entire trip of eighteen hundred and eighty imlles wa
made in eight days and the entire trip was free from' any
trouble whatever.
'
We averaged twenty and seven-tentmiles to the gallon
of fas and a quart of oil every three hundred miles.
We used less than a gallon of water on the entire distance.
i
This Oldsmoblle is by far the moat economical car I have
ever driven, irrespective of number of cylinders and rated
horse power.
I wish to say without any hesitation and without sollcatlon
from any one, that I consider this model Oldsmoblle the best
buy on the American market today.
X .am pleased to make this statement.
Yours very truly,

J

CM.

BARBER.

LEVERETT-ZAP- F
Second and Gold

E.

C.

Second and Gold

& CO.
Phone 640

MORGAN
Phone 899
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YANKEES TRIM CLEVELAND, 8 TO 7; RUTH LAMS OUT A PAIR OF HOME RUNS
INDIANS' FLAG
HOPES WANE

,

NEW

m

DOPE

IS

National Leajruc.
New York

WINS

St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

.

.--.

......

Pittsburgh

Pet.

W.
93

.620
.695
.564
.527

..88
84

.78
.....73

...-.-.-- .

...68
60

,

Each Manager Uses Three
.61 101
Philadelphia
Pitchers In An Effort to
Yesterdays Results.
Come Out Victorious in Philadelphia,
2; Pittsburgh.
New York, 4; St. Louis, 1.
Thrilling Struggle.
No others scheduled.
New Tork, Sept. 26. New York
took a firm grip on first place In
the American League antl went a
long way toward clinching their
:first championship by defeating
Cleveland In a thrilling struggle.
The win gave New Tork three out
of four victories from the present
world's champions and gave New
Tork a lead of two full games,
with Cleveland having only four to
play and New Tork five.
"Babe" Ruth was the hero of the
New Tork victory, for he hit two
home runs, a two bagger and walked in four times up. He either
scored or drove in five of the eight
New Tork runs. Kuth's first home
run was made off Coveleskie in the
first, and the second was prodded
out of Uhle in the fifth after
had singled. Both home
runs were terrific drives.
Each manager used tnree pucn-er- a
in an effort to win. Qulnn
started for the Yankees but was
knocked out in the first Inning,
well
Hoyt relieving him. and doing while
until he injured his hand
stopping a hot drive by Speaker
in the seventh. Mays relieved Hoyt
In the eighth and weathered a stormy ninth, as Sewell and Burns were
on base when Mays' struck out
O'Neill for the last out.
Covelesklo was knocked out in
replaced
the third inning and waswere
made
by Uhle. Only rour hits
a home
each
case,
in
but
off Uhle,
run followed a single.
It was S;hang's home run In the
sixth with McNally on base which
gave New Tork its last two runs
and victory. The hitting of George
Burns, who made a triple and
three 'singles featured Cleveland's
runs
play. Burns drove in four
and scored a fifth himself.
The defensive play of Elmer
Miller saved the game Tor New
Tork. His diving catch of Speaker's short fly in the eighth with
runners on second and third prevented Cleveland from taking the
lead. In the seventh a throw by
Miller to McNally caught Sowell
at third. Miller's throw In the
seventh cut down Sewell at third
for the third out
FIRST INXIXG
Jamieson walked.
Cleveland
sacrificed, McNally
Wambsganss
to Pipp. McNally took Speaker's
grounder and threw wild to first
and Jemieson scored. Smith got
a Texas leaguer Into center. Speaker going to third. Gardner forced
Smith, Ward to Pecklnpaugh,
SewSpeaker scoring on the play. Gardell was hit by pitched ball.
ner scored on Burns' hit to right,
and on the throw in Sewell went
to third and Burns to second. Hoyt
went in the box for New Tork.
passed.
O'Neill was purposely
Coveleskie struck out.
New Tork Miller fouled out to
O'Neill. Sewell threw out Pecklnpaugh at first. Babe Ruth cuffed
the ball over the light field stand
for a home run, his
record.
creating a new worm's
Meusol got a Texas leaguer into
left. Pipn f lied to Wambsganss.
SECOND INNING
churned
Jamieson
Cleveland
sat down, Wombsganss
and
the air
Speaker also fanalso whiffed.
ned and the crowd gave Hoyt a
bie hand.
McNew Tork Ward fanned. balls.
Nally walked on four pitched
Burns.
to
Schang out, Wambsganss
Coveleskie took Hoyt's hopper and
threw him out at first.
Tiimn
Smith sent a long
Gardner struck out.
MouhcI.
fly to
Sewell doubled along the first base
line. Burns flied out to Miller. out
New Tork Miller struck
Peckinpaugh walked, pecklnpaugh
to
scored on Kuth's long double
an Infield
left center. Meuscl got
Ruth
hit, Ruth going to third.to
scored on Pipp'i single PiDD right,
S hit
tr. third.
mw Coveleskie off the. pitching
mound. Uhle taking lila place.
Meusel scored on Ward's sacrifice
of second.
fly to Wambsganss backwent
to secOn the throw-iPipp
out
McNally.
threw
ond. Uhle
IOUKTH INNING.
Cleveland O'Neill was throwna
out at first by Hoyt. Hoyt made
nice play on Uhle's hopper and got
him at first. Jamieson singled over
the middle bag. Wambsganss struck
UNew York
fanned.
Schang
Gardner threw out Hoyt at first.
Miller struck out.
FIFTH INNING.
Cleveland Speaker fouled out to
Smith at
Schang. Ward threw out
first. Gardner eent a weak fly to
McNally.
singled
New
down the third base line. Ruth
drove out his second home run,
of him.
scoring Peckinpaugh aheadalso
fanMeusel struck out. Pipp
ned. Ward filed out to Gardner.
SIXTH INNING.
Cleveland Sewell shot a liner
for a base.
over Peckinpaugh's head three-base
Sewell scored on Burns'
hit to left Burns scoredat when
first.
Ward threw out O'Neill
Uhle out, Pipp to Hoyt. Jamieson
Peck-lnpau-

...

n,

ugh

New Tork McNally bumped a
"
single to leit. Bcnaixt
home run, scoring McNally. Sewell
Miller
first.
at
out
Hoyt
threw
went out, by the Wambsganns-Burn- s
filed

route.

Peckinpaugh.

out to Wambsganss,
SEVENTH INNING.
Cleveland
Peckinpaugh took
bounder and threw
Wambsganss
him out at first. Speaker singled
off Hoyt's glove. Smith walked,
on to second,
Speaker moving
Gardner's
took
pecklnpaugh
grounder and with a quick throw
nailed
to McNally
Speaker at third.
Sewell
Smith went to second.
walked and the bases were full.
on
scored
Smith and Gardner
Burns' single to center. Sewell was
out at third. Miller to McNally.
New York Ruth walked. Meusel forced Ruth, Sewell to Wambs-gansMeusel out stealing, O'Neill
to Sewell. Pipp filed to Speaker.
EIGHTH INNING.
Cleveland O'Neill flied to Meu-e- l.
Graney batted for Uhle.
ran for
Evans
Greney walked.
catch
Graney. Miller made a fine
Wambs-gans- s
of Jamleson's lofty fly.
doubled1
tu right center,
Evans stopping at third. Hoyt left
the box, Mays taking- - his place.
Speaker filed out to Miller, who
g
made a
catch,
s.

shoe-strin-

4
3

.....

5

0
0
0
4
1

2

38

Totals

4

1

0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
8
0
0

7 10 24 11

1

4

81 8 10 27 IS 1
Totals
X
Batted for Uhle In eighth.
xx Ran for Gardner in ninth.
By innings:
300 002 2007
Cleveland
103 022 OOx 8
New York
e
hits SewSummary:
ell, Ruth, Wambsganss. Three-bas- e
runs Ruth
hit Burns. Home
Wambs(2), Schang. Sacrifices
ganss, Ward. Double play O'Neill
to Burns. Base on balls Off Qulnn,
1; Hoyt, 4; Mays, 1; Coveleskie, 2;
pitched By
Innings
Uhle, 1.
Hoyt, 7; Mays, I
Qulnn,
Uhle, 4
Coveleskie, 2
Morton, 1. Hit by pitcher By
Qulnn (Sewell). Btruck out By
Hoyt, ; Mays, 1; Coveleskie, 2;
Uhle, 4.
Two-bas-

3;
3;

Philadelphia, 3: Chicago, 0.
Pa., Sept. 26.
Philadelphia,
Moore and Harris blanked Chicago
and gave the locals the final series
with the White Sox lour games iu
one, Score:
Chlooffo.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

3

4
4
2
4

4
3
1

2
0
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
0 10
0
u
.i
2
2
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
6

2

1

0
0
a

i

.u

0
0
0

2

l

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
0
0
0

33 0 9 24 19 0
Totals
x Batted for Russell in ninth,
for McClellan in
xx Batted
ninth.

Philadelphia.
AU. K. if. PO.

-Witt, rf
Dykes, 2b
C. Walker, K...
Perkins, c
Johnson, cf.....
Galloway. 8b...
Calloway, ss....
Brazil!, lb
Moore,

Harris,

2
8

4
4
1
2
3
3

Totals
By innings:
Chicago

Philadelphia

1

0

1

113
i i i
2
2
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

1

A. E.
1
4

0
1

"

1
-- 0
2
3
1
2
0
2
2

111

OF HIGH SCHOOL

Wv-V-s-

1

MOusel, If

Rawllngs,
Snyder, c
Nehf, p

Totals

2b...

4
4
4

37

0
0
0
0

u

6
1
3

0
0
0
0

4 11 27 18

2

1

2
0

3
4

0

0

o

113"

26

3

10 27 16

2

000 000
012 000 OOx

0
3

v

v

u

e

.

St. Lonls
AB. K. H. PO. A. E,

MSiPIW

follow:

....

fi'
Ralph Gilroy, left, and Hank Garrity, photographed during a recent
practice session.
THESE two with cut sport
one of the greatest defensive backs
Princojon enthusiasts are count- in the eant last year, and Hank
ing on a big year for the orange Garrity, also a halfback, known as
and black eleven this fall. The one of tho best line plungera in the
team has a goodly number of vet- game.
erans back around which, to build
a team. Two of the vets counted
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
on to play a big part in the eleven's
At Columbus, 2; Minneapolis, 9.
work this season aro Ralph Gilroy,
postKansas
poned, rain.
No others scheduled.

......3

,

...

.
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CHAMPIONSHIP

MEET
"POOL" LADDIES TO

Jesse Guilford won the national
amateur golf championship, today
related that R. C. Van Arsdale of
Boston, won 87.040 in the championship "pool" because E. G.
Burkham, of this city, who originally drew Guilford, thought so
little of his chances that he sold
his ticket for 1480.

SANTA FE JUNIOR
TEAM ON THURSDAY

Wlirhland Laddies, city Junior
champions, will meet the Santa Fe
Juniors at Barelas field Thursday
afternoon at 3 o ciock in me state
series. Belen and
championship
Santa Fe have challenged the city
champions for the state honors.
The Laddies lost to the Capital City
youngsters Sunday at Santa Fe by
a score of 6 to 3.

SOI

Good .Vlvloe.
When you do not rel1 'i your
food and feel dull tind sii'
after
eating, take a dose ( (Jhai.iber-laln- 's
'" Hpnnse
Tablets. They
'i an I
and Invigorate your sin
bowels, make you feel liliu r new
man and give you an appctit like
a twelve year old boy.
i

I

Ole. Anderson, once touted as a
In the heavycoming champion
weight division. Is now traveling
a beat on the St, Paul police force.

IMPURITY

While the last test of the city
imshowed considerable
provement, the water is still Impure and should be boiled before
using for drinking purposes. The
result of tho tests made Saturdny
Indicated yesterday that a purifi--catihad taken place, but nn
enough to make the water safe foi
use without killing tlio bacteria by
boiling.
The water is being tested every
forty-eighours for
typhoid
germs. No cases of typhoid have
resulted In the city from the water
condition, but Dr. J. F. Docherty
advises continued boiling In order
to be on the safe side. While the
condition is In no way critical,
there might be enough bacteria in
the water to start epidemics.

maae to Your Measure
From the Makers

water-

on

Save all

ht

C0RTELY0U WITHHOLDS
PRIZE FIGHT PERMIT
Phlldelphla, Sept. 26. Director
Public Safety Cortelyou an
nounced today he would not Issue
a permit for a fight between Benny
Leonard and Sailor Friedman here
next week nor for any fight in
which Friedman planned to engage
until he hag fulfilled his contract
to meet Johnny Mealcy at the
Olympla A. A.. October 17.
The director said Friedman- - l
under contract with Herman Taylor, matchmaker of the Olympla,
and this cannot be broken under
a clause In the rules governing
boxing in Philadelphia,
of

We want to apologize to
those who attended our
sale on Saturday and
Monday, and who were
unable to be served, we
respectfully request that
they call again. It certainly has been gratifying
to us to see how alert to
real value and thrift the
people of Albuquerque
really are. We judge by
the response we have enjoyed.

giving?

Hey, buddy,
come and get it!"

e,

Common sense must answer "NO." We reckon
Jn
with no
to
our
you,
quoting
prices
No jobbers or traveling
salesmen
sell us the
clothes we sell to you,
charging us a fat toll for
their eloquent salesmanOur woolens are
ship.
brought by us direct from
the mills and we MAKE
the clothes we sell to you
ourselves, in our own
"go-betwee-

When you order is received at our wholesale
tailor shops, we tailor for
you direct and to your
special order.

andferctgareSM

Virgini ttbacci is the best

WE6TEKN LKAtiUE
18; Sioux City 18.
At Oklahoma City
St Joseph
4;

Lioomr tc

Mms Tobacco Co.

n"

Main Office and Shops
330-3-4

Featuring

VIRGIH WOOL
MADE

TO YOUR
ORDER

UITS

W. Van Buren St

Chicago,

HI.

Other Shops at
Denver, Colo, and
Clinton, Iowa.

Our turnover is immediate, we have no capital
tied up in large stocks of
ready mades.
Until a year ago we were
doing a large exclusive
wholesale business only,
but at that time we
changed our policy.
Now instead of you pay-

Overcoats

$17.50
value

Retail

$35.00

$24.50

Retail values $35 to $50

mammoth shops.

inia Ggarette

"Go-Betwee-

Profits

.

At Wichita

j

(By The AMmlated InM.)
Memphis, Tenn., Sept, 26 Memphis cut Fort Worth's lead In the
post season series between the
champions of the Southern Association and the Texas League,
to one one game by winning
Lohman,
game, 6 to 1.
pitching for the locals was steady,
while Wachtcl was hit hard in four
innings.
Tt H E
Score:
Fort Worth 100 100 0002 7 0
Memphis ..100 130 lOx 6 10 0
Batteries:
Wachtel, John rnd
Haworth; Lohman anl I'rjUnj.

STILL CARRYING

Our proposition will appeal to all thinking
clothes buyers.
Really
now, can a retail store
compete with a great
wholesale house in value

wholesalers are planning a com
mercial Invasion of this section of
the country, according to letter received at the chamber of commerce
yesterday from the firm of
of Berlin, Germany.
The
manager of the exporting company
stated they were particularly Interested In the present and future
business of the great southwest.
The chamber of commerce was
asked to furnish lists of the larger
wholesale and retail houses In the
state in order that the representative of the German company could
get In touch with them. This particular exporting company deals in
toys, notions, novelties, cutlery,
hardware, laces and embroideries.
It was indicated In the letter that
the price for the imported ar
ticles would be surprisingly ow.

At Joplln 1; Ces Moines I.
; Omaha 2,

MEMPHIS WINS FROM
FORT WORTH IN THE
POST SEASON SERIES

CITY WATER IS

Chamber of Commerce Receives Letter From German Export Firm Which
Seeks to do Business Here
German
manufacturers and

2.

First game at Brooklyn on October 5, won by Cleveland, 3 to 1.
Second game at Brooklyn on October 6, won by Brooklyn, 8 to 0.
Third game at Brooklyn on October 7, won by Brooklyn, 2 to 1.
Fourth game at Cleveland on
October 9, won by Cleveland, 6 to 1.
Fifth game at Cleveland on October 10, won by Cleveland, 8 to 1.
Sixth game at Cleveland on October 11, won by Cleveland. 1 to 0.
Seventh game at Cleveland on
October 12. won by Cleveland. 3
to 0.
Stanley Coveleskie won three
games for Cleveland, the first
fourth and seventh and gave but
two bases on balls In all of them.
He allowed the Brooklyn batters
five hits in tho first game, one of
which was a two bagger by Zack
In the second game he
Wheat.
also allowed the Dodgers five hits,
one a two bagger by Griffith, the
Tne
Brooklyn right gardener.
third was another five-h- it
game.
with no extra base wallops.
The most striking feature of the
series was the triple play made by
Wambganss, unassisted in the fifth
game played at Cleveland on October 10. Wamby took Mitchell's
line drive, touched second from
which Kilduff had started for
third then touch Millar in person
as he raced toward second.

one-four-

IHESQpwEST

At Tulsa

011

croft.

E1E ON

Elrch-Butzk-

started their annual chatter-boCONDEMNING LANDIS
the speculative forerunner of every
IN SPEAKER'S HANDS
Worlds Series, the post season clasPasic of the national pastime.
(Br The Anoclnted Press.)
trons of the sport are predicting
Washington, Sept. 26 Resolu.
one of the greatest series In histions adopted recently by the
tory.
An average of 25.749 persons at- American Bar association at CinIn
tended each game
the cevengame cinnati condemning Judge Landls
series played last year between the for accepting the position of basecommissioner, while serving
Brooklyn Nationals and the Cleve- ball
The American on the bench, were transmitted toland Americans.
to
day
Speaker GiUett. with a re.
famous
League team, led by the
Tris Speaker, defeated Brooklyn quest that they be laid before the
committee
of the houBo.
five out of the seven games. Three proper was
no intimation, how
There
contests were played, In Brooklyn
ever, an to what action, if any,
and four in Cleveland.
The results of the 1920 series would be taken.
--

GERMAN DEALERS
AN

01

x,

Two-bas-

(Br The AMorlattd Proa.)
Bt. Louis, Sept. 26. Members of
0
1 the St. Louis Country club, where

hit Schalk.
Summary:
Sacrifice Calloway. Double plays
Dykes to Brazlll; Collins to Sheely;
Galloway to Dykes to Brazlll; Bra-zi- ll
to Calloway. Base on balls
Off Moore, 2; Harris, 1; Russell, B.
Innings pitched By Moore, 7;
Harris, 2. Hit by pitcheroutBy
Struck
Moore (McClellan).
By Moore, 8; Harris, 1; Russell, 1.

HAVE

fife.'

i

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 26. Nehf
was master of the Cardinals and
kept their hits scattered while fast
fielding enabled the Giants to win.
New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0
0
1
1
4
1
Burns, cf
2
5
1
I 7 0
Bancroft, ss..
1
2
3
0
4
1
Frisch. 3b
2
0
0
0
8
0
Toung, rf
a
1
v i
1
Kelly, ID
1
0
1

4
cf. . . .
the Mann,
4
Vigorous enthusiasm was
Fournier, lb
4
predominating feature of the first Stock, 3b...
8
pep session of the year held at the Hornsby, 2b,
3
Schults, rf..
A. H. S. auditorium Monday morn3
If.
McHenry.
curof
the
From
the drawing
2
ing.
Lavan, ss
was
2
sung Alnsmlth,
tains until the last song
0
Walker, p
,
"pep" reigned.
1
h izDilhoefer
The two yell leaders, Don
0
Pfeffer, .
and Harold Ely rushed the (4'ertica,
1
curtains back. Then they led a demons, p
2
snappy yell and the high school
29 1 B 27 11 6
Totals
boys' quartette sang a peppy high
ii Batted for Walker in eighth.
school song, then another yell.
By Innings:
Wilbur Wilson, the captain of
002 100 100 4
the green and white gridiron elev- New Tork
too 010 0001
St.
Louis
off
a
en, pulled the top
large green
e
mis
Summary:
white box and a Bmall freshman
e
Three-basJumped out. He was all decked Hornsby, Frisch.
Bancroft.
base
Stolen
out In a green and white clown
suit and held a football. He passed Sacrifice Lavan. Doubleto plays
Keuy;
the pigskin to the football captain. RawlinES to Bancroft
Wilson then made a short talk and Hornsby to Lavan to Fournier. Base
z;
wauser,
on
balls Off pertlca,
presented ,the ball to Mrs. Ella
z. innings
M. LaBar, the principal of the 1; Pfeffer, 1; Nehf,
return
at
Its
By Pcrtica, E; Walker, 3;
pitched
wishing
school,
high
the end of the season to a cham- Pfeffer, 1. Struck out By Nehf,
wna
1; Pertlca, 4; Ffeffer, 1.
pion team.
Mrs. LaBar then made a talk of pitch Pertlca.
acceptance, urginpf the necessity
Philadelphia. 2: Pittsburgh, 1
of support from the student body
for the squad. She also encourPlttsburfjh, Sept. 2d. Philadel
aged tho buying of season tickets phia achieved Its first Pittsburgh
and requested the students to sup- victory of tho season. Hubbel was
port the team by their attendance unsteady, passing five men, but
with men on bases.
at nil games.
tightened
After another song, Coach A. S. King's batting was responsible tfor
Moore made a speech telling of the the visitors' home runs.
between
PiiJlaiielpliia
necessity of
AB. R. If. PO. A. E.
the student body and the team.
There are to be six football Le Bourveau rf 4 0 0 1 0 1
8
0
0
5
0
4
games at home and twelvn basket- Smith 2b
R
1
4
ball encounters. These In paid ad- Rapp 3b
2
1
and
to
amount
$8.80
.
missions would
Williams cf ...4
1 11
the season tickets which admit to Konetchy lb ..4
0
2
4
all games cost tho students a little King If
1
1
the price. There Rader is.
over
1
2
teams
are three ticket selling
Henllne c
0
1
working and they expect to get one Hubbell p
hundred per cent sales to the stud1
8
27 18
ents and teachers.
35 2
Totals
The A. H. S. grldmen will play
Pittsburgh
AB. K. H. fU, A. K.
either Las Vegas or the university
1
3
0
on Armistice day. The other games BlKbce If
2
0
2
are all as were announced when Carey cf
8
last
released
was
1
schedule
ss
the
Maranville
..44
3
0
week. The game with Wlnslow, Robertson rf . .
2
Ariz., has not as yet been decided Ticrney 2b ....8 0
0
0
upon.
Barnhart 3b
0
3
11
Coach Moore told other facts Orimm lb
5
0
about how necessary the financing Gooch c
0
of a successful team is. Last year's Adams p
.2 0
own
0
0
their
tennis team had to pay
Cuashaw x ...,1
0
0
0
expenses on their trip. The track Carlson p
team was only furnished with
shoes and had to pay the greater
29 1 7 27 12 0
Totals
x Batted for Adams in 7th.
part of their trip to Santa Fe to
the triangular meet.
By innings:
Tho football squad has been Philadelphia .. ...000 100 1002
ouu uui
working hard and will continue to Pittsburgh
do so in preparation for the game
Summary: Two base nits iving,
team
The
Menaul.
with
base MaranStolen
Saturday
Tlerhey.
Double
will scrimmage and 'work at foot- ville. Sacrifice Gooch.
bleachball tactics this week. The
p lavs J. Smith to Rader to Kon
ers are well on their way to com- etchy; Hennne to i.oneicny o
Tark Rapp. Ease on Dans wit nuuuru
pletion for the Washington
athletio field.
5.
Struck out By Hubboll, 2;
Adams, 3; Carlson, 1.
WINS $7,040 IN THE

0

u

...000
Two-bas-

AT FIRST RALLY

v

0

p.......
p.......

PEP 1SFERTURE

New York's Twirler Allows
But Five Scattered Hits;
Pirates Are Humbled By
Philadelphia.

c...

0

3

4

......59
52

..-...-

Pete

WORLD'S SERIES

NOSE OUT CARDS

p--

3

3
1

.635
.620
.516
.613
.498
.470
.398
.357

Cava-naug-

0
3
0

McClellan, 8S. . .
xxFlack
Strunk, If
Collins, 2b.....
Hooper, rf
Sheely, lb
Mostll, cf
Mulligan, 3b....
Hchalk, c
Russell, p.... ..
xLeifer

.....78
.......... -- .76

c...

2
1
1

3
4
4
3

..

H

57
73
72
74
80
91
94

....-9- 3

CENTER

AND THE GIANTS

Where Thsj Piny.
Boston at Philadelphia.

4

ss

......... ...94

Ivy Ilson, Brooklyn
shortstop,
second
Kilduff,
Brooklyn
baseman and Wamby, Cleveland
duff, 15 putouts and 28 assists;
second sacker, went through the
series without an error. Olson had
12 putouts and 20 assists,
EYES
22 putouts and 17 assists.
Sherrod Smith hurled two games
for Brooklyn and allowed but one
run in each, yet Cleveland beat
him by that one lone
in the
sixth game at Cleveland.tally
Elmer Smith the Cleveland'
fielder sent the ball Bailing
Patrons of the Sport Are right
over the right field wall In the
game at Cleveland, scoring
Predicting One of the fifth,
three men ahead of him. All of
who crosse " the pan before
Greatest Contests in All those
Smith had hit safely and Cleveland earned four runs Jn the first
History Next Month.
v
Inning,
(By Tb Amotinitt Prma.)
New Tork, Sept. 26. jJaseball
fans throughout the land have RESOLUTIONS OF BAR

Pet.

L.

Yestorrtey'i Results.
New York, 8; Cleveland, 7.
Philadelphia, 8; Chicago, 0.
No others scheduled.

1.

New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Miller, cf
Pecklnpaugh,
Ruth, If
Meusel, rf
Pipp, lb
Ward, 2b
McNally, 3b
Schang, c
Qulnn, p
Hoyt, p
Mays, p

New York
Cleveland

Philadelphia

Cleveland.
AB. R. II. PO. A, E,

fty-sevent- h,

ivlSO

.336

-

5
4

W.

........... ..73
..71

New York Morton went Into the
box for Cleveland. Ward singled
into left center on the- first ball
pitched. McNally popped to O'Neill,
who doubled Ward at first, with a
Wambsquick throw to Burns.
ganss threw out Schang at first.
NINTH INNING.
Cleveland Smith was thrown
out by Ward. Gardner walked.
Stephenson, running for Gardner,
Stephenson was forced at second,
Pipp to Ward. Burns bounced toa
hit off May's glove, Sewell going
second. O'Neill struck out.

4
4

American League.

Washington
.497 Boston
.459 Detroit
.409 Chicago ........

Where Tticy riaj.
Cincinnati at Chicage.
Brooklyn at Boston.

Jamieson, If ...
Wambsganss, 2b
Speakor, cf....
Smith, rf
Gardner, 8b
Sewell, ss ......
Burns, lb
xGranoy
Morton, p
xxStevenson ...
O'Neill, c
Coveles kic, p . ..
Uhle; p

COW!

St. Louis

THESE TWO VETERAN BACvS WILL AID .
PRINCETON TEAM IN BATTLES THIS FALL BASEBALL FANS

NEHF IS MASTER

and

$31.50

Retail values $50 to $65

With the largest display
of woolens ever shown
here from which to make
your selection.

ing dealers handsome
profits for our clothes,
you can buy direct yourselves and pocket the big
difference in the price.
There used to be a time
when men bragged about
the prices they paid for
their clothes. But extravagance is not a popular
virtue in these days. You
are more apt to hear a
smart dresser boast how
little he paid than how
much. That is why our
proposition appeals to so
many., Men like to tell
how they are getting the
laugh on the high price
custom tailor by securing
fine made to order clothes
at wholesale prices.

All lining guaranteed two

We'll be mighty glad to
demonstrate this money
saving tailoring service if
you will call at at our
Albuquerque salesroom
tomorrow.

Open evening until 9 p. m.
SALE ENDS POSITIVELY
SATURDAY, OCT. 1

Remember it will mean a
saving of from $15 to $40
to you.

Garment Bears
the Union Label

Every

years.

Albuquerque Sales Room
ft

mmm
207 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
One Door East of Switzer's Barber Shop

Pasre Five
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BEAUTY CHATS

By

By Edna Kent Forbes.

ASWFltl

case should be handled by an oculist, as the eve Is too sensitive an
organ to admit of any experimenting with ,home treatment.
A. S. B. You are fifteen pounds
Bed vaseline will
underweight.
darken the eyebrows, but I do not
have space at this time to Include
the hnir tonic. If you will send a
I shall
stamped addressed envelope,
be pleased to mail it to you.
fine
Bleach
the
Anxious.
Miss
the
hair with peroxide and extract
a
Diunt-encoarse ones, by using
re
them
have
can
tweezers. If you
moved by the electric neeaie, it win
ki i ho linst tv.nv to handle it. as this
destroys the hair folli&e.
A Reader. The term "gooa
evening" Is generally used during
the earlier hours of the evening,
tnr either a ereetlng or a saluta
tion In parting and that of "good
night ' is used wlien parting ana ai
the later hours. When introducing
two people, always present the
younger one to the older one.
Brown Eyes. At 16 years of age
and five feet four Inches in height, not be under117 pounds will

LETTEltSi

of
Three cakes
Discouraged.
yeast are taken dally, to overcome
this tendency to pimples. They can
be taken dissolved In water or
spread over bread. The scars from
the eruptions may bleach off by
applying some of the yeast, but If
this does not bring about results,
try peroxide of hydrogen on them.
P, R. T. The advice given above
will also apply to your case. Send
a stamped addressed envelope for
the eyelash formula.
Toots. Follow the usual cleansing of your skin, by dashing cold
water over the face and throat, or
an Ice rub, which closes the pores

and gradually refines the texture
of the skin.
Anxious. Increase the amount
of yeast you are taking and try
peroxide on the scars, as suggested
in this column to ."Discouraged.
jane. You should weigh about
115 pounds end your sister about
100.

Anna Louise. Blonde hair may
be kept light by using some lemon
Juice and baking soda In the last
after
rinse, after the shampoo;sunshine
which, dry the hair In the
so
the sun
and float It In the air,
will reach all parts of the head.rru nmrnrtlnnB ara
tablespoonof a
ful of lemon juice, a quarter
teaspoonful of baking soda to one
of water.
.ouart
V Maude S.
Tour little daughter s

D. L. A formula for excessive
the arms, is
perspiration under
made by mixing 3 ounces of Epsom
bran,
salts and a half of a pint of
with 4 pints of water. Let It stand
over night, then strain It and add
..
n,.nA nf hav rum. This de
odorizes and assists in stopping the

.

excessive secretion.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.
Kltcnen
KOOMS FOR behind which stands a on
table covered with zinc; or mis
.
L1GHTHOCSEKEEPIXG.
oil
gas
tahln is a
ne stovo (a portable oven or a steamer
- Several brides have written
may be stooa on tne stovo who.
lately for help in furnishing two desired). A firelcss cooker will
and
rooms for light housekeeping;
make the work easier. A desk and
two engaged girla have asked mo a side table complete the furhow to furnlh oay one room for nlshlngs.
this purpose.
When one must do light house- WOMAN OFFICIAL
one room, one
keeping In only out.
For, breakmust get dinners
OF KU KLUX KLAN
may
fast and supper (or lunch) same
DEFENDS SOCIETY
easily be prepared in the
room in which one Bleeps because
the use of an
they do not require odors
of cookoven and the strong
ing meats and vegetables.
ill'
When there are two rooms to
live in, however, one may get all
without
home
at
three meals
One room can be used as
the
the sleeping chamber and and
other as kitchen, dining room,
room.
living
I will first describe a good way
to furnish one room In which one
!must get breakfast and either
dinners)
lunch or supper (but no linoleum
a well us sleep:
A Urge
White curtains
rug on the floor.
at window with pretty cretonne
them. Narrow "di
cov
van" pouches (Iron
ered with burlap and having
each
on
(the bed
sofa pillows
will be made up under these covbe
ers and the bed pillows will on
In removal burlap
of
chest
Largo
top of couch).
nm-cdrawers witnout mirrur. over
the
separate mirror hanging a
picture
chest of drawers like
"bureau"
with
the
(this does away
Idea. If two candlesticks are stood
on the chest of drawers, and there
or other remindare no
ers of a conventional bureau, there
will be no suggestion of a bed
comfortable
room). Two large
rockers covered with cretone
A small
Two
chair. A
desk and straight-backe- d
Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler.
centre table large enough to serve
as a dining room table at meal
Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler of Atlanta,
straight-backe- d
Another
time.
chair. A screen behind which is Ga., grand chief of staff of the
women's division of the Ku Klux
an
concealed
small table; on this table stands Klan and head of the propaganda
a tin tray, and on the tray an department of tho organization, destove. It is fends the society, now under attack
"
electric
She
Ideal to have a floor plug for this of a New York newspaper.
will serve denies that it countenances either
fixture
stove, but a light
well.
as
During
Just
the purpose
violence or race hatred and that it
the period of cooking the screen is a "grafting society."
must be stood between stove and
r,
but
wall to protect
President Rubien, of the Metroat other times it conceals the cookU.,
A. A.
suggests the
politan
apparatus.
ing
a great
Under this cooking table stands building in New York of bowl
in
athletic
a small flat "milk pan" in which auditorium or football
could be
large which college
the dishes will be washed. A comthe
in
contests
held
played, boxing
the centre table
dropllght onroom.
evenings during the summer, and
pletes the
athletics generally proamateur
one's
are
at
rooms
When two
disposal, one can have one room moted.
furnished like any bed room and
The annual tournament for the
the other furnished as follows:
Centre table (to eat on at meal- Oregon state golf championship will
Two large ba staged at Portland the week of
time) with dropllght.
rockers, two straight chairs, screen October 10.

rtJRNISHING

two-burn-

-

y.

cot-bed- s)

sev-er-

rs

pin-tra-

s.

Tuesday.
La Notre Bridge club will meet
at home of Mrs. C. E. Oden.
of
and banquet
A
meeting
Knights of Columbus at the S.t.
8
m.
Mary hall at p.
in honor or miss
Luncheon
Kathleen Long at Alvarado at 1
p. m.
Dinner of Business and Professional Woman's club at Y, M. C. A.
4t 6:15 p. in.
Country club dance at p. m.

wall-pape-

the world to get the
superior corn flakes:
Ask your grocer for

Post Toasties
best corn flakes
4

f"

Tftsr waw
11

3

3

3

ihiana

nf

T

TWfc."
" r

Tf

yon avoid

Had your iron
today ?
Eat

more

raisins

was going to that if I Insisted
upon working and putting my
money into the general fund, he
would try to make it worth my
while. That sounds as If I had
done more than he. It was not
so.
His stories had grown very
popular, and he had received good
prices for them, especially in the
last year. I also had. done well.
My success with Juanlta's bungalow, then the Hibbard house, had
led to all and more than I could
do.
I had even refused several
contracts.
Then when our own home was
finished, the home to which I had
so long looked forward with glowing anticipations, I added the decorating of that to my outside work.
I had been so delighted when
Dick told me he was going to
commence his novel, so sure of
his ability to write a great story,
that at first I said nothing and
thought little of his withdrawal of
himself more completely than before. Perhaps this was, in part,
due to the fact that ho had been
doing this gradually for a year,
more noticeably since Junior had
gone away. It was only when the
boy was at home on his vacation
that I saw much of Diok. His
work seemingly was absorbing
him.
His work and Juanlta.
They had collaborated on several stories. Naturally, she had to
be with him to do this. Yet sometimes when I ventured Into the
study and saw them sitting so
closely together beside the big
desk I had given Dick, I felt out
of place. I seldom remained long.
When I knew the book was to
be written I almost unconsciously
held the thought that Dick would
now occupy the study alone. Hp
would not need Juanita. She would
have no excuse to be so constantly
with him. But I was mistaken.
It seemed that Juanita had
extensively in the parts Dick
wished to lay his story, and that
much of it had been inspired by
tales she had told him.
Once in speaking of my delight
that he was to write the book, he
said:
"Juanita inspired the story. Her
vivid tales of what she has seen.
where she has been, have been the
greatest help to me. As Juanita
was with us at the tlmo I could
say nothing, probably would not
have anyway. But tny heart leu
heavy. This would mean no ces
sation of the Intimacy in the study.
I should still feel In their way.

Chapter

98.

KIIIIS

ARE

THIS SHOWS HOW
FRENCH FAVOR

UNEVEN LINES

1

WEEKLY

ISISSUED

Ul!

FOR

MEATS

Physical examination of the men
and vomen students will be the
chief matter of importance on the
university campus this week, according to the weekly bulletin
which is just issued. All students
are examined at the beginning of
oach semester.
The Alpha Delta fraternity gate
a sntoker at its houso yesterday afmen
ternoon
for
and residents of the men's dormievents
are
social
tory. No other
scheduled for the week, the next
big affairs being the "rush" parties of the sororities.
The weekly program follows:
Monday Meeting of committee
on eligibility. Time to be announced. Physical examination of
women students, Dr. Evelyn Fria2
A. M.( women's
ble, M. D.,
gymnasium.
Physician examination for men Btudents, Dr. P. Q.
Cornish, Jr., M. D., 6 p. m men's
gynasium. Meeting of honor society of Phi Kappa Phi, 6 p. m., room
16. Chemistry building.
student
Tuesday meeting of
affairs committee, 4 p. m., room
16, Chemistry building.
Wednesday
Meeting of athletic
council, 7:80 p. m., room 16, Chembuilding.
Physical examinaistry
tion for women students, Dr. EveD women's gymM.
lyn Frisble,
m. Physical
nasium, 11 a. m.,-1- 2
examination for men students, Dr.
6
P. G. Cornish, Jr.,
p. m., men's
gymnasium. Dental examination,
5
Dr. Charles Eller, K' D
p. m.,
room 16, Chemistry building.
y
Friday Assembly, 11 a. m.,
hall. A business meeting In
charge of the associated student:).
Frank Neher, president.
ty

west.

.

Ill'

No-gal-

i

MISS MAUDE E. BEAVEN
TO BE MARRIED TODAY
The marriage of Miss Maude E.
Beaven, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Beaven, formerly of this city,
to J. B. Cornett will take place
today in Los Angeles. Miss Beaven Is well known here where she
attended school during the residence of her family In Albuquerque, Mr. Cornett is employed by
the Gallup Mercantile company.
Mr, Beaven left the city several
weddays ago to be present at the bride
ding of his daughter. The
has been widely entertained by her
friends in Los Angeles, among the
affairs in her honor belnor a shower given by Mrs. John Hennessey
of Chicago street.

Ro-de-

TOTAL CANNEDSALMON
PACK SHOWS DECREASE
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Does wonders
for sick skins
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There is satisfaction in living in a
There is a
well painted home.
natural and just pride in turning
in at your home when it is one of
the well kept places of the neighborhood. But satisfaction and
pride are but the least important
reasons for good paint. Higher
value of your property less depreciation per year these dollar and
cents reasons are the real reasons
for painting.
McMurtry Mixed Paints are famous
for their economy. Not only do they
spread and cover in a completely

satisfactory manner, but they have
a longer life, due to the high percentage of white lead and the proper
proportion of zinc oxide which they
contain. Thirty-tw- o
years of successful paint malting has proven
conclusively to the McMurtry Manufacturing Company that western
conditions require a higher percentage of white lead. As the labels on
the cans will show to anyone who
wishes to investigate, McMurtry
Mixed Paints DO have this correct
percentage of white lead, zinc oxide
and pure linseed oil. There is no
better paint than McMurtry paint

For Sale by Leading Dealers
Matiufaeiurti

by

1eMcMijrtryMfg;Co.
Mktr,
taint
and Varnish

1333 Arapahoe Street

Denver, Colo.

mo KIT
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NORWAY HAS TROUBLE
ENFORCING DRY LAWS
The Asocliilt't

THE

I'rc.)

Copenhagen, Kept. "6. Kuropo
ns well as
has its
America. Fifty per cent of Danish
shipping is frtill idle and many
smaller craft nro employed In or
ganized "smuggling or whisky, gin
tu
and other alcoholic
wet inhabitants of dry countries
u
in
and
Finland
and
like Norway
smaller degree to Kweden.
A yachwinan
who has been
cruising in Norwegian waters told
the price oi
that
the correspondent
a drink has doubled o.' trebled in
rules.
Norway, where prohibition
limJust outside the three-mil- e
it are anchored ship:;, ino.illy Danish and Herman, but also a few
British, Willi cargoes oC prohibited
drinks and round every one of
these ships are do::emi of .small
Norwegian boats waithiR their turn
to Ket part of the costly cnrKo.
enforcing
To assist Norway in
her prohibition lavy. Denmark has
prohibited the export and
of spirits. This merely mean that,
the. smuRRlcrs so to German and
British ports to buy whisky nnd
gin and return once more to their
trading nations just outaido, Norwegian territory.
The yachtsman' said tho Norwegian pnilce and custom officials
wero jiOwerlesH to deal with thin
industry and that practically every
owner of a sailing or rowins boat
In the liltlo towns on the. Norwegian coast is a smr.pts'.er.
Tho smartest of tho
have turned the saloons of their
tihlps into cabarets and do a roaring trade selling drinks over tho
counter.

IN BED E IGHT
,

orn.

one-ankl-

ELECTRIC

IRON IS LATEST KIND
Many home managers are familiar with the three-heelectric
grill and the way one gets the different degrees of heat by deftly
turning the plug about and pushing
It In again.
Literally millions of
women are familiar with the single
heat electrio Iron, but now we have
with us a three-heelectric- Iron
with a heat regulating plug.
This is an iron for every household tise as well as for laundries
and tailoring establishments.
Are
these different degrees of heat useful T Well, for example here are
silks, to Iron them set No. 1 lowest
heat (125 watts). Here are table
cloths for which use No. 2 medium
heat jf.476 watts), while for pressing
at

nt

neavy garments use no.
(550 watts).

3

high neat

Journal want ads get results

cancel and remove as a cloud upon
the title to the said real estate a
mortgage from Salvador Martin to
Anpelo Vivinni, dated August 9,
1889, nnd recorded in Book 4 of
Mortgage Deeds, page 335, of the
Kecords of Bernalillo County; and
to cancel and remove n
a cloud
upon the title of the plaintiff to
said real estate a certain deed of
trunt from Palvndor Martin to
Lombardl, trustee, dated December 9. 1889, recorded In Book
2. page 64. of the records of said
county, and to forever bar and
estop you and each of you from
having or claiming any right, title,
interest or equity In said real estate adverse to the estate of the
plaintiff.
Ann you and each of you are
hereby notified that unless you en
ter your appearance in said court
and cause on or before tho 26th
clay ot October, 1921. a Judgment
will be rendered against you by
The name of the attorneys for
the plaintiff Is Simms & Botts.
whose office and postofflce address
is Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal cf
said court on this 12th day of Sep- tcmner, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk. '
By Harry F. Lee. Deputy.
Ari-ge-

STUDIO
Photographed This Year
on Your Birthday.
Jtoom 5, Grunt Did
Phone 320
Bo

.Hiss

06

MSS9
UbtjnIUte )l"OUt Will .UIn an ciimuio.
t,or.mnl ciui bo healHfl
RmoUi
t,v Till! INHALANT METHOD.
u'r nation-widFor further particulars
CO..
METHOD
INHALANT
n.Mn-fTUB
Bhig., Key No.
Kill to COS I'nlon Uhku
Calif.
Los Angi'les.
3L',

l.7ll.r.l

111.

The Summit of Excellence.
Every possible method is being
used in an endeavor to tirepare effective remedies which are pleas- in
ine to the palate and
effect. People now 'mow that It
is not necessary for a medicine to
be disagreeable or nauseous to the
taste or harsh in its action In order
to produce the best results. The
modern remedy must De easy io
take and pentle in action; It must
sootho instead of Irritate. The
ooint of nerfertlon has almost been
reached in the preparation of
Chamberlain's Tablets. They have
e
harsh ca
superseded tho
thartic in m.tnv homes nnd for con
Ftlpntion, biliousness and stomach
(roubles are excellent.
nt

old-tim-

MONTHS
By Eloisc.
A famous dsslcrncr ones swirl
that the fashionable costume is always symmetrical and this season's
frocks and wraps are surely proving the truth of that statement.
The uneven skirt hem, neckline
and cape hem Is shown in this
Parlg outfit. Gone are the davs
when an uneven hem is the sien of
a slovenly modiste. Today the even
skirt hem is the sign of an unfashionable modiste.
The costume pictured here Is a
street outfit made of black
The frock which falls off one
shoulder and droops down towards
has tucks in the skirt
from hem to waist and a wide
band of jet forming a side trimming. A cape made of a square of
black crepe lined with white silk
falla from an unusual collar which
fasten about the shoulders instead of about the neck. The cape,
too, has an uneven bottom.
One
would not be surprised to find mi
lady with one heel higher than the
otner, but that haa not come yet

ils

Recommended by Good Painters Everywhere

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF SLIT,

An-go- lo

lo

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed proposals will be received
of the City Clerk of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico, until 2 o'clock p. m. on Wednesday, October 6th, 1921, for pav- Ing, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,
grading and all necessary incidentals or appurtenances thereto, on
tho following named street in accordance with the provisional order
by the City Cdmmlssion of the City
of Albuquerque,
dated April 20.
1921.
East Central avenue, from the
west line of High street to the west
line of Mulherry street.
Bids will be received on the following types of pavements:
(1)
single course, plain
concrete,
(2)
single course, plain
concrete,
(3)
single course, reinforced concrete,
(4)
single course, reinforced concrete,
Eitulithlo on
(5)

at the office

Cause Change of Life. How In the DistrictNo. 13018 State of New
Court,
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeiable
Scott Anderson, plaintiff, vs. un
Compound Got Me Up
known heirs of Ramon Martin,
deceased; unknown hcira of
sufwant other
Vivianl, deceased; Arigelo
Afton, Tenn.-- "I
d
h.
I.ombardi, trustee; Thomas 3. asphaltic
fering women to know what Ly la

bane.

,'

Austin, and all unknown persons
Bittilithic on
(6)
who claim any right, l'.Io ur In- concrete base.
MrVi
terest adverse to the pi ilntif f In
(7) Car tracks of penetration
defendants.
macadam.
Duringof LifetheI To thethepremises,
above n.tmed defendants:
(8) Car tracks of reinforced con.
Chanp
You
and
each
are
of
you
hereby crete,
was in bed for notified
above
that
the
named
The
Is an estimate of
eight months and plaintiff has on this day In the the workfollowing
to be done as oompilcd by
had two goou doc- said court and cause filed suit me
wity lingmeer:
tors treating me
133 square yards paving.
you. the general nature ot
but they did me against
which aotlon is to quiet the title of
150 Lin, Ft. curb.
no (ood. A friend the plaintiff In and to the following
. . . Lin. Ft.
gutter.
advised mo to take real estate In Bernalillo county,
267S Lin. Ft. Comb, curb
and
's
E.
New
Mexico,
gutter.
Lydia
A piece of land in Precinct No.
80S Lin. Ft, single track car line.
Vegetable
13 in
756 Lin. Ft. double track tar
part thereof commonly
Compound, which I did auM in a short called that
Llano," which is de- line.
time felt Detter. l naa an miium oi scribed "El actual
840 Cu. Yds. earth excavation.
follows:
as
survey
by
bad spells, but they all left me. Now
1790 Sq Ft. cement sidewalks.
Beginning at a point on the south
han I foal we.ilt and nervous I take line
of McKinley avenue, which
The total estimated cost is S45..
the Vecetabla
Compound and it al- - M point Is 1.589.84
. D
feet In a westerly 701.00.
.11
the
Bidders will state the number of
ways does me eoou. i wish mi women direction
alone
(measured
would trv it nunne uie vhuwkw
south line of said McKinley ave weather working days in which
Lifeforlknowitwrndothemgood.''
nue) from the center line of North they propose to complete the whole
w.-- .
...
Fourth street and running thence of the above work.
viUlO. A.
to fifty north 3 degree 52 minutes east 345 The city reserves the right to ac
Women from forty-fiv- e
north 83 degrees 48 cept or reject any or all bids.
should take warning feet; thenco
of
minutes west 282 feet; thence south
Each bidder will ba required to
?ears such age
symptoms as heat Hashes, 66 degrees 65 minutes west 9.62 deposit with the City Clerk
to the
palpitation of the heart, smothering feet; thence north 81 dejrets
credit of the City of Albuquerque,
or fainting spells, or spots before the minutes west 115.1 feet; thence without
a
certified
indorsement,
for south 72 degrees 38 minutes west check of deposit
In the sum of ten
eyes, and prepare their system tak178 feet; thence south 6 degrees per cent (10) of the total amount
this perfectly natural chance by
ing Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable 28 minutes cast 20 feet; thence bid, as a guarantee that he will file
It has helped many, south 75 degrees 23 minutes east all bonds required and enter Into
Compound.
thenco south 13 de contract, if awarded to him. acmany women through this trying 120.5 feet;
crees 54 minutes west 1S4.5 feet; cording to the terms of his bid,
period, just as it did Mrs. Keller.
40 within ten days after the certifica
75
south
thence
degrees
minutes east, 156.4 feet; thence tion ot the award. Should the con14
minutes tractor fail to file bonds in an apsouth 8 degree
EuyloTiKu-IM- !
Io R
west 611.50 feet; thence north 63 proved surety company or enter
CATARRH
degrees 24 minutes east 175 feet; Into a contract with the City of Alof the
thence north 76 degrees 55 minutes buquerque, then the certified check
BLADDER east 67 feet; thence north 88 de shall become forfeited as .iquidated
realized
Krees 37 minutes east 178.85 feet; damages, and the mone
thence nortfi 3 degrees 52 minutes therefrom be turned Into the treasI. 'i a 1 Mm fiia
of
be
Citv
418.7
of
east
to
of
the
the
feet
Albuquerque.
ury
puce
Uoij name eaTVlu-JAMES N. OLADDINO.
ginning; containing eisht and one- City. Uanagur,
(8. Oi) acres; and to

ra&?

A

table Compound
haa done for mo.

Pink-ham-

1
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RESItlOL
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rum-runne-

THREE-HEA- T

Seattle, Wash., Sept 28. Total
pack of canned salmon in Puget
Soothmq and Heallrq
sound, Columbia river, British Co
lumbla, Alaska and Siberia waters
this year will approximate 4,892,
000 cases as compared with 6,598,- 000 last year, according to estl
mates prepared by the Paciflo
One application of this
Canned Fish Brokers' association
In only two districts, puget sound
reliable ointment and
and Siberia, are increases noted.
inflammation is
The pack by districts, as estl
mated by the association, follows:
reduced the itching
Puget sound, 627,000 cases as
compared with 166,500 last year,
Columbia river, 286,000 cases as
stopped and healing
last
compared with 481,600 cases
begins
year, a decrease of 196.000 cases.
British Columbia, 408,000 cases
as against 1.680,000 cases last year.
Siberia, 406,000 cases as against
362,000 last year, an Increase of S1L
48,000 cases.

i!

rum-runner- s,

to Ten Clubs in South-

An attendance of at least 100 at
tbe district convention of Kiwanis
clubs which wrll open hero on October 6 Is expected it enthusiasm of
the ten clubs in the district is any
Indication, according to Dr. H. M.
Bowers, district governor of Kiwanis, who returned yesterdaj
from a tour of the New Mexico,
Arizona and El Paso clubs.
Dr. Bowers visited the clubs at
Raton,
Roswell,
Ciallup, Clovis,
Santa Fe, Phoenix, Tucson,
and El Paso on his trip of
inspection. With each club he
district affairs, Kiwanis
matters in general and the Albuquerque convention in particular.
Kach club plans to send as large
!a delegation as possible and many
representatives will oring meir
families as well.
The local club is making great
plans for the reception and enter,
tainment of the visiting Kiwanians.
The convention meetings will be
held in the chamber of commerco
Entertainment features will be a
baseball game each day, one be.
and Rotary
tween the Kiwanis
teams of Albuquerque, and another
between the local Kiwanians and
a joint team of Clovis and Roswell
members. There will be a banquet
at the Y. M. C. A. on Thursday
evening, a reception at the Country
club and a dance on Friday evening. The streets of .the city will be
decorated in Kiwanis colors and
emblems during the convention.

"tin

(B,v

TO. MENTION

black Ameiican broadtml.
While
they are a fad they are being sold
for $16 a pair, which ia'hot at all
exhorbitant considering the price
which she has been asked for
leather slippers and satin ones during the past few seasons.

rfiua

i

tra-ele- d

wins

If milady wanted to be very
she would
much
wear fur slippers mado of gray or

?sn-4-

'

boy-lik-

11-1-

There's only one way in

BLINDNESS

Junior was sent to Los Angeles
to school. Not once did I suspect Dick of any ulterior motive
Nor do I
in sending him away.
even now believe he himself was
conscious of any. He believed It
was best for Junior, so arranged
it for him.
It almost broke my heart to let
e
him go, but
he was glad
KRIMMER SETS OFF
of the new adventure, and so I
MOLEStflN OUTFIT tried to be glad also.moreBut how
I missed him! No
boyish
confidences, for although he wrote
twice a week, letters aren't the
same as the personal talks a mother has with her son.
What puzzled me most about
Junior's going was the evident relief his absence was to Dick. I
knew he loved his son, loved him
dovotedly. But there was no mistaking his expression the day Junior left. It was relief, sheer and
simple. I said to him:
"We shall miss him dreadfully!"
my eyes fun or tears, we naa
stood on the platform until the
train that took him away was out
of sight, then turned homeward
"Of course we will miss him
but it Is for the best." Again I
saw that same look of relief upon
my husband s face.
you may tmnk tnat i was wn
fully blind, that I was lacking in
common ordinary sense not to see
the trend of all those things of
Which I have written. But when
one considers
that they were
drawn over a long period, that
there was nothing really blatant
that I could give a name, It will
not seem so strange. It was more
like many different impressionsre-cUve- d
during long spaces in which
nothing happened to bear out the
Impression.
So after a few days I ceased to
think of that look I had seen on
Dick's face, or thought of It only
as a figment of my excited condition because of Junior's departure.
I had been more than usually
busy. Our houso was finished, and
I was decorating it, naturally with
I had
the greatest enthusiasm.
plunged into tho work after Juncould
1
all
ior left, taking
possibly
do with tho help of a capable
woman. I would have gone mad
from loneline:i those first faw1
months had I not had somothlng
to occupy my time aside from my
routine duties in our home.
Dick had commenced his book.
Fur and Imitation fur, or fur
was elated when he told me he
fabrics, are being much used this I
season for wraps, frocks, suits,
The short.
shoes and trimmings.
pressed furs are the newest favor
and
ites and American broadtail
krimmer head the list of fad furs.
Krlmmer is used more often for
trimming than anything else and is
found just as often on frocks as on
suits and coats.
Hare is an ultra smart fashion
wrap made of moleskin. It is built
on long, slim lines with a high
choker collar and a bead girdle
placed at a low waistline. Krlm
mer forms the collar and a band
down the front of the coat. The
hat of moleskin and muff of krim District Governor Bowers Remer complete the outfit. It makes
a most striking costume Tor aitor-noo- n
turns From Official Visit
wear on the chill days of

foot-stool- s.

"hot-plate-

INEXCUSABLE

JANE POELPS.
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NEW ADMINISTRA TION BUILDING
A T HAR WOOD BOYS SCHOOL WILL
CHURCHES urn
BE DEDICA TED THIS AFTERNOON
Ml CQASSIGNED
PASTORSOFM

Rev. F. E. McGuire, Former-- :
y of Park Hill Church in

Denver, Named to
querque Church.

Albu-- i

With the closing of the New Mex
'!co annual conference of Methodists, Bishop C. S. Mead, presiding
the following appointments of n;i,
isteis were announced.
English IMstrlrt.
S. Alonao Bright, superintended
P. E, McGulrc.
Albuquerque
Belen T. V. Calkins.
G.
;
B. Traveller.
Cimarron
Clayton J. Clyde Keegan.
Clavton Circuit C. S. Martin.
Columbus W. A. Parkinson.
Des Moines J. W. VanGundy.
El Paso First church, H. Van
Velkenburg; Orchard Park, G. A
tCrowder.
Estahcla A. B. Weaver.
; Elephant Butte and Meallla
W. Barton.
!
Folsom and Johnson's Mesa
I Trevor Orton.
!
Vegas IT. R. Mills.
' Las
Maxwell C. B. Livingston.
I
Jesse C. Holmes.
Mills
H. M. Merkel.
I
Mountainair
'
Mogollon To he supplied.
' Nara Visa William Vimont.
, Raton K. C. Baker.
I
Roswell T. E. Thumeson.
Santa Pe S. W. Marble.
Santa Rosa To be supplied,,
I Silver City F. G. Harding.
Solano and Mosquero To be
I
supplied.
T. J. Crumley.
Springer
!
Spencer Chapel To be supplied.
!
Taos To be supplied.
Tres Peidras To be supplied. be
!
Ute Peak and Red River To
supplied.
Willard and Ft. Sumner E. A.
McBride.
,
Specinl Appointments.
M. O. Stockland, agent, Preachera' Aid society, member El Paso
quarterly conference.
league,
R. E. Farley,
member Estancia quarterly conference.
W. E. Stevens, Children's Hour
Finning socieiy,
quarterly conference.
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Put into the Bank the Money
you have put in the Fire

Val-lew-

THIS

J

Dedication

of the new adminis-

tration building recently erected at
the Harwood

school will be the

feature of the formal opening of
the school at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon. The speaker of the day

will be Bishop Charles L. Meade
of the Denver area of the Methodist Episcopal church.
The new building which presents an attractive appearance with
Its white walls arid red tiled roof,
was erected at a cost of about
It contains a gymnasium
150,000.
which Is one of the largest in the
county, dormitory accommodations
for 20 boys, the school library, and
SpanlHh Ptstrtot.
business office of the superinH. A. Bassett, district superin- the
tendent.
tendent.
While
under construction with a
Albuquerque J, W. Clutter.
"The
nearby sign post which read buildHelen David Campa.
college," the
Clayton To be supplied. assist Albuquerque
ing excited considerable curiosity.
Doming James Fletcher,
Many persons not familiar with
ed by E. Flores.
official charter name of the
the
Couglas, Ariz. John Burman.
well known Harwood school beDulce T. L. Salazar,
lieved that a new school was beEl Paso L. Fernandez.
established.
The old name is
ing
be
To
Ariz.
supplied.
Flagstaff,
however.
retained,
Orene.
Eulalio
Griegas
Hillsboro Antonio Jimenez.
Las Cruces and Dona Ana To be
supplied.
Manuel Flores.
Mountainair
Peralta To be supplied. Ana E.
San Marclal ana Dona
B. Candelarla.
Socorro and La Joya J.
SANTA FE COUNTY
Chavez.
Tans J. E. Montoya.
Tucson, Ariz. II. O. Castalls.
Wagon Mound D. Castalls.
USED
Spwinl Appointment.n
Seneca B. Garcia,
league work.
Thomas Ogllvle, teacher In Al
Judge Reed Holloman, of Santa
buquerque college.
Fe, declared in a statement to the
C. W. Ports, district evangelist.
of
T. M. Harwood, agent American Journal yesterday that reports
of money In
largo expenditures
iBlble society.
unfounde.1
were
AlbuSanta Fe county
.
H. A. Bassett, president
The total amount of money spent,
querque college.
he stated, was $1,560, which In
cluded the amounts paid for bands,
MINING MAM'S ASHES
halls, automobiles and other elec
tion
NOGALES
expense.
ARRIVE AT
The Judge stated his belief that
In view of the large number of
Pre
Aaaoclntwl
(By Tba
The voters appearing at the polls In
Nogales, Ariz., Sept. 26.
E. Santa Fe county and the necessity
Frank
Dr.
late
of
the
ashes
the amount
for wide
Kunkel. formerly a prominent min-in of money organization,
spent was not excessive.
ing man in Mexico who diedand
ago
Philadelphia six months
whose body was cremated there
afterlast week, arrived here thiswill
bo
noon, via parcels post, and cemelocal
burled tomorrow In a
tery, beside the body ofo his wife,
years
'D", Th enter Paramount prewho died here twenty-tw'
sents the inimitable Wallace Reld
ago.
Mrs. Kunkel was here for her In "Too Much Speed," a racing
play; also as an added attraction
health when she died. Her husband
in Mexico Burton Holmes "Travelogue" and
then was prospecting
and did not Ham of Mrs. Kunkel s "Current Events."
First National
Lyric Theater
death until after she had been
burled. Their daughter, vho was presents "The Kid" himself, Jackie
her
In
Bad
when
old
Boy" (1921
'Pe:k'i
Coogan
but three years
mother died, recently expressed a model); also an added attraction a
wish to have her father's body gayety comedy, "Sweet Revenge."
Robertson
Pastime Theater
burled beside her mother and the
burial tomorrow will be the result Cole's new production, "Nobody's
Mae
alro
Marsh;
Kid,"
starring
of her wish.
latest news and Mutt and Jeff
team, cartoon.
Orlando
Joe Tinker's
champions of the Florida state
barna
league, has been making
since the MISSES CHANCE TO
storming tour of the state
tVio rpmilAr season.
ninaa

J

!

Anti-Saloo- n

uiti""

New $50,000 Building at Harwood School
A new cottage for the superinThe school was first established
in the city of Albuquerque about tendent and his family waa alsc
20 years ago by Dr. Thomas Harerected on the campus In the same
wood, a pioneer in religious nnd white and red style during the
educational work in New Mexico. summer. This building is south
It later moved to its present lo- and east of the new gymnasium
cation three miles north of the and administration hall.
It Is
city on Fourth street. Dr. H. A. planned to erect three other buildBassett, the present superinten- ings for the use of the school withdent, is beginning his eighth yeat in the next few years.
of administration.
The school
Harwood home is a Methodist
which enrolled 12 pupils when he mission school which is partically
went into office now boasts SO supported by the home mission
boys with more coming In this boards. A fee is ofiarged each etu- dent for a part of his maintenance
year.
The old building which com- during the eight months of the
In
institution
Its
the
school
housed
Financial help is
year.
pletely
early days has been remodeled dur- given some needy boys and the
ining the past summer greatly
scholarships which are given the
school by Interested persons are
creasing ita capacity. Accommodations for 25 more pupils have been frequently divided. The school has
made in the dormitory soctlon and eight teachers.
The opening program will take
the seating capacity of the dining
room has been increased from SO place in the new gymnasium which
All
to 125.
The new quarters were is used as nn auditorium.
provided by utilizing a half of the friends of the school are Invited
The program
patio space in the center of the to be present.
ac
building, and the additions,
not
the
from
of Our Fathers."
show
"Faith
do
Hymn:
cordingly,
Invocation.
front of the building.
!

,

!
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STATES WI.L BAKER IS

C. OF C. ADOPTS

SHINE IN CLASSIC

"Gets-It- "

OF

Boys.

BICYCLE THEFT

Tain Then Feels the
Corn Off.

-

a

"1

Don't try to fox trot on corn tortured
feet. Get rid of your coma. If you have

"Cotton" TIerney.
"Cotton" Tiernev. second base
man, is one of the defense stars of
the Pirate team. Until a couple of
weeks ago it looked as though
chance to
"Cotton" would get
show his mettle In the world series.
But the Pirates' chances seem
hopeless. Tierney has been hitting
around

00 also.

The University of Chicago's big
football game this season outside
of the regular conference schedule
will be with the Princeton Tigers,
to be played at Princeton on October ?2.

You

ful

3

hot-wat-

warmth

er

and

besides. It
burns any

kind of fuel.
One-thir- d

ofyourfuelis

worth

It is false economy.
You can put into the bank every
whose orsrans
t ' r 3tW A BABY
function renularly is
v
Sera laughing, happy baby.
ti
A ji. Ja
When baby criea and is

ARCOLA.1'

provides an abundance of hot!
water for washing and bathing

one-thir-

of buildings.

Inspection

with

the wonderful new

heating invention for small homes,
with or without basements, that
takes the place of a furnaceNor
stoves. By its one fire, connected with American Radiators,'
it fills every room with health- -'

old boiler from his cellar

ar

can

ARCOLA is

this Summer and installed a new
heating plant made by this Company. Why? Because by doing so
d
of
,he can save about
what he has been spending for coal.
Yet families of modest means go
on heating their homes with old
furnaces or stoves and suppose
they are being economical.

ing.

sav-

See AR-

COLA

today.

Am
INTKRlPr.
Dividends)

HOTNG

The red and yellow card at the right is the sign of a Heating or Sanitary Engineer (formerly called Steamfitter or Plumber) who can show
you ARCOLA. Look for it in his window.
It will pay you to consult him twice a year as you do your Doctor or
Dentist. To have him examine and report on your heating and plumb- ting costs little. It may save you a very great deal.

fret-it-

--

fui look for constipation. It
is generally the forerunner
jT
of nervousness, feverishnesa.
jf
rlistressini? ailments. Give half a
lo:inoonfnl of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin and the baby will quickly get
veil. A dose costs less than a cent.

SYRUP PEPSIN

I

In Fura Economy
and Cumport

1
I

J

CAUwrnmc

lya

3

BOTTLE

402

... v . ,
The hlnn la tv-all the tissues of the body are dt- nourished, Tou
x
Tii
"lu"e'y
once
TL
reaIlzo that unless
the blood is pure, some part of the
body will become diseased.
Fiery skin diseases denote with
unfalllnir rprtmnt,,
a,
ncahcUGU
and impure state....j
of the blood.
To correct th hnoi
wasto products! the blood must be
puiuieu. uon t clog your blood.
Just clean it out. Nature will do
the rest.
Pure, rich, red blood
nourishes the body and fights off
disease.
S. S. 8.. the standard blood
anri BVofnrr, ln.llrln- - l
.1, ideal remedy for skin eruptions.
Yia
mieCT fir H K K ID tA l
system of the waste products
wn.cn are causing the trouble. For
over 60 years 8. S. S. has provrm
to be of unusual merit.
Begin
taking 8. 8. 8. today and write for
66 page illustrated booklet.'Tacts
About thn Hlond" free.
Personal medical advise, without
charge, may also be had by sending a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical Director, Swift Specific Co., 742 fi.
8. 8. Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga. All
dri'fr etores
BBS.

lth.

and AMERICAN Radidtors

Denver, Colorado

Street

FREE

ocafw constifwtion, to ewn ijrou io
not require a laxative at mu moment let me
e
Trial Bottle of mj
send jdu a
FREE OF CHARGE so that
SjrtwillPepsin
have it handy when needed. Simply
you
lend your name and address to Dv. W, fl.
Caldwell, 514 Waihinfton St., Monticeilo,
.
III. Vf riw me today.

J.

.

GTALLOIJ

SUPPLY

CO.

Manufacturers and Distributors of

PLUMBING, HEATING, STEAM, ELECTRICAL
AND HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Jobbers of American Radiator Co.'s Products
Ideal Arcolas Always Carried in Stock

COLD MEDAL

612 North First Street

Phone 1518

TELEPHONE RATE
EXPERT RERE TO
REPRESENT GIT!

The early demand for tickets Indicates that Polo grounds will hold
a record nrnwil nn canav.v.
qa
when the Giants and Braves are to G. J. Burns of Los Angeles,
engage in a testimonial game for
Will Present City's Case;
the benefit of Christy Mathewson,
the old Giant star.
Many Will Attend Hearing

To Get Absolute Relief You
Must Clear Your Blood
of Waste Product

--

IDEAL Boilers

Few

Vomen
Made Youq

Lobato, Jose D. Ulbarri, Guillermo
Chavez, Clemente Chavez, Harry
Leonard, Leo A. Allen, John Men-au- l,
Manuel Chevaz Castillo, Charles S. Brown, J. D. Waters, Jac-ob- o
Baca, G. W. Yokum, Stanley
Hanson, H. A. Colvin, Nicolas
T?
Luccro. B. B. Waltaro
AT
Rail, E. H. Prichard, E. L. Knight'
A.
R.
X!f,!,nte S(rvantes,
Werning'
William Furth, A. Chauvin and
Verginio Lucero.

of the famous

Makers

Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin la the
in the
largest selling liquid laxative
world, used by mothers for 30 years.
It is a combination of Egyptian Senna
and other simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, the safest remedy you can
give a baby,
E

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY

-

of the commercial
organization
the first man to and one of its most active workers.
The
follows:
resolution
be tried before the new petit
Bo
the Albujury, was convicted of stealing a querqueIt . Chamber byof Commerce
bicycle and sentenced to a term that in the death of David Welller
of from three to four years In the this city has lost a most loyal
state penitentiary.
It was alleged frlond and substantial citizen; that
that Baker stole the bicycle from his loss ia felt and mourned, and
sold it to that his place in the councils of
and
Augustin Garcia
R. A. Sanchez for $10.
our commercial and civic organizaThe trial was started, by con- tions cannot be filled.
sent of the attorneys, before the
To his family and business assoentire petit Jury had been secured. ciates we extend our sympathy In
A number
of men summoned their bereavement and sorrow.
were excused and it was necessary
Be It Further Rosolved, that this
to Issue a special venire to com- resolution
be spread upon the minplete the full Jury.
utes of this organization and that Bright eyes, a clear skin anc
Judge Harry P. Owen, of Los copies thereof be furnished the body full oi youth and health m
Lunas, presided over the case as family and ne press.
be yours if you will keep yot
Judge M. E. Hlckey was engaged
CHAMBER OF
In a civil case.
system in order by takir
COMMERCE.
Members of the petit Jury for
this term of court follow: Pedro

.i.j

never seen a corn tickled to death, Juat
to youri.
apply a tew dropa of "Geta-U- "
Then watch that corn diepeacefully aa
If It had (one to aleep. Boon It la nothing but a looae piece of dead akin that
you can lift right off with your flngera.
Get after thorn now.
Tour druggist
haa "Gate-It.- "
Coata but a trifle or
nothing at all If It fulli. Mrd. by E.
Lawrence
Bold la
Co., Chicago.
yv Alv.r.1n phnrm"y.

WEILLEH DEATH

W. L. Baker,

'

Make Your Fact Hepprt Remove Thoee
Corn With "Geta-k.- "

RESOLUTIONS ON

Petit Jury is Empanelled and Chamber of Commerce directors
at their meeting last night adopted
Starts on Crir.ina! Cres; a resolution
expressing the deep
of the chamber regarding
Judge Harry Owen of Las regret
the death of David Wolller, who
was one of the leading members
Lunas, Is Presiding.

Due to Impurities
In The Blood

All

.ten-ye-

THE FAMILY LAXATIVE

Eczema and Tetter

Corns
to Death
Ilrat Stopa

IIICTED

at Santa Fe Wednesday.

Tickles

one-thir- d

DR. CALDWELL'S

FEW FUNDS

Theaters Today

winter
of what you are
now putting into the fire.

One cf the richest bankers in
the United States took out the

Duet:
"Beautiful
Water of
Eden."
Mre. Campa and David
Campa.
Dr. H, A.
Opening remarks:
President of Harwood
Bassett,
Boys' School.
Presentation of building,
Brief addresses by Dr. Bright,
Rev. F. E. McGuire and others.
Song: "Harwood."
Boys of the
school.
Solo:
The Perfect Prayer." Mrs
Earle R. Nlcholls.
Address of the day:
Bishop
Charles L. Meade,
Song: "America the Beautiful."
Salute to the flag:
Harwood

.

Anti-Saloo-

a characteristic of rich

A Jich man never hesitates to
throw away old equipment if he
can save money by doing so.

'

5

is

G. ,T. Burns, rate expert of Los
Angeles, arrived In the city yesterday to confer with city officials
and to acquaint himself with the
telephone business of the state.
Mr. Burns has been employed to
represent the ifclty at the telephone
rate hearing Which the state corporation commission will hold In
Santa Fe, starting Wednesday.
Some time ago Albuquerque entered av formal request with state
officials, asking a hearing on the
proposed increase In telephone
rates. Although the hearing was
granted, the rates went Into effect
September 1 as proposed by the
company.
City officials will accompany
Mr. Burns to Santa Fe to assist in
tho hearing and It is expected that
a large number of Albuquerqueans
will also attend. Many will probably act as witnesses In' the case.

TO GIVE DECISION TODAY.
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 26.
The petition of attorneys for the
six Elaine negroes asking a writ
of habeas corpus to prevent state
authorities from executing the
action
negroes pending
by the
United States supr me court on a
writ of certiorari was taken under
advisement late today by Federal
Judge J. H. Cotteral. The Judge an
nounced he would give his decision
tomorrow.
FOUND SALE.
On Thursday, the 29th of September, 1921, at 9 a. m., In front of
the city hall on North Second street,
I will sell one bay horse about 14
hands high, weigh 600 pounds, 8
years old, branded on left shoulder.
Also ottci horse burro, color brown,
branded on left hip.
J. B. GALUSHA,
City Marshal.

Th world's standard ramady lor kidney,
llvar, bladder ana arte acid troublai, th
netnles of lila and looks. In on line
1696. All druggists, tbras lizts.
Uook far the nam CaM Madal tm avar?
boa acd acc.pt no Imitating

EDWARD

ARCOLA

CORCORAN

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTOR

really costs
you nothing!
Come in and let us demonstrate how Areola will
d
save you each year
of your ordinary
fuel bill and how surprisingly soon it will pay for
its slight cost of installation.
)
This wonderful new heating invention is built for
any small home, store,
shop, or office; and is
within easy reach of any
Connected
pocketbook..
with American Radiators
it heats every room with
its single fire and give
you constant even warmth
We will gladly inspect
your home and give you
an estimate covering installation of a complete
Areola outfit at no obli-

--

Estimates on Arcolas Promptly Furnished.
210 North Third Street
Phone

990--

one-thir-

Moving

Vecan show you
ARCOLA

Picture Funnies

flEiCCLA

pays for itself!

today

The wonderful new heating Invention for small homes, stores,
offices, shops, garages, etc.
Drop In and let us demonstrate
how ARCOLA will give you
d
less
better heat at

.

-5

(O)

one-thir-

cost

rffOSH-I-

1

ZtKTJf

GONNA
I

J

V

gation whatever.

Plumbing and

Strumquist, Jr.
mil

mf

phon 122
fli

ii

"

;

Albuquerque

j.

323 N. 6th

In fact, it pays
pense.
for itself in the fuel it
saves.
Come in or phone
we will gladly ' give
estimate at no
.an
you
obligation or expense. ;
ua-an-

;

ri.

It can be installed in your
home, office or store
quickly and easily and at
surprisingly small r ex-

W.

Central

Phone

J.

,

Heating Co.
511

Cut out the picture on all tu.n
sides. Then carefully fold dotteu
iline 1 Its entire length. Then dot-ted line 2, and so on. Fold encn
'section underneath
accurately
turn over and
(When completed
you'll find a surprising result.- Save
the pictures.

d
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Beauchamp
414 S. 8th.

f

Phone 261
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Stock Sold By The

Boy's Overalls
Values up to $1.50
Bankrupt Price

47c

mi.

IHIlgp

Ladies' Dress
Shoes and Oxfords

United States Bankruptcy Court.
SEVERAL BIG STOCKS UNDER ONE ROOF, TO SELECT FROM AT

Big Lot of

Men's Dress

Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Trice

.Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Price

98c

212 West Central Avenue

"

UP-TO-DA-

Values up to 25c
Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

Ladies'
) Handkerchiefs
Values up to 10c
Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Prices 25c to 40c On the Dollar

50 Lbs.
Native Flour
Bankrupt Price

Convert Your $1 Into $5 Worth of Merchandise

$1.75

These Goods Are in the Store As Well As In the Advertisement

Big Lot of
The Well Known
Crossett and Rice Hutchin.

8 Lbs. Sugar

Big Lot of
The Well Known

Men's Dress
Shoes

50c

$12.00 Values

Bankrupt Price

$4.89

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $50.00

Boy's Knee

MiM

Pants
Values up to $1.00
Bankrupt Price

Pail Lard

39c

Bankrupt Price

$1.05

S

Big Lot of

BigLto
Heavy Bed

Blankets

Big Lot of

Men's

Equal It; Try to Excell it

Big Lot of

ir's Dress
Shoes
Values up to $2.50

Q8n
P'Qt

Hen's and Boys

$1.69

19c

ins: Gloves

Bankrupt Price

$1.29
s
lfanrfrf'rhiffc

16c
Big Lot of

Ladies' Hose
Values up to 30c
Bankrupt Price

6c

$1.00
Bigr Lot

of

Men's Dress

$9.85
ilt of
Mir

Pants
Values up to $10.00
Bankrupt Price

Men's Suits
Values up to $15.00
Bankrupt Price

(& O

Men's
Underwear

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $25.00
Very Latest Fall Styles and

Men

Caps
Values up to $1.00

Ladies'
Silk Dresses

Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

9 Pounds Loose
Roasted Coffee

Big Lot of

Heavy Leather
ViMK
M HMVVI
MWI
VI II 1

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $3.50 pair'
Bankrupt Price

IMPOSSIBLE!

Big Lot of
GENUINE FRANK
RUSSELL $3 00

Big Lot of

Big Lot of

3C

STYLEPLUS

Carharts'

3,000 yards of

Men's Dress

Bankrupt Price

Big Lot of

Ladies' Silk
Dresses

Men's Overalls

Calico

Suits

39c

2,000 yards of

15c Towels

Values up to $18.00

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $50.00

Dress

Bankrupt Price

Values up to $2.00
Bankrupt Price

7c

Bankrupt Price

SO Lbs. High

$1 9.48

Patent Flour

Sweater Coats

Men's Suits
Values up to $22.50
Bankrupt Price

$9.85

Values up to $3.00
Bankrupt Price

89c

5c

Ginghams
Values up to 20c per yard
Bankrupt Price

8c
per yard

Men's Corduroy

Pants
Values up to $5.00
Bankrupt Price

$2.48
FREE EXCURSION
TO ALBUQUERQUE

Railroad fare paid one
way on all purchases of
$50.00 or over, not to exceed 100 miles.
Just buy
a round trip ticket to Albuquerque and show us your
Btrip so we will know how
much to refund you for
your fare.
.

$5.98

73c

M

Follow the Crowds!
Come Today and Wednesday !
THE BIG BANKRUPT SALE AT

.SKwa

& benjamin
JOHN O'BRIEN, In Charge
.

i

Brassieres
'"

;

$1.90

er

weilijEK

Ladies' $1.00

Bankrupt Price

Bankrupt Sale Price Lowness Itself it Not the Only Point Deserving Your Consideration The Char-actof the Merchandise Involved at This Sale is Worthy of Your Attention. The Reductions Are Great the
Savings Are
Safe Only Because This is Merchandise of High Standard. Guaranteed Makes are Sold at a Price That
Hardly Would Pay
for the Raw Materials. Remember Also if You are Dissatisfied With Your Purchase Your Money Refunded for the Asking.
Bona-Fid- e

Big Lot of

Jr

Save 60c to 75c on Every Dollar You Invest
At This Big

Big Lot of

Bankrupt Price

Q(Ol

;,

$4.89

Sff

Big Lot of

Bankrupt Price

'

Values up to $1.00
Bankrupt Price

AH you bargain hunters, look these items over and see the enormous savings this Big
Bankrupt Sale brings you. No prices will be lower than these
Bankrupt Prices, so you can buy now with the full assurance that you'll never pay, less, but you will positively pay fifty per cent more in the future.
The power of money brings to you these savings, and we own all this merchandise at twenty-fiv- e
per cent less than present market values. Therefore,
in this Bankrupt Sale we are in a position to give you high grade, fall merchandise at a lower figure than you'll ever get again. We tell you to buy
now and buy freely. The Bargain Counters and Racks have been loaded down with fresh and bigger bargain, and you can positively

3c

'

5c

MERCHANDISE

TE

Big Lot of

Children's Hose

Albuquerque, H. M.

THOUSANDS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A GOOD THING, BUYING HIGH CLASS,
AT

'

98c

WEILLEE & BENJAMIN

Shoes and
Oxfords

u

ln

stormed the' City Wit
ensational
Booa-FM- e
Bargains

H
Big Lot of

n

WMTO.

in

MEN, READ
Combined with these oth
er stocks is one bought at
private sale from a prominent Colorado
merchant,
snatched away from bidders
at a spot cash consideration
of less than 50 cents on the
dollar. The transaction was
closed through our representative on the ground. Bear
in mind this stock includes
nothing but the best of high
class merchandise for men,
Style-Plu- s
Suits and Over--'
coats, Rice & Hutchins' famous Dress Shoes, Knox,
Stetson and Mallory Hats,
Knox Caps, Chalmers Underwear, Frank Russell
Gloves, Armour Plate Hose
Ball Band Rubbers.
The
best money could buy. Also
remember this is all the
newest, strictly

'

te

fall and winter merchandisa.
All we ask is for you to
come and see for yourself.

IZZ31
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mothers beguile their babies may sound very foolish to others it soems to sound good to the baby,
and while the claim that it makes stutterers and
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
causes oher dejects In speech may have some
Published
truth in it, the "baby talk" will bear compariPUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
son with much other talk heard by children.
CAM. C. MAGEE,
President.
Secretary.
While good speech is important, the matter
Buelnes Manager ;s of more
t. A. MACPHERSON
than the manner; in fact
importance
Editor-in-ChiCARL C. MAOEE
good matter naturally tends to good manner in
REPRESENTATIVES
C J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldf.. Chicago, III. speech. It Is at least quite as important that
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 B. 42d jSt..Ne work parents, fathers as well as mothers, are careful
matter at the postoffice to select the right subject matter for talk before
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of and to their children as that
baby talk bo
March 17. 1879.

September 27, 1921.

THE SAME OLD GAME WITH A DIFFERENT LINEUP

Albuquerque Morning Journal

Int. Mer. Marine pfd

ef

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month. 86c:
yearly. In advance. $9.00.
"The Morning Journal baa a higher circulation
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The
American
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
rUESDAT
September 27, 1921

Try as they may, the teacher are likely to
have a hard time anyway to convince many moth
ers that baby talk Is not the proper language In
which to address the baby, both as to subject
matter and method of speech.
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i

For the first time In seven months postal
receipts In August showed an increase, but that
may hava been caused by the frequency
with
which those away on vacation wrote home for
money.

"high-brow-

l,

'

THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE.
announcement is made that the State Highway Commission has supplied the sheriff of Bernalillo county with a motorcycle in an effort to
curb speeding and bright automobile lights on the
Alameda pravement. It is hoped that the sheriff's
office can find the means of making effective use
of the machine.
Accidents are constantly occurring on this road,
due to wreckless driving and blinding lights. A
frightful accident is certain to occur sooner or
later. We should "lock the barn before the horse
ii stolen."
This comment leads us to remark about the
efficiency of the sheriffs office under the guidance of Tony Ortiz, sheriff, and Fred Fornoff, under sheriff. We are prone to "kick" when things
go wrong. We are less thoughtful about commendation when praise is due.
Sheriff Ortiz and his force are giving us the
most efficient administration of the sheriff's office
in the history of Bernalillo county. The office works
offoctlvely and impartially.
The excellent work of Sheriff Ortiz should be
appreciated and applauded by the people whom he
sorves.
Swiss are criticising the expenditure of 20,000
gold francs for fireworks in honor of the meeting of the League of Nations, but the delegates
They have not
may have enjoyed the spectacle.
much else to do.
ABOUT A WIFE.

The travels of the young Prlnco of Wales,
soon to be extended to India and Japan, have created an intimated personal interest in his affairs
throughout the empire, and no dotail arouses
more comment than the delay in finding him a
wife. He is past 27, with no sign of a bride being chosen, and his loyal subjects thing it high
time something was being done. A column In the
Toronto Mall and Empire devoted to the subject
remarks that despite the widespread hope that
he may wed of hsl own choice the British royal
marriage act still stands unamended and forbids
bis marrying anyone not of royal blood. The relations between "Willy" and "Nicky" and other
royalties on the eve of the war disposed forever
of the old idea of royal marriages strengthening
alliances and making for peace. Besides the overthrow of so many thrones has limited the royal
ellgibles to a very few.
There Is a furtive hope throughout the empire that the young prince will eventually find
fcis .own solution by picking a bride of his own
If he does
tholce, regardless of marriage acts.
Ihere 1 reason to believe parliament, If necessary
(pill be glad to amend the restrictive act and the
people to approve.
BABY TALK.
An appeal has been made by the school
of Cincinnati to the mothers of that city
to enlist"" lrT a' war against "baby talk," and its
tffect on their children, and a speaker has been
mliited to carry this cause to the mothers' elbbs.
with, which fond
.While, much of the talk

ELAINE.

to Astolat!

I will not ask you to be kind.
And you may go when you will go,
And I will stay behind..

r

Ti

i

xf xcesm

nil

l

I will not say how dear you are,
Or ask you if you hold mo doar.
Or trouble you with things for you
The way I did last year.

,"

leged" we moan those who have education, Initiaand power. The problem Is how
tive,
to help the unprivileged man or woman the one of
limited education; restricted capacity, to produce:
lack of Initiative In providing ways and means;
a spirit of dependence upon others for employment
and lack of power to compel things to "come his
way."
That people will be happiest, most contented
and most prosperous which has the nearest equality
For some to
of opportunity for all the people.
while others
and
be
are out of employment, in penury and helpless,
How
is extremely unwholesome to the republic.
to narrow the margin of this differential In our
greatest problem If we would have a peaceful and
contented republic.
In taking this viewpoint It must not be forgotten that by far the greater number of our
people are dependent upon others for employment.
They lack either the capacity or the opportunity
Therefore,
to run
an independent business.
thought must be given to the means which will
restore prosperity to business so as to permit of
of those now out of work. The
the
concern of the conference should not be how to
make the rich richer, but rather how to supply
people with work. The process of doing the latter
will accomplish the former, no doubt, but It should
be an Incidental rather than a moving purpose.
How to feed mouths, clothe backs, shelter
bodies and educate future citizens, Is the great
problem of publlo concern. These problems do not
confront the rich. Therefore our concern Is not for
the rich. If we can help the helpless, the balance
In fact, th
will follow as a matter of course.
rich are certain to profit too much In proportion.
Every one should wish for the success of this
conference.

WORRYING

Oh, come again

So still the orchard, Lancelot,
So very still the lake shall be,

,''

xju..w-

i

.

i

'

You could not guess though you should gue
wnat is become of men.
So wide shall be the garden-walso very wide,
The garden-sea- t
You needs must think if you should think
The lily maid had died.

Save that, a little
I'd watch you
To see you speak,
And smile, if

I

way away,
for a little while,
the way you speak,
you should smile.
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
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THE MARKETS

4

HOW ABOUT CANNIBALS?
Tariff makers put skeletons on the free list.
but nobody loves a fat man. Chicago News.

RIPPLKG RHYMES

NOT SO FOOLISH.

By WALT

Harmony is reported to be the Senate aim.
The people were hoping it was economy. Pittsburgh Dispatch.

MY BUSY DAY,

AIU1 HILI IONS UNSPEAKABLE?

My motor

President Harding said thP Shipping Board
losses were unspeakable.
Also the names of thoso
St. Louis
responsible seem to be unspoken.

this poultice on your
head. Your car, that was a daisy
wrecked beyond repair; the
coroner is crazy, so many dead
are there; when two fools get to
driving; to break speed records
striving, It's strange that one's
as you are, I declare. The
sad truth must be spoken, though
It may seem a frost; your collarbone Is broken, and both your ears
are lost; with blood your dome
is crusted, your diaphragm Is busted, your works must be adjusted,
and that at frightful cost." And
from my couch of sickness I
watch the autos pass, and mark
their pep and quickness when drivers give them gas; I may not drive
such sprinters for many, many
winters, for I am all in splinters,
oh, waly and alas!
is

the tank with is filled; the road
Is strewn with chickens and cats
,
that I have killed; Htill faster,
faster going! And cattle that were
'TWOULD KNOCK 'ESI FOR A GOAL!
and roosters that were
A British psychologist says that one way to lowing,
are now forever stilled.
avoid apoplexy is to tell the truth. But if we told crowing,
I have no earthly reason for hitthe whole truth it might give some other people ting such a clip; I have the whole
apoplexy. Phlledelphla Record.
blamed season In which to mako
the trip; but my old boat's a dinger, a dust and gravel sllngcr, and
so I do not linger
just watch
the old girl skip! But say, what
ails my vision? I seem to be in
ON KEEPING ABREAST OF THE TIMES.
bed!
'You had a bad collision,"
Just now the doctor said: "at high
(From the New York Tribune)
The most interesting drama of all is that which speed you were racing, all motor-dothe human family is acting out from day to day
disgracing, and now you see
and year to year. Also it is the most Interesting
and In many respects the most inspiring drama,
and yet what a lot of indifference there is about
the daily offerings of the world stage.
Always at hand, always In reach, there is a
means to follow,
the great pageant of
human events, to learn who tho actors are, what
relation they bear to one another, and the nature
of the realms that are filled. This means Is found
By Howard B. Garls
in the dally newspaper.
This said, it may be added quickly that there
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Is no occasion for worry if the students In the grade
Newspaper Syndicate.
schools, the high schools and even In the undergraduate classes of the colleges and universities do UNCLE WIGGILY AND BILLIE S
not keep their minds open to the things that are
WHISKERS.
going on every day In the sweep of events.
These youthful persons may think Lloyd George
One day, whenUncle Wigglly
Is King of England, that Henry Cabot Lodge Is a was about to start out from his
communicant with departed spirits, that Samuel hollow stump bungalow to look
Compare Is a poet, that Sinn Fein Is a lawless mob for an adventure, ho heard a voice
In Russia and that Charles Evans Hughes Is pricalling after him:
vate secretary to President Harding.
Some of
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly!
Walt a
them showed that they did think so in their an- minute!"
swers to a questionnaire put out by eastern eduAt first the bunny rabbit gentlecators recently, but why let that fact endue us with man thought perhaps it was Nurse
despair about the future of tho country? The boys Jane, calling him back to ask him
and girls of school and college age today are prob- to get something for her at tho
ably as well Informed of current events and "spot- ten and eleven cent store.
"Or maybe It is the Fuzzy
light" personages as were ttielr parents and grandparents at their age, and whatever Ignorance they Fox, wanting to catch me because
show they will probably live down Just as their I stuck him all up with molasses
forebears did, and help to keep the country an and dried leaves last week!"
upgolng and ongoing concern.
thought Uncle Wigglly.
In academic circles of the less advanced stage
But when ho turned to" look
a lot is known about Sir Walter Scott, Napoleon back, twinkling his pink nose the
Bonan.irte, the battle ol Thermopylae, William'. while, he saw Blllie Wagtail, the
Shakespeare, the storming of the Bastlle and the goat boy.
like. This Is well. It gives the historlo back"Why, Blllie! How is it you
ground to what Is going on, and the surest place aren't In the hollow
stump
to get in the habit of familiarizing one's self with school?" asked Uncle Wlggily.
that background is in school not after school "The lady mouse teacher will not
be pleased at you for staying away
days are over.
Give them leeway of time, and the youth of from school!"
"Oh, the lady mouse teacher
today will learn better than the youth of yesterday to keep alert to current events. They will have sent me after you!" bleated Blllie.
more need to know In their own interest because life
"After me? what for?" Uncle
la more complex than It used to be and the business Wlggily wanted to know.
"She wants you to come to
of looking out for "Number One" Is more exacting.
'
At that it is an excellent thing to cultivate school," went on the goat boy.
In boys and girls the habit of a lively interest in
"Ha! Ha!" laughed the bunny
affairs of the community, the coun- gentleman. "My school days are
the every-da- y
can
schools
The
and
world.
over!
Of ciurse, that doesn't mean
the
and
colleges
try
do much to create this Interest, but it is more I have nothing to learn, for, after
to
homes
under- all, school Is only a start. But
profitable for the parenfs in the
take it for the reason that the parents themselves why does the lady mouse teacher
are beneficiaries of the process. They cannot teach wish me to come to school, Billle
without first having learned, and too many of them boy?"
"We're going to have a little en
are disinclined to learn.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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Bedtime Stories

first-han-

MASON.
mo placing

purrs and quickens,

Globe-Democr-

For Little Ones
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41.
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tertainment speaking pieces and
the lika of that," answered the
goat chap. "I'm going to speak a

piece myself."
"Then I must surely come!" said
tlnclo Wlggily with a laugh. "I
can look for an adventure another
time."
So the bunny rabbit started off
on the woodland path with Billle
the goat, and, almost before they
knew It, an adventure happened.
AH of a sudden, out from behind a bush, jumped the bad old
Sklllery Scallery Alligator and he
caught Undo Wigglly in one paw,
and he caught Blllie in his other
paw, and he pulled them Into his
cave, which was not far away.
"I have you now!" gurgled the
'Gator.
"Yes, It does seem so," sadly
said Uncle Wigglly. "What are you
going to do with us?"
"Perhaps he will be kind enough
to let us go," said Billle, hopeful
like.
"Indeed I will not!" snapped the
Sklllery Scallery Alligator with the
humps on his tail. "I have you.
And you can easily guess what
for," he said as he looked at Uncle
Wigglly's ears, hungry fashion.
"Oh, dear!" sighed the bunny
gentleman. "Will nothing I can say
or do make you let us go?"
"No!" gurgled the 'Gator.
"Oh, I know what I can do!"
suddenly exclaimed Billle, and,
leaning over, he whispered in the
ear of the Alligator.
"Ouch! Stop that!" suddenly
cried the bad chap, squirming
around on the end of his tall.
"Stop what?" asked Blllie.
"Your whiskers tickled me!"
said the 'Gator, who could hardly
keep from laughing out loud. And
he well knew that would never do.
For once he 'began laughing he
couldn't stop. And If he laughed
too hard he would tangle himself
up Into a double knot, and then
Uncle Wlggily and Billle could get
away,
"I didn't tickle you with my

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams
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whiskers," bleated the goat boy.
Though he had a little bunch of
whiskers growing under his chin,
aa ail goats have.
"Yes you did tickle me!" said
the 'Gator, "and I didn't hear what
you said, anyhow."
"Then I'll say It again," went
on Billie, slyly winking one eye at
Uncle Wiggily. Again the goat boy
leaned over and whispered in the
ear of the 'Gator. Billie's whiskers went chasing themselves up
and down on tho Alligator's neck,
wuzzie-uzzi- e
like.
"Ouch, Stop it. Oh how you
tickle!" cried the bad chap. But
Blllie didn't stop.
Ho kept on
whispering In the 'Gator's ear, and
his whiskers kept on tickling until
finally the bad creature gave a

!

howl. Then he laughed: "Ha! Ha!
Ho! Ho!" and he tied himself up
In a double bow knot, laughing
so hard and Blllie cried:
"Now's our chance, Uncle Wigglly! We can run away!" And run
away they did. The 'Gator laughed
so hard from the tickling of Billie's whiskers
that he couldn't
chase them, and soon the two
friends were safe at the hollow
stump school.
"What did you whisper to the
'Gator?" asked Uncle Wlggily.
"Just nothing at all!" laughed
Billle. "I went 'Blzz! Bazz! Buzz!"
In his ear.
It was my tickling
whiskers that made him laugh.
Then Blllie spoke his piece In
school and the other animal children spoke theirs and everything
was all right. And if the knife
and fork do a funny little dance
on top of the dlshpan to make
the tablespoon laugh, I'll tell you
next time about Uncle Wlggily and
Greedy Gump.
Chamberlain's

Cough

Remedy Is

New York, Sept. 26 Recent un
certain tendencies in the stock market became more pronounced tothe hopeful
day, notwithstanding
feling voiced by the trading element. Selected issues of the speculative varieties were steady to
strong at intervals, but leaders of
the oil, industrial and railway
groups reflected renewed pressure.
Aside from the confusing foreign
situation, as expressed in a new
low record for German exchange,
most developments over the week
end received favorable interpretation.
Latest railroad earnings
were in keeping with last week's
favorable
exhibits
and reports
from Industrial centers were encouraging.
These were neutralized in a measure by a slight let down in tonnage movements from leading terminals, due chiefly to reduced
coal shipments and some diminu
tion of the investment demand
from western and other interior
points.
High grade rails added nothing
to recent gains, being overshadow
ed by junior Issues, but steels,
equipments and coppers, together
with motors and the cheaper mis
cellaneous stocks were better by 1
to 2
points.
The entire list turned heavy to
wards the close, offerings of Mexican Petroleum, Baldwin, Reading
and Northern Pacific effecting losses of 1 to 3 points in those issues
and canceling many gains else
where. Sales, 475,000 shares.
Ignoring a 4
por cent rate for
private loans, all call money on
tho exchange was placed at five
per cent. Time rates, mercantile
paper and bank acceptances were
unchanged, brokers reporting a
light Inquiry.
The fall of German marks to
practically 0.86, or four points under any previous minimum, was
accompanied by weakness in Aus
trian, Polish and other central Eu
ropean remittances.
Far Eastern
remittances again moved contrar-ily- .
half a, cent, while the Chinese
cents.
quotation rose 1
Liberties led an activo and broad
bond market to Irregularly higher
prices and numerous convertible
and debenture rails enhanced recent gains. Speedy sale of
railroad
Pennsylvania
equipment certificates testified to
the strength of the local investment situation.
Total sales, par
value, aggregated 818,376,000.
Closing prices.
28
American Beet Sugar
27
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g 37
American Sumatra Tobacco 40
American T.- & T
107
8 i
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
38i
86
Atchinson
38
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B" ,
t6Vi
.'.
14
Butte and Superior
37
California Petroleum
11 2
Canadian Paclflo
Central Leather
29
&
56
Ohio
Chesapeake
&
Mil.
26
St.
Paul
Chicago,
Chlno Copper
23
Colorado Fuel & Iron
25
63
Crucible Steel
8
Cuba Cane Sugar

Trade Mark Registered

"N

U. S.

....

13
76
34

LIVESTOCK

MARKETS

Kansas City, Sept.

31
Cattlsj
Receipts 33,000; beef sters unevan
mostly steady; undertone weak;;
early top 88.75; other fed lots $7.60
8.60; early sales grassers 15. 50
7.00; calves steady to weak; few
vealers $10.00; bulk heavies $5.09
$5.50; stockers and feeder.
mostly steady; spots strong on bet
ter grades; early sales stocltertj
6.2 5; feeders
$4.00
$5.2506.i?.
canners and cutters steady to
bulk
canners
strong;
$2.502.?6;
3. 50; other
cutters mostly $3.25
classes genorally steady; few cow
S
bulk
$4.00
$4.50: Eras
$5.50;
heifers $4.00
6.50; good stock
cows $3.50
4.00; several load!
Texas stock heifers $4.75,
Hog Receipts 5,600; open Slow,
mostly 10o lower; closing active
and fully steady; choice 210 pound
to packers $7.85; J00 pound to
shippers $7.80; 260 pound average
$7.75; bulk of sales $7.00
7.76;
packing sows mostly $6.00 3 6.26
stock pigs steady to strong, few J
$6.25.

Sheep Reoeipts 9,000; Villing
classes steady to strong; ewes
$3.75; western Iambs $8.50.
Denver,

Sept.

26.

Cattle

Re-

ceipt 6,100; steady to 25c lower;
beef steers $4.00 9 7.00; cows and
heifers $2.50 (0 5,60; calves
$6.00
9.60; bulls net quoted;
stockers and feeders $3.00
.00.
Kansas

City. Sept 26.-n- Egg
34; seconds 24; butter unchanged; creamery 43; pack
ing 23.

firsts

Poultry unchanged, hens
springs 20; broilers 23.

22;

l.X

Q

NEW YORK COTTON:
New York Sept. 26.
tures closed steady;
Dec. 20.10; Jan. 20.12;
May 19.70; spot cotton
dling 20.25.

Cotton fu19.75;'
Mar. 19.95;
quiet; mid-

Oct.

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Sept. 26. Call money
steady; high 5; low 5; ruling rate
5; closing 4
5; last loan 6.
Time loans steady; 60 days 6
;
90 days 6
; slx
.
months, 5
Prime mercantile paper 6
4
NEW YORK METALS
New York, Sept. 26. Copper
steady; electrolytio spot and nearlater 12
'
by 12

12.
Tin

12;

firm; spot and nearby 27.00;
futures 27.16.
Iron steaiy; No. 1 northern
19.50
.6shrdulnetaolncmfwypett
21.00 & 22.00; No. 2 northern
3 21.00; No. 2 southern
19.50
20.00.

19.00

Lead steady; spot 4,70.
Zinc steady; East St. Louis spot

4.35.

Antimony spot 4.50.

By Gene Byrnes

cAuse

,'

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE

Patent Office)

PIP

8's

4's
4's
third 4's 93.80; fourth 4'S
90.60; Victory 3's 99.44; Victory
4's 99.48.

-

Pleasant to Take.
The finest quality of granulated
loaf sugar is used in the manufacture of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and the roots used in its preparation give it a flavor similar to
maple syrup, making it quite pleasant to take. This Is of much importance when a medicine must be Erie
given to .young children. It is fa- Great Northern pfd
mous for its cures.
Inspiration Copper

BONDS

York. Sept 16. Liberty1
88.40; first 4'
bends closed:
90.34 bid; second 4's 90.24; first
90.60; second
90.44;

(Br The AuocIqImi I'rem)

THEN THEY'LL CARVE IT!
At the present rate the Greeks will sret to Turkev
about Thanksgiving
St. Louis

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

...

tl

37;

AND

THEY'RE

S9

21

2
Me and Sid Hunt are mad at
each other on account of dlffrent
73J
78
reasons, and yestldday I was setting
39 H!
on my irunt stops py myself wait13
ing for something to happin and
71
Sid Hunt came out and started to
62
set on his frunt steps, me think19
ing, G, I wouldent make up with
79
that guy if he came down heer
21
on his hands and neez and begged
73 3il
me, Im throo with that guy.
And I kopp on setting there and
35,
so did Sid, me thinking, If that
66
121
guy tninks Im ever going to make
up with him he thinks rong. I
794'
cant help wat that guy thinks.
49
And I started to imagine wat
It would be like if me and him CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
both grew up to.be men with long
pants and everything and we still
Chicago. Sept. 26. Accumulate
dident speek to each other and ing stocks of wheat together with,
we had childern and our childern absence of port business
had much
dident speek to each other on ac- - to do with downturns in the
count of us not, and our childern of wheat. The market closed pric
un
had other childern making us have settled 1 to 2
point net lowerg
chilcntmern
our
to 1.24
and
with December 1,24
grand
grand
dern dident even speck to each and May 1.28
to 1.28, com
otner lor the same reason.
to
lost
,
and oats
Wich jest then I looked at Sid to
.
In provisions the outand wat was he doing but eating come was unchanged to 27 cents
a doughnutt, wich his mother down.
makes peetchy doughnutts, and I
It was evident from the start
quick thawt, O well, wats the use that the United States visible supbeing mad at a person all vour ply total show a decided Increase.
lire?
The actual enlargement for th
And I got up and started to week proved to be more than 6,
wauk tords SIds house, thinking, 000,000 bushels, and with a great
If he speel.s to me ferst maybe 111 er increase shown for Canada the
speek to him, it would be a heck effect was naturally depressing to
of a trick to leeve him speek to the bulls.
Meanwhile, exporters)
me without me specking
back asserted cable offers to. sell wheat
And Jest wen I was allmost there to Europe wero met counter proI thawt, O well, maybe 111 even posals to resell, and it was pointed
speek to him ferst, he alnt eutch out German marks had sunk to s,
a bad fello.
new low level. Rallies due to profWich jest then Sid started to it taking by shorts failed to hold,
eat the rest of the doughnutt so notwithstanding receipt of persistfast you mite of thawt ho was ent crop damage advices from the
having a race with himself, and northwest and despite curtailed esJest wen I started to go past he timates of vield in Canada.
stuck the last peece In his mouth,
Corn and oats declined
with
which it was a wonder he could with wheat, although at first reget it in on account of so mutch latively steady owing to talk about
being In allreaddy, me thinking, corn acreage having perhaps been
Chn
thft
inn tpfl.
Gosh, If that guy thinks I wunt srrpntlw
eny of his doughnutt its the worst other hand, bears stressed the fact
mistako he ever made. I wouldent that the visible supply of oats ia
condescend to tawk to that guy by far tho largest known.
If he offered me a barrll of dough
Downturns in tne price of bogs
nutts on a gold tray.
weakened provisions.
And I kepp on wawklng past as
Wheat Dec. 81.28 ; May Il.Bt
If I dident know Sid was alive and
as if I wouldent of gave a darn
Corn Dec. 6134; May
if I had knew.
Oats Dec.
May
Pork Sept. 18.50.
Lard Oct. 10.02; Jan. 9,05.
Ribs Oct. 7.25; Jan. 7.8Si
I

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
i

109

1.

Tests made by a university prove that Babe
Ruth is capable of making the home runs because
President Harding's unemployment conference of a superior intelligence. It will explain to many
began yesterday.
Fifty people, from all walks and parents what has gotten into the young man who
conditions In life, are its participants. This con- suddenly has taken, to bringing his school books
ference Is without the power to afford employ- home nights.
ment to anybody.
It Is not an employment bureau. It Is a council of those who are presumed
VERSE OF TODAY
to be In the best position to know conditions, In
an attempt to arrive at the real, underlying causes

If the actual causes of the disease can be
diagnosed, our business men and our congress can
arrive at the remedy to bo prescribed with much
greater Intelligence.
It seems to The Journal that any sneering at
theatrical
this conference as being
and Impractical, Is without justification. Mr. Herbert Hoover, who heads the conference, has employed similar methods In arriving at how to feed
the peoples of the world. No one challenges the
success of those plans. His practical mind may
guide this conference with equal Intelligence.
The problem before America Is not how we
may Improve the financial situation of the privileged classes of the people. By the word "privi-

205

i

THE UNEMPLOYMENT CONFERENCE.

of unemployment.

47

Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading
Rep. Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebaker Comoration
Texas Co
Tobacco Products
Union Pacifio
United States Steel
Utah Copper
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Minna

t0 TKEf CALL.
THib A HEALTH

IJf UNIVEKSITY HEIGHTS
Five rooms and sleeping porcti,
d
basement,
modern,
good-size-

features; furnace heat;
garage; extra large lot; east
front. This house is located on
one of the best streets In University Heights and is an excepbuilt-i-

n
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RANCHES.
We have some very line ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can to bought on
very good terms. If in the market tor a Tood ranch, either
large or small, let ua show you
what we have.
FOR RENT.
tllKliluiuls.
house, furnace heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
4- - Room apartment,
furnished
....$40.00
Lowlands. ..
4 Room apartment,
3-

--

furnished

,

v

If E A D OFF
The dead sure rush for homes.
Good times are coming ' back.
FOR SALE
Five-roomodern frame In A- -l
condition, close In, on South
Arno. Sleeping porch, large lot.
Will sell either furnished or unfurnished.
$1,000 down, balance terms.

.

Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porch, large screened
steam heating plant built-i- porches,
features, garage, lawn, shade. 1'rlee
and location very attractive. Sec
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.
REAITO-K8- .

Phone 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th,

HOME

Four larue

to accommodate three beds; a fine
lot, 100-f- t. front; large shade trees,
A home you
outbuilding, garage.
win into.
neasonaoie terms.
Gill & Wooton,
115 S. Second st, Phone 723--

Frame

Modern
House,

Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS. Real
Estate.
Phoni 334-110 S. Third.

House

FOR SALE

brick hauls, on
t'OK BALE
:tni-Ki- .
North Edith. Phon
FOR SALE Modern furnished bungalow,
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South

waiter.

IOR BALK Residence. 711 north Fuur
lee nth street; nice location. Inquire
""'rlthln.
FOR BALE Uy owner, modern tour
room brick bungalow, near sanatori
um. Phone 2172-bouse,
FOR SALE By ownes,
"
A- -l
conultluni modern; gooa locauou,
"' 84,500: easy terms. 916 Forrester.
"' FoK BALE
Five-roocement bungalow; atrlctly modern; lot 60 by toil.
garages; cash or time 1439 West Ceo
tral.
modern frami
FOH SALE Four-roohouse; best condition; good location;
Fourth ward. Address J, J. O,, care
Journal.
new five-rooFOR SALE My nioe
adobe bungalow; lot 66x150; city water,
electrio lights, 13,200 cash. 1.23 Vir
ginia.
FOR SALE Owner leaving town; good
five-roohouse;
porches; modern;
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot
86x142. Apply 714 South Arno.
framo
FOR BALE Ry owner, five-roostucco; has fireplace, butlt-l- n bookcase
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward
Phone 180a-FOR SA LE By owner, modern eight'
room bouse. Fourth ward; a good buy
for home or Investment; priced right;
terms. 1027 Forrester.
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, modern,
glassed sleeping porch,' two screened
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving
521 East Central,
city.
five-rooFOR BALE Modern
house,
first-clas- s
repair; sleeping porch, bath,
lot
etc; good823garage and
60x143.
North Eighth. See owner,
25 North Blxth.
new
FOR SALE Beautiful
modern pressed brick horns; corner
hardwood floors throughout; built- ''4J lots;
in fsaturea; furnace, gas, lawn and frutt
trees; terms; owner. 821 West Silver.
FOR SALE New modern bungalow,
Fourth wanl; five rooms and sleeping
porch, lawn and trees, two largo closets
and linen closet, fireplace, large screened
porch off kitchen; reasonable price; easy
terms; might take car for part first pay
ment. Phone 1675-BY OWNER,
modern house in
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire
screened
large
porches, three
place,
light airy bed rooms with extra large
closets; fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, eta; everything In excellent
Pb n
condition; terms If desired,
197T--

MONEY TO LOAN
to loan on furniture, automobiles and real estate. Address Loan,
care Journal.
TO LOAN On watches, diaMONEY
monds, guns and everything valuable
Mr. I?. Marcus. 813 South First.
WANTED Money to loan on first-clas- s
real estate security; $2,000, 12,600,
!
W. H. McMIUIon. 206 West On-.15,00"VIONEY TO LOAN .in ulamoDOS. watennr
and gold Jewelry, liberal, reliable. C"n
' identlal Ootilleb
Beer, 106 North First
. CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, diamonds, watches, Liberty Bonds, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's.
Bonded to the state
117 Smith First.
MONEY,

'

FOR SALE

Real Estate

FOR BALE Twenty-fiv- e
foot lot, 142
feet deep, between Second and Third
on Lead avenue, 81,600. Frank Trotter.
ARE YOU Interested In buying a one
acre tract of ground In the Beautiful
Bio Grande Valley, where you may raise
chickens, keep a family cow, have Bleo-trl- o
Lights and water with most of the
City conveniences. This property la restricted to Amerrlcan families only.
Close to Schools and on good road. Have
room for Fifty Families. Address Box
t. care Journal.

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

2
North Third.
FOR RENT Oarage.
FOR RENT Newly decorated store room.
16x75 test
ti west
room, 26x90';
FOR KENT
plenty light; very desirable for school,
616 West Central.
lodge or club room

LOST AND FOUND
helmet
at
Leather football
Washington park. Saturday; reward.
1102 North Second.
LOST

TYPEWRITERS
Ail makes .vrnauiu
Ex
ohlne.
Albdquerque
Typewriter
and repaired Ribbons for every
tOI-- j
us
South Fourth
phone

fvVkwblTEHb

Mim"RlSTffiNWATlPrG
Rusj oleanlng, furniture
71

..

repairing,
packing, stoves repaired. . Phone
lErvla Beddln Oesaparr.

y

DO YOU WANT AN

A BARGAIN, 12 rooms, bath,
extra toilet, In one of the best,
rooming house house districts.
This is a money maker and can
be bought right.

modern house with
two sleeping porches, large basesteam
ment,
heat, corner lot.
Owner Is living in house and is
over
$100.00 per
receiving
month in rental from rooms. It
a
make
will
you good home and
12 per cent on your investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO.. REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.

A NICE HOME. Five
large 1bbasement, garage,
a new houso,
This
really a good buy,
cash; balance terms.
TO LOAN, $2,600.
Shelley sells 'em.

Just north of Luna Circle, Shade
and fruit trees,
on easy terms.
& Co,,

REALTORS,
Second and Gold.
Phono 810.

,

better take a look at this steam
heated, seven room brick house
with 175x142 tt. of ground.
Thif
place Is well located in the Fourth
Ward and has lawn, shrubbery
fruit trees and lots of outbuildings
on lot. If you are in tha market
for a nice home It will pay you to
see this before buying.
GUTHRIDGE & BELL
314 West Gold Ave
Phone 1023

SV

InT'L

rooms,
shade.
and Is
$1,600

INVESTMENT,
Seven-roo-

m

Fra lkltn & Co.
Realtors Phone (57

3d & Grid

Tbone

FURNISH ITD BUNGALOW
In the Fourth Ward
For Sale
5
rooma, bath, 2 glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, 1 screened
porch. Gas, Lights, Water, Concrete walks. Trees, Lot 38x142
This houso is available NOW
make a reawnablo first pay
ment and move in. Then JDO.Ou
Ter month lncUdlng lnterest--Cal- l
us f3r appointment.
aUALTY CO.
iJlECKalANN

KEArORS

Rea' Estute.

?9

Insuranco, Loam
Phone b"0

W. Gold Ave.

A REAL nOME.
In the Fourth ward, 6 good, large
and
rooms,
sleeping porch, nearly
new, white finish, hardwood floors,
built In features, breakfast room,
furnace garage, priced to sell.
11. McCLUGIIAN,
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-- J.
Real Estate, Investments, Notary
Public, Auto and Fire Insurance.
SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.

BARGAIN

Five rooms, bath and sleeping
porch, front and back porches,
range, shades,
good
etc. Only $3,700, terms.

Mcdonald

&

worsham,

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phono 308. Phone 00U-108 S. Third
.

Dwellings

wt

tc

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORE
214 W. Gold
Phone 442-6

FOB RENT

.

D, KELEHER

Phone

410.

67-

POND & MICHENER
Phone 507.
Close in, only four blocks from
117 W. Gold.

NEW BUNGALOWS
Modem 3 rooms and porches 2
way between city and university
2 blocks from street car line at
Bargain Prices, if you want
nice small home get us show
you them.
W. II. MCKILLION
206 West Gold

$85.00
$85.00
$50.00
$i;o.0(i
$no.00

Central avenue. Five-roobrick
with two porches, clothes closets,
pantry and bath, sheds, plastered garage, shade, lawn and In
one of the best residential sections of the city. We offer you
this place fot- only $4.7SO. Can
bo had on terms If desired.
INQUIRE NOW.
-

.

FOR RENT
FOll

$1,350

Phone
BUYS

640.

cr

new three-roocottage.
ner lot, vacant. $100 cash, balance $30 a month. Call irom lu
A

to 12.

1008 SOCTH ARNO.

Rooms

l,ia;ht housekeeping rooms.
FOR RENT Apartment
214 North Walter.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, out- FOH RENT Furnished, modern apartside entrance; also garage; no sick
ments. 215 North Seventh.
1116 North Second.
FOR RENT Four furnished housekeepFOR RENT Two well furnished roome
609 South Wslter.
ing rooms.
for housekeeping; large sleeping porch,
KENT Small furnished apartment,
electric lights and gas. 410 East Central. Folt
steam, heated. 1216 West Roma. Inquire Apartment 5.
HELP WANTED
FOR KENT Apartment, two nicely fur802
nished rooms; reasonable rent
Malo.
Kent.
WANTED Tailor rot bushelman work. FOH RENT Modern
three
apartment;
Apply Meyer & Mfyer.
rooms, completely furnished.
Inquire
I WILL conduct all huabe lurniturc 6C0 Bast Coal.
R
tnlea At AfltTtHN
tnr a
n
.n,
RENT Furnished apartment, lour
commission. C. W. SUTHERLAND, CITY Foit
401 South Eeventn.
rooms and
AuciioNEEK, pnone 219 at 618ft West phone 1644-J- . bath,
Central avenue.
FOH KENT
Furnished apartment, four
FOH SALE
Well located, well adverrooms; modern; no sick; adults, j 10 1
tised office, business in Albuquerque ;
Second.
North
small amount of cash will handle; light
work; good proposition for healthseeker. FOR RENT Three-rooapartment and
Address Business, care Journal.
three sleeping porches. 823 East Coal.
159-A
long-terWANTED
farm tenant for phone
e
farm and grazing land. In ex- FOR RENT Two Mrntsned rooms for
cellent mountain valley 24 miles from
light housekeeping; adults; no alck
Albuquerque; good opportunity for cat- 724 South Secmd.
tle; would consider desirable convalescent FOR RENT Nice three-roofurnished
If a capable orchard man; would also
apartment with sleeping porch and
rent either of two good houses on land. bath. 810 South Walter.
Address H. B. Hammond, giving refer- FOR RENT APARTMENT Two rooms
ences and experience. Box 658, Albuand sleeping porch, furnished or unquerque. N. M.
furnished. Phone 8128-FOR RENT Two large rooms, kltchsn-ett- e
female
and glassed-i- n
WANTED
sleeping porch. 606
Ouod family cook, wages 860
West Iron, phon 2S80-a month. Phone 1049-modWANTED Ulrl fur housework, half FOR KENT Desirable three-rooern furnished apartment;
best residays. Call at 226 North Walter.
dence ssction. Phon 865-WANTED
Girl for general housewurk;
FOR
RENT
Furnished
no washing.
apartment,
810 North Thirteenth.
three room with bath.
WANTED
American girl to help with Hotel, 21 ft North Second. Albuquerque
housework. Mrs. Orace B. Jones, 620
FOR RENT Two-roomodern, furnishSouth High.
ed apartment with garage, hot and
WANTED Middle-age- d
healthy woman cold water. 421 South Broadway.
who needs a home, to live with and
modern furnisn-e- d
care for old lady In her home. Address FOR RENT Two-rooapartment; no sick. 111? West
H. E. B., car Journal.
one block west Robinson park
Kent;
EARN HOARD
Room and $10 a month
RENT Three-rooapartment,
while attending school; catalogue free. FOR
nicely furnished, modern except heat;
906 ft South
Business
College,
Mackay
telephone and water paid. . 625 South
Main Street, Los Angeles.
Arno.
3.r.o PER DAY paid one lady In each
and a
town to distribute free circulars for FOR KENT A thrse-roor- a
furnlshad
apartmant, modern.
Economy
flavoring. Per- 609 South First.
Hotel
Savoy
Inqulrs
E.
manent position. F.
Harr Co., Chicago.
office.
WANTED
Woman to cuok and do general housework In small bungalow, FOH RENT Three rooma and three
sleeping porches freshly decorated Infrom 11 a. m to 8 p.' m. dally; referenoes
stil
and out New mattress and ruga
Mrs. Pen-fielrequired.
Apply evenings.
Phon 169-317 North Sixth street.
FOR
RENT On furnished housekeepMole and I'cninle.
ing apartment of three room and
CLERKS, 18 upwards, tor Postal M'all bath; also on furnished suits, two rooms
Service.
8120 month.
Experience un- and bath. Inqulr mornings, 803 South
necessary. For free particulars of ex- Fourth.
aminations, write R. Terry (former Civil FOR RENT Ore nsw modern furnished
Service examiner), 26 Continental Bldg.,
glassd-l- n
apartment, larg
sleeping
Washington, D. C.
porch: conveneient to aanatorlum. Ap
1315 East
Woodlawn
ply
Apartments,
PERSONAL
central, phon 1575-NICK, call T. M. C. A. Bob Cat.
FOifRENT Nicely furnished partmnt
VISITING BARBER. Phone 2010-Two rooms
for light housekeeping.
and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, separate
BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-cold
bath adhot
and
entrance;
water;
DO YOU WANT TO LEARN 6PANIHHT
13S9-912 North
SEE J. C. ESPINOSA, No. t. Whiting joining. ' Telephone
Eighth.
Phon 461.
building
WOULD BE WILLING to share expense
DRESSMAKING
with salesman having auto making
Gallup, Socorro ' or Santa F. Phon
1932-401 West Lead.
tailoring. Beading and
mbroldering
tl-W- ,
a specialty,
phon
PHRENOLOGIST
PLEATING, accordion, sloe ana box.
M
mall aMm
renA tIS. Knrfh
RIDE TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, 112
South Cornell avenue, have your head, avntn; crane Apartments, phone si 4.
face and hand head. Sara M. Jones, SPECIALTY in baby clothes and school
phon 2166-clothes; also lining and mending ladles'
end gentlemen' clothes. Mrs. Davis, 111
west Iron,
WHAT WORRIES YOtTT"
LEAdlN to make things com
your way. HEMSTITCHING and all kinds of
Id love, health or money; no long, tedl-ou- s
at the
pleating and braiding don
lesson, but lust what you need now.- William Millinery, oornar Broadway and
Just send your blrthdat sod your free- Gold, phon 1073-Ill offering.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J..
1224
North Second street. Albuquerque,
New

HEIGHTS

Mexloo.

PBTTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
Phon 1S78-- J.
Any kind of work.
WANTED Odd job carpentering, paint
ing and roof repairing. Phon 1456-FOR HOUSE OR . ROOF PAINTING
first-clawork; reasonable priors.
Oenrg T Brown. 1020 South Broadway
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
our figures-- !
house repaired, call J54-may interest you; no Job too largs'or too
small.

FOR RENT
RENT

Office Rooms

Office rooms, over
ft West Central.
FOR RENT Attractive
office, ateam
furnlshad.
heat, II glit and water
Wright building. npp"'U. postofflc.
FOR RENT Office- - roqms; heat and
water; above nation
stor. central
avenua. Inquire J. Korbar's Auto de
partment,
819

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Milk cow. Phon 2405-RTwo fresn milk cows. 1423

South Broadway.
George Blake.
FOR SALE Three spans work horses.
3,400
weighing
pounds a (pan, 6150 per
span. 819 North First.
FOR SALE Young pigs and two purebred Duroo-Jerae- y
boars: will furnish
pedigree for on; may be seen at C. W.
Hunter's Ranch, four miles north of Old
boulevard. AdTown, on Rio Grand
dress Albuquerque,
general
delivery.
Phon 2409-R-

FOR SALE

Poultrr-Eff- M

uTtrfaU'alaiayTiig

good prlc for turkey; will call for
them.
The Albuquerque Poultry Co.,
817 South Arno,
phon 862-FOR SALE
8. C. II. I.
puRed, eighteen hsns, twenty young
of
llet, four month old and twenty-fiv- e
lata hatch; fifteen
White
,
F-Summers,
Leghorns, hens. . Mrs- - J.
ill West Lead,

& Co,

Leverett-Za- pt

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue

Phone

AllSNT

CARPENTERING

FOR

Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
Is a reason,' Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every oay
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be any
cheaper, ..nd the choice loca
tions go to those who buy 'irst
10.00 down and $10.00
Lots
per month.
AND
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to how
you

640.

AUTOMOBILES
FOR

SALE

Dodge

truck.

Phone

roadster,

cheap.

2408-J-

Foil SALE Chummy
Phone 1473-- J.
FOR

SAI.K

first-da-

S

BuicW touring

condition.

s

Bond-Dillo- n

car.
Co..

elty.

FOR SALE OH TRADE Ford speedster
In fine mechanical
317
condition.
South

Arno.

FORD FOR RENT Drive It yourself.
200 South Broadway,
phone 1073-driver's license required.
FOR SALE
Sum extra goo usea cars
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 80S
West Central.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model.
worth 82,300,
will sell for 81, Bill.
Phone 490-SALE
Two Bulck light sixes, 1918
FOR
8760 and 8850; Ford truck,
models,
one-to- n
JIOO;
Ford truck, worm drive,

Weet Oold.
TO CAR OWNERS
If you have
blow Into the Broadway
a
Wo
to give
ndavor
Shop.
Vulcanising
you the best of satisfaction' at reason,
able prices. W. B. Frits, proprietor.
8400.

116

NOTICE

blow-ou- t,

WANTED

Miscellaneous

WANTED
Wsslnna and ironing by the
Call 1686-day.
Will pay good cash price for
WANTED
some used furniture.
Phone' 820-or field glass.
WANTED
Binocular

Trading Post, opposite

Wright

This classy four-roostucco
house Is tha choice buy in close,
homes in the clly.
in,
It It now vacant and can be
seen by calling phone 607. Terms
to suit purchaser.

CITY REALTY
207 W. Gold.

l'honc

l

Salesmen

saioii-ma-

oan easily mak $14 a day. Sec
Adam, from 1 to 2 p. m., Hotel
Sturgess.
WANTED
Salesman, opening for a high
grade salesman with a national or
ganisation; reference required.
Percy
Hotel. Albuaueruu.
Murphy, sturgea
Mr.

iJ4(W Mexioa,

&

l'hone

& Co,
nold Avenue

640

WANTED LOANS
$2 J00

.,!00. Good real

and

estate security.
J. I. K EtEHKR,

67.

211 West Gold.

PROFESSlOiNAL CARDS
A 1 !
hi s
JOHN W. WILSON,
ANMNii tomatoes
for sale. Fhone
Attorney.
2404-JRoom li, 17 and 1, Cromwell Building.
Phon 1153-J- .
'OH SALE Set double nrnrnese, at Bell's
rilYSK'lA.vS ANO WIKtllwONH.
Livery Barn.
KOR SALE Thresnlng
machine, $76. DR. S. I. ULKTON,
P. O. Box 412, City.
Disease of ta Stomach.
Suite. 8. Harnett Dilllfllng.
1US BUDDY 8 MILK. BEST IN TOWN,
tut. s. o. c i.Ait it k,
('hone 2418-REye, iur. Sunn and Throat.
("OR SALE First-clas- s
bicycle. 208 South
Phon 131.
Barnett Building.
Arno, pnone 1385-Offlc
Hours
'OR SALE Water motoi,
9 to 12 a. m., aud I to I p. m.
inquire at
inorning journal orrice.
V
MAlttiAKKT CAliTWltlljH't,
FOR SALE
Hard ooal base burner. 123 IH.
Office Grant illdg., lioom in. Phon 873
South Edith, phone 1851-.Residence 1123 .inst Central,
FOR SALE Hecond-han- o
Phone i71.
wagon and
light rigs, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
M.
W,
FOR SALE 10x12 wall tent; also inSHERIDAN, M. D.
cubator, A- -l condition. Phone 1916-Fraetlce Limited to
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new, GENITO UIUX KY
IMSEASES,
82.60 each.
Southwestern Junk Co.
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIX
FOR SALE .New 9x12 Hole Axm luster rVnaserrann
Laborntury In Connection.
rug. 611 West Marquette, phone 808-Phone B88.
CUIens n.mk llhiif.
FOR SALE Baby liasitet on rollers, in
CHiRbPRACTORi
good condition; will sail cheap. Phone

FOR

SALE

Miscellaneous

1912--

FOR SALE On
Moore
hot blast
heater; good aa new: reasonable. 1818
south Edith.
FOR SALE
Used tractors,
and 5
with gang plows.
Hardwar
Department J. Korber A Co,
HUY your uUN
before th seaaon
to
opens; fifty shotguns and rifle
select from. 118 West Gold.
FOR SALE Small hard coal heater,
linoleum and kitchen furnishings. 401
North Thirteenth, phone 989.
FOR
SALE
Everbearing
strawberry
plants, $1 per hundred. 3. M. Easter,
Boulevard road, Old Albuquerque.
FOR SALE
Fresh buttermilk and cot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Bwayns
Dairy. Phon 1916-FOH SALE
Iron bed, mattress
and
spring; also steel roldlng cot and
attress. 622 West Lead, phon 2001-YOU WILL find our Navajo rugs, the
cheapest and best. 228 North Elm,
2128-phon
and 117 North Mulberry,

fr

A

Second Street

IV.

1214

WANTED

Two living rooms, dlnlnir room,
kitchen
pantry,
refrigerator
eto.
room,
gas,
fireplace,
Screened
back porch, large
screened front porch, L,arge reception hall, Stairway to second floor; four large bedrooms
canvassed sleeping porch; bath:
all kinds of closets all thru
whole hoUFe; steam heat; Base-mehas cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, workroom, etc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
feet frontage on paved street
located In tli3 City's very besl
residential section.
If you are looking 'for a good
huy In a large home ai.d finest
location better rail at once foi
it wont la.st long.

0

CO.

217S--

nAM'liU

Just Listed

Leverett-Za- pf

Phone 1720-- J.
Washing and ironing to take
South Walter, phone FUR SALE Three oomparlincut. $6- gallon demountable steel tank, suitable
for use on wagon or truck for hauling of
of all kinds.
HAULING
Scavengerlng water, oil or
gasoline Phon 482,
722 East Iron, phone
and transferlng.
D99-R- .
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, eures all foot
WANTED
Iron saf.i,
About a
$1.
Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
In good condition. Address Safe, care troubles,
Co.. 408 West Central.
Phon 1067-J- .
Journal
.22 Special Reralnlngton reSALE
Folt
WANTED
Watches, clocks and Jewelry
peating rifle; good condition; also new
to repslr. 117 South First, phon 917-12
gauge single barrel shotgun, full
Brassfleld, the Watch Man,
choke, shell ejector. Hij North eighth.
for
WANTED
Party to llv on and car DilFull SALE 75,000 feet lumber ready for
mall ranch: no rent. Inquire L.
market; saw mill with plenty timber;
lingham, Bernalillo, N. M.
on railroad; MUST BE BOLD by October
WELDING
AND CTJTT1NO of metals, 1. 8. R. Wltcher, 226 West Oold, Albualso welders' supplies and carbide for querque. W. O. Seara. Thoreau, N, M.
sale. N. M. Steel O., Inc., phone 1947-ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
MAX BARGAIN
STORE), at 818 South GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 81 psr
gl
First, will pay tb highest price
Ion.
Mansano Co.. 110 Boutn
Th
rour second-han- d
clothing, anoes and Walnut phon 1884-Try a built up
furniture. Phon 188.
roof, will last as long a th bulMlrg.
BETTER KODAK
FINISHING It Is
bstter. Return postag paid on mall
order. The Barnum Studio, I19H West FOR SALE Flv hundred shares of City
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. 11.
HIGHEST cash prlc paid for aecond-han- t llust, N. T. Armljo building.
bicycle. Bring us your old wheels
and get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad
788.
ing Co.. 920 South Seoond. phon
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stop leaks.
RUQ CLEANERS
MATTRESSES
renovated, 18.50 and op. Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
furniture repaired and packed, stoves Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles;
Satisfaction
repaired. Ervln Bedding Co.. phone 471 Homestead Floor Paint.
Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co,
FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, bed assured,
10S7-- J.
108 West Central
phone
and picture frames, bronzing, enameling, car cushions, hall eushlons. SatisBUSINESS
CHANCES
faction guaranteed.
J. H. Austin, 1202
North First, phon 1270-Fult SALE narsae. beat location
town, rnone stb.
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing
Twlc dally servlo. Remember.
Folt SALE Small grocery store, doing
Send your finishing
1202
good
guaranteed.
business;
cheap rent.
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna North Arno.
at Hanna. Master Pnotngrufctr.
FOR SALE 6a
of the best buslnsa
WANTED
propertle In Albuauerou.
81,500 at 9 per cent, from
lit South
two to five years, en the following First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
described property:
On
brick
good
business house, new, rent for $80 per FOR SALE Photographlo studio, good
month, worth 85,500; on residence, occupied by owner, worth 11,000; 480 acres tor quick sal; reason for sailing, have
land In four mile Ft, Sumner, worth jtnei uuniiiefle. AuursHa ji-l- i.
12.880; total value, $9,380.
Abstracts FOR SALE
Rooming house, nine rooms.
with all property.
Individual
money
furnished, In good
condition; long
wanted. Address Box 84, Ft. Sumner, N.
a
lease;
profitable investment. Address
M.
M. C care Journal.
FOR SALE Established grocery busiFOR SALE -- Furniture
ness, In good residential district, In
FOR SALE Kitchen cupboard and table, Fourth ward; reason for selling, sickness
fumed oaktd china oloset, baby's bed, In family. For particulars address postsmall heater and aanltary couch. Phone offlc box 214.
1515-809 West Sliver.
A
BRICK rooming house
FOR
SALE Rang,
buffet.
between business center and railroad
dresser,
Hoosler cabinet, china cabinets and shops, on
corner lot; It rooma,
larg quantity of high grade used fur- 10 of them furnished; a money maker;
niture; also (una and auto tire. 820 price tor bouse, lot and furnltur
only
South First.
88.800; part terma. Address P. O. Box
.
486. City
WANTED
home.

Beautiful 8 Ro'om Home

CHOICE
m

SAYI

S.

HOME

SPECIAL JUST LISTED
FOR SALE BY

REALTOR'S

- Rooms
- Hooms

Second and Gold.

LIFETIME

well-buil-

FURNISHED

In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In fccfore 6 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work (o
THE- RED ARROW,
SrRoom and two sleeping porches,
B. Las Vegsr hnt air
Albuo.uero.ue
henf, nice br;ok unfurnitih-ed- ,
(We want a representative In TO'JH
on leasa ate $75.01) per month.
territory.)
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co,,

A

FOR RENT Rooms
FOR RENT Furnished
brick
house.
Phone S278-FOH
Room.
120 South Walter.
FOR KENT Four-roofurnished unod-er- n
iit Kfe;NT Furnished room. 616
bungalow. Inquire 813 North
Copper.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
three-rooNOW
VACANT,
treat. 301 South High.
cottage,
south highlands. Phone 1345-from l'OU RENT
218
FurnlsneS rooms.
12 to I.
South Walter, phone 1B67-FOB RENT Furnished house In highHUNT
FOH
Three
rooms
turnmned
lands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
modern. 1011 North First
Phone 1451-FOR UB.NT Front ruum suitaOle for
FOR RENT Two-rooeut.ege with
eiuiemen. 3j norm ruin.
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. 5H
Enfit Santa Fe.
FOH RENT Furnished room, gentleman
preferred. 415 North Fourth.
d
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnish-ehouse; sleeping porchs, 30. Call FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
706 East Santa- - Fe.
607 South Second, phone 1480-. u.MisHKD
FOR RENT Leverelt-Zap- f
& Co. give
rooms; hot water heat; i.
sick; m, children. 414 West f4lver.
special attention to rentals,
gecond
and Gold, phone 640.
FOH RENT Furnished
room,
lurnace
FOR RENT Furnished
heat: no sick. 807 South Walter.
cottai;o
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-or WA N TED Congenial
employed girl to
call 1203 East Copper.
snare apartment, close In. Call 1234-Fult RENT Four-roocottage, fur- FOR RENT Furnished, room and kltcli
nished, In Highlands. A. B. Mllner,
enclte. 1724 West Central. Phone Kt
813
West Central ave.
FOR RENT Three furnished
houseFOR RENT Modern three, four, five and
keeping rooms, In the rear 819 North
apartments and houses; some Fourth.
furnished. W. H. McMIUIon, 206 West
i' OK KENT Front
room, suitable for
Gold.
one or two gentlemen.
115 ft Sou'h
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vaoant
second.
We
houses with us for rent
give FOR RENT Three furnished sooms for
A
them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
Phone
light housekeeping; no sick.
Co., phone 640.
K.61-FOR RENT House, a beautiful home,
First-clas- s
FOR
RENT
furnished
room,
four rooms and sleeping porch, modern,
205
No sick.
South Arno,
phone
two blocks from postofflce. Apply 11:S0 1285-W.
till 1 and after 6 p. m. 820 West Lead.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
rooms; also
FOR RENT Modern apartment
house,
light housekeeping rooms. 222 ft North
seven rooms and bath, two screem-porches, well furnished and close In. In- Third.
quire John Lehner, room 20, Armljn FOR RENT Two extra large front
rooms for housekeeping; kitchen sink.
building, phone 477.
FOR SALE 13,600 will buy this mod- Phone 2053-four-rooern
home; two large porches FOH RENT Two rooms antt sleeping
and garage and atore-roolot 50x143,
porch, furnished for light housekeepfacing east on streetcar line, at No. 90S ing. 509 South Arno.
207
North Twelfth.
Co.,
City Realty
FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
West Gold, phone 667.
.
rooms with south side sleeping porch.
420 West Lead, phone 718.
Rent-Rooms
For
with Board SLEEPING
ROOM with use of bath; emPhone
rates.
preferred.
ployed gentleman
Reasonable
TABLE BOARD
1524-714 East Coal.
Phone 1415-FOR R HINT Furnished room and board, FOR KENT Two rooms and sleeping
SI 8 '4 West Gold.
porch furnished for light housekeep-In609 2 East Central.
FOR KENT
bleeping porch and ooatd
Steam-heate- d
FOR RENT
1207 Bast Central
sleeping
room, hot and cold water. AlbuquerSis
All
TABLE BOARD
218 '4 North Second.
que
Hotel,
1472-West Fruit.
Phone
ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch, IMPERIAL
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
with board. 1638 East Central.
Theater, 211ft West Central.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board FOR RENT Clean,
nicely furnished
and room, garage. 628 South High,
with or without
rooms; reasonable,
GOOD HOME C00K1N3. sleeping porcai board.
413 South Broadway.
1027
Forrester
front room; no si ok
FOR KENT Two beautifully furnished
614
FOR RENT Room with board.
rooms in modern home. Apply to Mrs.
North Sixth; quiet home,
phone in Fred Ham, 623 North Second.
house.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room,
FOR KENT Clean newly furnished bed
modern, private family; ladles only.
room; also good meals. 219 North 715 South Walter, phone 1669-Walter.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private enFOR RENT Room ana ooard, with
trance; adjoining bath; to employed
board. 410 man; no sick. 816 South Seventh.
sleeping porch; first-claEast Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms with
bed room; suitable for one or
flrst-olatable board. Phone 1327-two gentlemen. 416 South Third.
110 South Arno.
FOR KENT Two large rooms, furnished
MIRAMONTES ON THE MESA
for light housekeeping; no sick or
PRIVATE HOTEL, for tubecular persona small children. 603 North Fourth,
rnone 3oo-j- i.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
RANCH
JAMESON'S
Ideal location for
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
few reservations now week or month. C02ft West Central.
healthseekera;
available. Phone 22.18-FOR RENT Nice large room In modern
GRAND VIEW RANCH
home, convenient to meals; furnace
TEE place to recuperate; modern ac- heat. Room vacant Sept SO. 108 South
commodation.
Phone 2407-RArno,
Room and sleeping porch. FOR RENT Well furnlehsd room conFOR RENT
with board for, onnvalescenta; gentle,
necting bath, furnace heat; lady emmen only; private home. Phone 2148-ployed preferred; no sick. 239 North
FOR RENT
Nice rooms with sleeping High.
comfortable, light
porches with board, for convalescents, FOR RENT Clean,
Mrs. Reed. (12 South .Broadway,, phone
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable
rates; one block from Santa Fa shops.
6!.
DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING PORCH and 830 South Third,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
bedroom, with board. In furnaoe-heat-- d
light housekeeping; also on furnished
home; reasonable; also table board.
room for sleeping. Call 1727 West Cen1420 East Silver. Phone 1422-tral,
phona 1749-UOOK NEWS FOR HEALTUS1CEKEHS
High-claroom, north,
We will reduce our rates, September FOR RENT
south and east exposure; south sleepIS, to too and iff per month; modern
beat resibom
In
ing
porch;
private
board
accommodations and first-clas- s
district. Phone 970.
with nurse aeivlce; make reservations dential
CTOOD
WORTH
Newly
furnished, men
now
Casa de Cro. 613 West Gold.
clean room and housekeeping apart
FOR
HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnished ments, by day, week or month. Reduced
rooma with aleenlnc norohes. hot and summer rates. 811 South Third.
oold running water In each room, staam
RENT Large room and glasssd
iuai excellent board, tray service, call FOR
sleeping porch for light housekeeping;
bells, large sua. bath house; trained nurse
clean and airy; car stops In
In attendance,
prices reasonable. Vmh modern,
1228 South Edith.
front of house.
da Oro. 609 and ll West Oold.
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable
THE AI.AMOGORDO
BANITAIUUM
at rooms, with glassed-i- n sleeping rooms
now has
Mexico,
Alamogordo, Naw
light and water paid; ne
room for twenty mora tubercular patients. and garage;
sck; no children; rant reasonable. 1011
taeai location. Close to nature. Grad- North
Second.
uate nurses.
Rates, Including board.
medical attention and general nursing, FOR RENT Large room with smatl
sin per week, For reservations write
room adjoining, bath, large screened
to the Manager, H. L. sleeping porch, private entrance; suitImmediately
able
Hoover, Sanitarium,
for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
New
Alamogordo,
Mexico,
Ball, 721 East Cold, pbona Hja--

a

J,

STARE

C.

Real Estnte and Insurance.
310 V. Gold.. , .. ...rimne 188.

Pressod brick, cement basement
and walks, bIx rooms, bath, hall
t,
and porch, new and
on
corner lot in good locality.
For
see
terms
and
price
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522--

m

FOR SALE
acres good
$1,600 will buy 6
farm land, good
house,
nice shade trees, Mve miles north
on river road, will trade for city
property. J. H. PEAK, lands, loans
md insurance.
'

by the
owner to push the ale of this
modern home. This
means we want an offer. Don'l
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and pltntr of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer.

six-roo-

A HOME

216 West Gold Are,

iSO--

A

We have been requested

211 W. Gold.

A.

rtAlUrtWcT"7NC.

OPPOSITE CITY PARK

1

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

714 W. Central.

FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITY
I
FOR INVESTORS! !
Central Ave., close-i$4,600.
4 rooms,
glassed sleeping
porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
18,000.00, 'Central Ave., paying
3
18
The initial
per cent.
payments is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
We get results.
list tt with us.

n,

THREE FINE LOTS

BEFORE BUYING

;

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

J.

Leverett-Za- pf

D, T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insnrance.
Phone 907-210 W. Gold.

5

1921

HERE'S AN

IDEAL HOME,

A HOMEY

-

..$70,00

WANTED
$6,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell ua what you want we may
nave it.

'

The best tire for the least
money in the state.
Tire Kepalrlng - and
Ketreadlnr.
niGHLA.M, TIKI'. & RUBBER
WOKKS..
Broadway and Gold. Phone S30

i

tionally good location. Can be
bought on extra good terms and
the price Is right.
A IiARGS BRICK HOUSE
Located close in, in the Third
ward. Has eight large rooms,
modern; large clothes closets;
built-i- n
features; large bath
room;
larjo screened ' front
screened
back porch;
porch;
good walks, lawn and some
shade and extra large lot. This
house is located Just four blocks
from postofflce and would make
a dandy home for a large family, or you could rent out enough
rooms to pay a good interest on
your investment,

Oversize and
Overservice

KjunfT

1

e

ments made by us.

I
I

I
I

NFVT

YEAR, -

yy-- r,

--

WHEN

NOTICE
Tires are a ievevi
tire; all adjust-

MAJESTIC

tXjiJlEN.

II

and

M. S. iC.NUE,

ChlroBiactor.
20 Armljn Building.
I),

t

Chiropractor,

303 West Central.

.

l'hone Connection.
Wwiri tt and

WANTED

ti.

Position

411 West
WA.Vl ED Position nurslug.
Santa Fe.
WANTED
Housekeeping or hotel work.

22314 North Third, room 8
man
WANTED Position by
cook. Address Jaok. care Journal.
TRAINED NURSE, Colorado registered,
wants private cases. Phone ll)2ft-DAHI1EH will work In homes or eanato-rltim- s;
reasonable Devlin, Ph. 2307-YOUNG MARRIED man, weli educated,
wishes position. W. Kadlsh, Gen. Del.
Albuquerque. New Mox.
PRACTICAL NL'HSB wants confinement
caiei; good worker and willing. 1123
South Arno, phone 1668-WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS & ZANiJ,
keep books.
room I Mellnl building. Phon 701--

irYIRanchei

iiaoe mi lent, eigniy-ac- r
ranch, water, five-roohous;. fin
plac for chickens;. seven, miles eat of
I730-Wtown. Phone
FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and
one-ha- lf
miles west of Barelaa bridge,
oo main ditch. nw adob nous and
mil
garage, water In house,
from school house Phone 2404-J2- .
acre ranch, on
FOR SAI.hr Fifty-eigh- t
f
mile from Lu Luna. N.
and
11.; all fenced and under ditch; part In
In pasture;
good
cultivation, balance
house, four large rooma down stair, upstairs In on room; good out building,
bearing fruit trees, all kinds, also grape
and berries; two good well of water, on
mile
to depot; will glv
and one-hareasonable terma Address Los Lunaa, N,
11
B" I.
fruu

SPECIAL NOTICE
Vvai

LAA

service.

save yru uiuiie
eieoirtcal
Call up and get our estimate.

GILDERSLEEVB

ELECTRIO CO.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
1720 Welt Central, phone 1720--

SEWING MACHINES
atWIMi

.MAI IIIM.i
repairs
cleaned; parts and supplies for all
makes; all work guaranteed.
C H.
Morehead. phone 718. 4.'0 West Lead.

WANTED
Wii WANT h'Uiei
It right wt will
reiults count and
Keleher, 211 West

to

Houses
ifii.

if your price
find a buyer for you;
wa gat tham,
J. D.
Oold
Phona 410.

TIME CARDS

WKSTiiOli.ND

M

Dally.

Arriv. Depart.
Tb SoouL... T 30 pm 3:80 pro
No. 1 Calif. Limited 10:40 am 11:1 am
No. t Fargo Fast 11:10 am 11:41 am
12 48 am 1:10 am
No. f Th
Navaj
Train.
No.

1

SOUTH BOUND.
10:1 pm
Paso Exp.
11:80 am
Paso Exp.
EASTBOUND.
No.
Th Navajo . 2:16 pm" 1:48 pra
No. 4 Call t I.lm.t-- d 1:00 pm 8 40 am
No. I S. F Eight.. 1:18 pm 1:00 pra
No. 10 Tb Scut . . 1:10 a Tilt kg
FROM SOUTH.
36 pm
desires No. 18 From El Pao
HoUNU
HlvSIMiSS WC'tsAX
t 0 am r s
room with sleeping porch, If possible; No. to From El Pa
No. to connecta at Beiea with Ma.
also garage; must be reasonable. Ad
dresa Box 88, car Journal.
for Clovla Pon Valley. Kansas City mad
WANTED Two or three rooms and Gulf CnssL
No, 88 connect at Balen with No.
sleeping porch, furnished or unfurnishand poinfc fast and aouttt
ed, for housekeeping; quote prlc. Ad- from Clovl

WANTED

No. to
So. 37

El
El

t

Rooms

tl
tl

dress J. U.

! cu

Journal,

lit 3ovla

.

u
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G. OF G.

FIGS

V

0uT first "k'Pment of New Figs Is here. Packages at lOo
ana 20c,
Bulk Figs for eating raw or stewing, lb
25o
Yesterday we sold a lot of the Golden Hubbard Kauash. hut
as we received a thousand pounds there is still plentv.
Per pound
(, . . ,
...,5o
New Crop Pinon Nuts.
Monarch Brand Milk, tall cans, 15c. When you can buy such
high grade milk in this market at 15c, its a bargain.
Forty dozen of one kind of Crackers are on the way.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H WARD

...

Coal and South Walter

Phone

B76

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

LET'S GO

PHS1"jJ

TODAY

jj

AIR COOLED.

MAE

MARS!

In Her Very Latest Production

"NOBODY'S
Also

KID"

Adapted from "Mary Cary" by
Kate Langley Bosher
Latest News and Mutt & Jeff Cartoons
REGULAR

Senator
Jones will be
In
Wednesday
Albuquerque
night, and local democrats are
planning to glvo a dinner in
his honor at the Y. M. C. A,
Senator Jones had expected to
return to Washington, but detained in tho state by business

ADMISSION

5 ON
Chamber Directors Suggest
That Merchants Combine
Willard and Estancia Trips

matters.

While the complete program
has not been prepared, it was
announced last night by W. C.
Oestreich, chairman of the
democratic county central comthat Senator Jones
mittee,
would be the principal speaker. It is also expected that
local speakers will appear on
the program,
"We are going to prepare
now for a democratic victory
In 1922." eaid Mr. Oestreich

who
merchants.
Albuquerque
were disappointed in making the
"get acquainted" trip to Estancia
July Fourth, are planning to make
the visit during tho Estancia fair
October 6, 7 and 8. The invitation
to attend tho fair was brought
tho chamber directors last
night by Secretary D. B. McKee.
last night.
If arrangements can be made as
The dinner will not be connow planned,
the Albuquerque
fined to local democrats; In
business men will combine their
fact. It is not to be a partisan
proposed Willard trip with the Esaffair. Anyone who desires
tancia trip, making them both at
to attend will bo welcome.
the same time
and probably
spending two or three days In the
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
two cities.
Tho Albuquerquo Business Men's
association has planned an excurJONES The remains of Mrs.
sion to the Willard
celebration Virginia Jones, who committed
which takes place October 4 and f. suicide hero Sunday, were shipped
officials to the home of her parents at
Chamber of Commerce
will endeavor to have the merlast night.
Maryland,
chants tako In both towns on their Strong Brothers
were in charge.
trip.
Business between Estancia and
The
funeral of
SIMMONS
Albuquerque is growing in volume
Simmons will be held from
since tho truck line was estab- George
Strong Brothers' chapel this morn
lished. Tho line is hauling ai av ing
10 o'clock.
Interment will
more
than 125,000 pounds be Inat Fairvlew cemetery.
erage of
a month from Albuquerque to the
heart of tho Estancia valley.
Funeral service
"And the trucks are not coming forPALLADINO
Filomena Palladino were
back empty," Secretary McKee re held Mrs.
Immaculate
at
the
Conception
minded tho directors last night, church
yesterday morning. Rev.
Estancia produce is being hauled A. M. Mandelari
Interinto Albuquerque and Is having its ment was in the officitated.
family lot in Santa
erroct on tho lowering of market Barbara
Brothcemetery.
Strong
prices.
ers were In charge.
Albuquerque boosters started to
attend tho Estancia Fourth of July WEILLER Funeral services for
celebration and at least 150 cars David Weiller were held at his
left the city. But four arrived at
West Tijeras avenu-Jtheir destination, due to a cloud homo at 1120
3 o'clock.
burst near Barton which turned yesterday afternoon at
officiating
several miles of the road Into a Rabbi MolsewasBergman
in F.'Nai B'Rith
lake. The same cordial invitation Interment
which was received at that time cemetery. Strong Brothers were in
has been issued again by Estancia charge.
officials who want Estancia and
MOYA
Manuel Moya, aged 75,
Albuquerque business men to be- died
last night at his apartments
come better acquainted."
on north Walter. He la survived
by his mother, who is in El Paso
LEGION PLANS TO
The body was taken to tho Crol- lott funeral parlors, pending the
SEND HE' E'ATFS TO
arrival of the mother.
be-f-

-

,

LOCAL ITEMS

OHLY

Coal Supply Co Phona 4 and 5
There is an undelivered telegram
at the Western Union for Mrs. L.
II. Taylor.
The New Mexico Funeral DI-- 1
rectors association will hold their
annual convention Tuesday and
Wednesday, In Las Vegas. Funeral directors from all parts of tho
etate will be present. Tho entire
board of embalmers of the state
of Colorado will attend the convention as the guests of the associ-

NATIONAL

Easy Payments If You Wish.
No Interest Charged.

Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Shortle have
gone by automobile to Denver.
They expect to return on October

Roth man's

3.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
C. M.

Barber purchased two lots

on Stanford avenue yesterday

and

already has two crews of workmen
preparing concrete foundations for
two beautiful pressed brick Call- Nearly two miles of additional
water mains are now being laid on
the Heights.

ti
of a

you want to Know what Kind
citizenship lives in University
Heights, go to the Heights public
school and note the behavior, character and appearance of the little
tots attending the school.
GENTRY'S EGGS.

MZETHG

Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

First St.

Phone

91

7-

ERROR IS MADE IN
T. B. CRABB COLUMN
ON MONDAY MORNING
The Journal wishes to apologize
to T. B. Crabb for an error
which
in his Column of "Crabb- scrawlings" on Monday morning,
Mr. Crabb's copy read: "Henry
Lehrman wired the undertaker to
whisper in Virginia's ear. O, that
we could whisper in Henry's ear."
When the proof was taken, the
word, "Henlng" was substituted for
"Henry," the copy having
been
written In long hand.
A correction was made on the
proof but the error again appeared
in the column Monday morning,
giving the paragraph an inane
meaning.
The local turn clven was not In
tended by Mr. Crabb nor by the
euuunai room or tne journal
aPpa-e-

I

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY
HANDLES LUMBER AND
BUILDING MATERIALS
The addition of a stock of lumber and building materials to the
fuel business of the Coal Supply
company at 523 South John street.
has been announced by the officers
or tne company. The new name of
the firm will be the Coal Sunnlv
and Lumber company and the offi
cers, William R. Walton, president
and manager, and Reuben Perry.
secretary, will remain the same.
The new department will be supervised by E. E. Brown, a lumber
expert of several years experience.
He may be consulted at all times
for assistanc in arriving at the cost
of materials ror any size contract.
according to an announcement of
the new company.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
JOURNAL OFFICE
BRACY'S

SUICIDE VERDICT IS
GIVEN BY CORONER'S
JURY IN JONES CASE
Mrs. Virginia Jones, former

te

in this city, and wife of
William Jones, took her own life
by administering strychnine during
a moment of mental aberration at
her home Sunday afternoon, according to the voi' Mct of the coro
ner s jury. Th
quest was pre-- e
W. W. McHided over by .'
rnoon.
Cle;lan yester
nt
the InqucK'
T?sCi:amy i.
hr
showed that
:ti Jones,
arrested In O'
husband, had I e
Town Saturday
,ht on a cha'
of drinking, anl ti at she took ll "
poison shortly i' cr 1 o'clcck Sun
day afteinoon ai d d'ed at a loca
hospital three tvurs later.
:

CLAIM DYING WOMAN
DID NOT STATE HER
HUSBAND WAS UNKIND

Phone

901-- J.

Taxi & Baggage

Apples

Grapes

Pink Cantaloupes
Oranges
Peaches
Bananas

WHITE COLORADO POTATOES
The quality of these Potatoes are the best, and our
sales the largest in some time, on Potatoes. The
price and quality tell. Come and see them and
you will buy.
100 lbs. Potatoes
$2.85
50 lbs. Potatoes
$1.45
35 lbs. Potatoes
$1.00
16 lbs. Potatoes.
50c
8 lbs. Potatoes
25c
We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

can save you half
prices heretofore
luoted. Let us show'you

Spanish

iV

205 South First Street
The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

Girl to Work

'

In Kitchen.

;he

.i I

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WANTED
Apply Y. M. C. A.

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS THE
POPULAR FAVORITE

(

feet from Central Avenuo.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,

45

Herbert C. Schultr.
JEWELER.
Fourth Street.
Srd door north of Postoffloa.

FOR SALE Beautiful horn or Rood
investment.
Three blocks from
elglit-rooy
postofflce.
home, very large sleeping porch,
colonial Interior, white and mahogany
finish, beautiful italrway and reception hall. For particular! call 714
West Gold, 13 to 3 p. m.

107 So.

WANT
for

Automobiles
$5.00

401
FOR SALE.

sun parlor,
brick,
back porch, garage,
corner lot, 1301 East Cen'ral
avenuo. Furnislied or

Storage.

Per Month.

Written by Byron Morgj

North First.

Five-roo- m

screened

FOR SALE
Upholstered
davenport and
fireside chair; three upholstered
parlor chairs;. Stcinway upright piano; ono parlor cabinet; three parlor tables; curtains; drapes velour portiers;
one standard sewing machine.
Phone
Mrs. Grunsfeld.
31S,

One more thrilling, rollicking reason
why Wallace
Ueid 13 the screen's, most popular actor!
A romance of
love and business. Roaring with daredevil-drive- n
speed cars! Tingling with

POULTRY
Barred Rocks and Rhode Island fryers, 35o pound.
Large
fat hens, 28c.
S5c.
Pullets,
White Leghorn hens, $1.25 each.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Mrs. M. A. SKEES
015 North Second. Phone 1815-- J

race-trac-

rivalry, trickery, danger!

Medicated Turkish Bath
Tickets of six liaths, Including
body massage, for $10, for balance of tfcis month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERIli DEAMER, Prop.
508 W. Central. Phone 683--

ATTENTION
Liberty Army Store,
117 N. First.

At The Armory

FRIDAY

NIGHT

Vnder Management
LEW FISON

of

Navy Blankets, new
Army Field s Shoes

Three Cash Prizes

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"BURTOH HOLMES TBAVEL08U

$1.23
$2.50
$7.50
PROMPT ATTENTION TO
MAIL ORDERS.

Army Cots
Officers' Raincoats

"l
1G0

Is hereby

given that lakes at
Bernardo
one mile
Station,
south and one mile north and
east to the Rio Grande river,
also lakes on west side of Santa Fe track north of 'Bernardo
are posted according to
will be prosecuted.
W, J. KEENET.
assers

THE

WORLDI

"CURRENT

EVENTS"

,

REGULAR PRICES

rrnv.

,.m n

I

.,JWr,,.w,"w,,,?yg,,,WJ

$1.93
$2.00

D. D. Breec-teO. D. Shirts

(Remember tho Round ! p
Dnnco Last Week?)
DE Ll'XE ORCHESTRA
"Nuf Sed."

Notice to Hunters

$3.50

a thousand

Strewing
smiles on the road to happiness!
A picture that starts the. heart to
thumping and
gives old Father Time the laugh.

SEE

BIG DANCE

k,

"

r

FOR SALE
Registered Hereford Catt!e

60 Cows, with calves at side
ld
33
Hellers.
29 Yearling Heifers.
of
the above art
Forty head

Double Standard Polled
48 Yearling

Here-fords-

CONTINUOUS

1

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

.

and

Bulls.
These cattle are on my ranch
ten miles north of Maxwell, Colfax County, N. M.. end art
priced to sell.
GEORGE T. LAMBERT
Raton, N. Mex.

Ck:mJt

4

-

sssSswfei

KHOUHCEKE

In

Watch Repairing

WISEMAN'S WATCn SIIOI
215 South second St.

We believe In the future of Albuquerque,
We believe that a free broad spirit of
progress Is at hand. Nothing can or will
retard the city's advancement,
but we
A determined, unified purpose
ourselves.
and a recognition of our common Interest
will secure for Albuquerque an enviable
reputation. Having faith in the future,
we announce the addition of lumber and
building materials to our well established
fuel business.

WANTED
EXPERIENCED
SALESLADY
Spanish

Speaking

This department la supervised, by an ex.
pert of many years experience, Mr. E. E.
Brown, who la In our employ. He may
bo consulted at all times and will render
valuable assistance In arriving at the cost
of materials for any size contract. The
same high standard in service and quality
will be maintained and upon this basis
we ask your patronage.
We have gained
your good will in the fuel business' and It
will be our endeavor to merit the same
In the lumber department. The name of
the company is changed but slightly,
simnlv f hn nddltlnn nf tho wniH Tnmh..
The officers remain the same, Wm. R.
Walton being active president and man'

Prefered

MANDELL DREYFUSS
COMPANY
Corner Third and Central'

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

6or,.na

Albuquerque, . 7:45 m
in Santa Fe... 10:45 am
Santa Fe
4:30 pm
In Albuquerque

Phone 600

r&euDen

ferry, secretary,

7:80 pm

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Singer Cigar Store,
West Central

f"s

a

FOGG, The Jeweler
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono
SlllMi

903--

s

BS1I1H

and FISH

Let Us Send a Man
replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
Pbone 421.
428 North First
To

TODAY
Meats,

I'our Trunk Hauled lor

Arizona

Groceries,

gr

GALLUP
201

Phone

North1 First Streef.

Phono

'

19

Us loor Order
Will do me Rest.

tickled a nation.

two-year-o- ld

We

WeSeUSrawBRfc
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

othsr Macaroni Products.

CERR1LL0S

We Have Provided for Tour Comfort and Pleasure
DEPENDABLE FUELS
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
DEPENDABLE SUPPLY
'
.,
Thone Your Requirements.

5 GREAT REELS

Added Attraction: "SWEET REVERSE

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

IIUI1IIIG MER-

HAY AND
ALFALFA

Rambouillets

WALTER M. COfiriELL

Call Albuqnerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

SHIPPERS0F

Don't have to toll yon about this.
1eaTe yon to imagine and sre
all the Joy Jackie Cnngnn kcs
ont of the pranks that havo

Large, smooth,
yearling and
rams. In carload lots or less Prices right.

Vegetables and
Fruits

25 Cents

19a I M0SL

RAMS
heavy-shearin-

Los Lunas, N. M.

mf

OYSTERS

M

We Are on the Job

n

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.

All

122 S. 4th St.

J.

CANTILE CO.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

and

BUSINESS CARDS

We Specialize

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelrv

Honey Dews

ANNOUNCEMENT
VISITING

CAFETERIA

810

158

THEATRE

Mexico Clzai

and

Open front 7 a. in. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fount1 and (cniiiil.

.

People who were present during
the time that Mrs. Virginia Jones
was dying after having administered to herself a dose of strychnine
claimed last night that the woman
did not accuse her husband of
treating her unkindly. They admitted that she said she wished
NOTICE.
to die but
that they did
The recognition
our not hear anyBtated
accorded
reference to an acschool brings to us innumerable cusation of
improper treatment on
calls for office workers, which wo the
part of the husband, who is a
are unable to fill.
vocational student here.
Every graduate is employed In a
superior position. Others who are
efficient register with our em
FOR WALL TINTING and all
ployment department.
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
WESTERN HCHOOL FOR PRI- VATE SECRETARIES,
Phone 1342--

Skinner's, Ideal and Pappc's. Price
158
65 cents.

Florida Grapefruit

ENGRAVING
WEDDING
INVITATIONS

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 221fV
South First.

At the regular meeting of the 319 H
American legion last night, it was
decided to Invite tho women s auxWe deliver any size any
iliary to bo present at the legion
meeting on the second Monday in where. Henry Transfer Co.,
October, to discuss plans for the Phone 939.
national convention at Kansas City
during the latter part of October.
CITT F.r.ECTKlfe
8IIOR SHOP
Delegates were elected at the state I'lione S67-213 8outh Second.
convention at Silver City last week
Free Call and Delivery.
to go to Kansas City, but any member of tho legion of good standing,
Journal Want Ads bring results
can take advantage, for himself and
his wife, of the reduced railroad
rates to this convention. This rate,
where the member rides in the day
coach, is $23.05 for round trip, and
where he rides in a Pullman or
any sleeping car, the round trip
costs a fare and a third.
Inquire
As an aid to the campaign being
launched for new members,
the
national headquarters of tho American legion has authorized a special membership rate of $3.60, efEAT AT
fective October 1, and lasting until
1D22.
December 31,

J

Touring Car, 1920 Chevrolet.
Just overhauled; new buttery,
sood condition. Call nt New

BITTNER

ation.

The china painting class of the
Woman's club will meet Wednes-- ,
day afternoon at 3 o'clock to discuss business matters.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
Attorney Harold Perry of Santa
Fe was in the city on legal business yesterday.
Miss Mary Paine, cafeteria director of the T. W. C. A. has returned from a vacation trip to
Denver.
The Knights of Columbus will
hold their regular business meeting
at 8 o clock tonight at the St
Mary hall, to be followed by a ban- uet xor outgoing ana incoming of
ficers.
The Loyal Order of Moose will
meet tonight in Moose hall for bus
Iness of Importance.
Four dollars, full wagon load
factory, wood; limited amount
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
U. I. Sanchez was fined 315 In
police court yesterday on a speeding charge.
Margarate O'Keefe
and Mable Allen were given $30
fines or thirty day sentences on
aisoraeriy conduct charges,
Speer D. Mitchell filed a divorce
suit against Gaynell Mitchell In
the district court yesterday.
A divorce suit was started yentorday by Louisa Coyle against
Charlie B. Coyle.
Abandonment
was charged in the complaint,
MaJ. J. H. Toulouse
will leave
this morning for Santa Fe, where
will
a
remain
he
few days on offi
cial business.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O'Loughlln left
Sunday night for Los Angeles.
II. O. Strong of Strong Broth
ers leaves today to attend the annual meeting in Las Vegas, of the
New Mexico Funeral Directors as
rodation, which will be held there
Tuesday and Wednesday.

$35

HOW

FOR SALE

A. A.

Early in October.

ROBERT JONES

SIS Marble Arenac

j

TRADE TRIP TO

CRESCENT GROCERY

taon

SENATOR JONES
TO SPEAK HERE
AFTER BANQUET

PUNS

September 27, 1921

A GAYETY COMEDY
Advanced Prices: Matinee Adults, 25c; Children, 10
nignt 10 to ll) Adults 35c; Children 15c
Including Tax.

'

.

IIAIIII COAL CO., PHONE 91
COKE
WOOD

SECURE
Best Training in All
Commercial Subjects.
Western
School for Private
Secretaries.
Phone 901-- J
Day. Half-da- y
and Evening
Sessions.
The

I'llll

KAI.R

Just finished

RV

niBNKn

modern,
press DricK ind new
.
-I
t n rv ' , ,4
j
ern house on West Gold.
completing. Call at
HS1
E8T SILVER.
rT
six-roo- m

flve-roo-

V,

--

J"

J

